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CHAPTER 1 

IHTRODOCTIOM 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study was to make as analysis of the 

relationship between dominatlire*i»tegrati¥e classroom behavior 

and th® mean scores on selected measures of soeio^eivi® atti-

tudes of students at Morth Texas State College preparing to 

teach the social studies during the year l®i0-61« 

Sub-Problems 

The two sub-problems of this study are listed as follows: 

1» To determine if there were significant differences 

between domihatlva and integrative student-teachers as toJ 

«, Their mean scores on the Inventory o£ 

b. Their mean scores on the Polltical-Sconomio Conserva* 
Mi® SMM* 

c« Their mean seores on WrlJ^htftone1 i. Scale. j>£ Civic 
Beliefs. 

d. Their mean seores on Thurstone1 a Seal®!, for the 
Measurement of Social Attitudes (Attitude Toward 
the Churek, Attitude Toward war* Attitude Toward 
the Germans, Attitude Toward the Chinese, Attitude 
Toward Communism)• 

2. To determine if any of the measures of sooio-oivic 

attitudes would aid in differentiating prospective social 

studies teachers who would be dominant in their classroom 



behavior fro® those who would tee integrating In their elass-

rooai behavior. 

Hypothesis 

The hypothesis of this study was that there was no sig-

nificant difference between student-teachers exhibiting dotal* 

uaat behavior and student-teaohers eaehibiting integrative 

behavior as to their mean scores on the selected measures of 

socio-eivlo attitudes used in this study. 

Background and Significance of Study 

fhe a©lection of this problem arose out of a desire to 

find aiore effective methods of teaching and evaluation of 

social studies instruction* Social studies teachers need to 

provide patterns of experiences that will contribute to the 

development of ia©n, " to aid in preparing youth to play an 

ever more effective part in an evolving society,"1 

Another factor prompting this study was a concern over 

the kinds of soolo-oivie attitudes and ways of thinking that 

nust be developed by our schools if our country is to have an 

alert, lnforned, interested eitlsenry* These citizens mast 

care sufficiently about our American way of life to take steps 

to make the democratic process effective. 

« , J"1*!011 Rachel Gaetz, Curriculum Making la the 
fjgffi §|H|§JJb Part III, Report of the kLi'ssfolT^the 
Social Studies, American Historical Association, 1$36, p# 2. 
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Preparing students for democratie living la one of the 

most common ©bjectlves of social studies programs. Teachers, 

however, must do more than give u p service to the ideals of 

democracy, If they are t© provide experiences that will serve 

effectively in guiding our youth, democratic values must have 

j?eal meaning to the teachers themselves. Important as skills 
) 

and knowledge are for competent citizenship, they can be used 

to undermine democracy if not properly directed. 

Our democracy owes its vitality to the degree that its 

values, ethics, and principles are within its people, Bavld 

14. lien thaiS made the following comments i 
The well springs of our vitality are ethical 

and spiritual* The basic source of the strength 
of America® Democracy does not lie in an *eco» 
aoMie system", . . . Our soeiety in America la 
founded not upon the ©old and bloodless "economic 
man" of the Marxist, but upon a faith in man as 
an end in himself, 

k demooratio, open, and free society rests upon faith 

in peoplef in their capacity to develop their own criteria 

of truth and value. It follows, then, that teachers need 

a kind of attitude that respects the worth, dignity and sa-

eredness of every individual human being, They m»t see 

their pupils as unique and creative, "True freedom Is 

E # ^^ghthal,. This I Believe (JFew York, 1949), 
PP« 



characterized by faith, confidence, security, and calm 

resolution*** 

Thus, it seeaed to the researcher that a democratic 

©la#®!?©©® atmosphere was relate# to the promotion of demo-

cratic Tallies ia pupils. This view was supported toy research 

findings* Lippitt and White investigated the neabership 

reaction in three kinds of experimentally created "social 

climates.* They reported that the evidence supported the 

following generalisations I* 

1# There was less work and poorer work in the 
laisses-faire group. 

2. The quantity of work done in autocracy was 
somewhat greater. 

3. Work motivation was stronger in denocraey as 
shown, for instance, when the leader left the 

rOOBH 

4. Originality was greater in democracy. 

5* Autocracy can create much hostility and 
aggression, including aggression against 
scapegoats, 

6. Autocracy can create discontent that does 
not appear on the surface. 

% m e » t 0. Melby, "To What Extent Should Students Be 
Indoctrinated in the Values of a Democratic Society,N Current 
Igliff. idft ||Alf mrn&Mm* •<&*•& *7 ». Kerry Smith, Associ-
atioa for Hgher Education, A Department of the lational 
Education Association (Washington, P. Cv, 1959), p. ®8„ 

^Ronald Lippitt and Ralph White, "Leadership Behavior and 

edited by Dorwin Oartwright and Alvin Zander (White Flains, 
lew fork, 19§©), pp. 610-611, 
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7. Thar® was more dependence and las® indi-
viduality in autocracy. 

8# There was more group-mind#dneas and more 
friendliness in democracy. 

In Anderson1a studies of dominative and integrative be-

havior of classroom teacher® and Its influence on children* 

data were presented in support of the following conclusionss® 

1# Domination incites resistance, which is itself 
dominative# 

2. Integrative behavior induces cooperation or 
integrative behavior in a companion# 

3, Domination is not only different from but 
where a potential avenue of escape is left open, 
it is dynamically unrelated to integrative be-
havior# 

Evidence seemed to support the view that children learn 

democratic values by experiencing them with their teachers* 

How can the teacher who will exhibit the dominative or 

integrative behavior be identified? Can dominative or inte-

grative behavior be predicted from scores on verbal tests? 

A major concern of many teacher-education institutions is 

that predictive measures be found for differentiating student-

teachers who will exhibit dominative or integrative behavior 

in the classroom# 

One need for the present study was that of extending the 

knowledge of measures of domlnative-lntegrative attitudes 

^Harold H. Anderson, "An Experimental JStudy of Dominative 
and Integrative Behavior," Genetic Psychology Monographs. XIX 
(1937), 341-408. 



and behavior. Votable work was done ill this area by the 

authors of T^e Authoritarian P e r s o n a l i t y , ^ leaeareh done 

by these writer# indicated a relationship between authori-

tarian attitudes and the basie personality structure of the 

Individual* Fop instance, a relationship seemed t© txlit bo* 

tween authoritarian attitudes and liberal-conservative atti-

tudes* An important contribution was tha development of a 

VERBAL measure of mthorltarianls BJ , the California F-Sgale, 

which has been widely used* 

In 1966, McQee7 made a study of the relationship between 

the verbal «cores of teaehers on the California F~Scale and 

their classroom behavior* fo measure teaeher'g observable 

classroom behavior, McOee made a modification of a scale de-

veloped by Anderson and Brewer8 to measure domiaative or 

integrative behavior* 

A positive relationship was found in MoOee »s study be* 

tween verbal seores on the California F-ScaXe and observable 

f T%*• ^ 2 *B*horlt«yl«n f»r«»n«XltT 
(lew York, 1960), pp. 1-990* 

7Henry *• McQee, "Measurement of Authoritarianism and Its 
Eelationship to Teacher* s Classroom Behavior," genetic Psy-
chology Ponographs, m (August, 1966), 89-146. 

^Harold H* Anderson and Joseph K. Brewer, "Effects of 
Teacher*s Domlnatlve and Integrative Contacts on Children's 
Classroom Behavior,® studies of feaeher*s Classroom Person-
all ties, II, Applied ysycfei'olo'groal lonograpHA, Wo. 8 (Sfcan-
ford, California, 194$), pp. 81*88* 



elassrooa behavior* Jha following ooaaaents are fro« hi* 

conclusion!:® 

Whether vt call a parson an authoritarian 
or an equalitarian depends on our arbitrary 
cutting points for the Authori tarian-Equali-
tarlan continuuaj the farther away fro* the aean 
of the population that wa make our cutting points, 
the mora correotly ®an wa predict apaalfle be-
havior from the P-Seale stores* This means that 
soae generality will have to to© saarlfloed for 
tha correctness of predlatlon, but from tha find** 
lnga in tha present study it sees* aafa to eon-
elude that the teaoher*• classroom behavior on tha 
Authorltarlan-Equalltarlan dissension can be pre-
dieted with fair aeeuraey fro* tha scores on tha 
F-Soale* 

Soma criticisms were made of tha California g-Seala be-

eauaa of tha unl-dlreetional natura of tha Items, Me asiok in 

a critique of the F-8eale pointed out tha haaarda of using 

unl-directional forms. Ha cited tha investigation of lass#**® 

Jackson,11 Mesaick,12 and others,15 assaasing tha ralatlonahip 

9Me0ee, ©g» alt,. p. 144 

*%» M« Baas, "Authoritarianism or Acquiescencc," Journal 
M Abnortwl and Social Psychology. jJ (1955), 616-625. 

I* Jackson, "Stability in Rasistanaa to Fiald Forces,1 

unpubUshad doctoral dissertation, Department of Psychology, 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, 1955. 

12e# I. Jackson and S. J. Massiek, "A »©t® on Ethao-
centrlam and Acquiescent Response Sets," Imm&l of Abnormal 
lad Social Psychology. LIV (1957), 137-146. 

J. Leavitt, H. Ease and J. H. loehe, "Authoritarlans 
and Agreement with things Authoritative,w Journal of 
Xl» (October, 1955), £15-221. 
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between F-Scale items In their originally stated positive 

forms and F-Scal© items rewritten la various "reversed" 

forma, so that disagreement rather than agreement eould bo 

considered indicative of authoritarian attitudes. "The ©or-

relations between agreement to original items and the various 

reversed forms were hot found to be high and negative as would 

be expected fro® ©oasisteat responses to item content 

Thus, the evidence as to whether a teaoher's doalnatlve-

integrative behavior la the classroom eould be predicted fro® 

seores on verbal teats was not conclusive, fhough important 

contributions had been made, further study into this area seemed 

to be merited. It was believed that the selected measures of 

soei®*®ivi© attitudes tap the same syndrom© of democratic or 

anti-democratic attitudes as the California F«8eale and that 

they atlght be of value to teacher*education Institutions In 

Identifying a certain kind of personality structure* 

Definition of Terms 

x* Paalnatlve student-teachers for the purposes of this 

study was defined as the student*teachers whose scores on the 

classroom behavior scale (McGee* s Modification of the Anderson-

Iffaitr BgftfiftWiIf Socially Integrative Scale) fall Into the 

one*third most doailnatlve. 

J, Messick and Douglas N. Jackson* "Measurement of 

S Mamas.-
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2. Integrative student-teachers for the ptirposta of this 

study indicated the student-teachers who made scores oa the 

classroom behavior scale that fall In the one-third Most inte-

grative. 

3. Integrative behavior la this study was thought of as 

*>®lng synonymous with democratic behavior, Anderson defined 

it thus:16 

Integrative behavior Is a phenomenon of 
growth In vhloh the individual responds to dif-
ferences in other persons. In integrative be-
havior a person yields to another; he finds a 
common purpose among the differences and expends 
energy with another, i*e., he achieves a change 
In structure or function, in goals and purposes 
as a result of encountering persons different 
from himself* Integrative behavior Is spontaneous, 
dynamic, flexible, changing) in theory it Is growth 
at the optimum, 

4. Dotainative behavior was conceived In this study as 

being synonymous with autocratic behavior, Anderson*a defi-

nition follows! 

Domlnative behavior is a technique of re-
sponding to others by which a person resists 
differences, resists change, resists growth* 
In domlnative behavior a person Is rigid and 
inflexible, he has his Mind siade upj he does 
not reduce the conflict of differences by find-
ing a common purpose among differences? rather 
he maintains or Increases conflict or tension 
between himself and others who differ from hi®— 
self, he expends energy against or In opposition 
to others* * . , It is an expression of fear of 
impending changef it is the behavior of an in-
secure person. 

18Anderson, gig, cit., p. 403. 

lgIbld.. p. 403. 
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6, Rappor-t v n . defined as a state of harmonious rela-

tionship character!xed by mutual affection and ayispathetl© 

under*tending* 

$» the terse liberal and conservative as used in this 

study were not meant t@ suggest the idea of "rigbtness" or 

"wrongness," approval or condemnation of a given position, 

but were adopted as a convenient way of deierlblng two oppo-

site directions on issues la the tests of soelo-elvle atti-

tudes. 

Limitations 

1* fhis investigation was Halted to a study of student* 

teachers at Uorth fexas State College preparing to teaeh the 

aoclal studies and who were doing their student-teaching dur-

ing the I960-61 sehool year. 

2# fhia investigation was not concerned with the whole 

area of teaehing effectiveness in the classroom, but with the 

personal quail tie e as manifested in olassrooa interpersonal 

relationships. Attention was centered as far ae possible on 

student*teacher behavior dimensions* 

3* Ho attempt was made to arrive at a value Judgment 

as to "poorness" or "goodness* in teaching but to express the 

behavior of the teaeher in terms of the observation seale 

(i9e»| aloof, unresponsive harsh, kindly, mature, adaptable, 

suspicious, et oetera). 
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4* Ho attempt was made to arrive at a value judgment aa 

to "rlghtness* or "wrongness" concerning the socio-elvlc atti-

tudes of student-teachers* Verbal scores on the isaswes of 

aoeio-elvic attitudes ware expressed in terms of a point along 

the liberal-conservative coistlmiiHB or in terms of raw scores# 

5, The measurement of dominatlve-lntegratlve behavior 

was Halted to the behavior whloh could be Identified according 

to the classifications used in Mote#1a Modification of the 

Andcraon-Brower .icfl»lly-l.ot<igg*tly« Scale. 

6# The soclo-clvlo attitudes that were the concern of 

this study were limited to the verbal expression of these 

attitudes on the selected measures used* 

Basle Assumptions 

Xm Student-teacher's behavior patterns la the classroom 

could be observed, measured, and analysed* 

2» Observable behavior of student-teachers was a valid 

index of the kind of soelal relationships that exist in the 

classroom. 

8» The instruments selected for use in this study as 

Measures of soeio-oivic attitudes were valid measures of the 

particular soclo-olvlo attitudes they were designed to measure* 

*• Mc&ce'a Modification of the Anderson-Brewer Doialnatlve 

Socially Integrative Scale was a valid measure of domlnative-

Integrative behavior ©f student-teachers, 
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Procedurea for Collecting Data 

' &wr*9* &f Data 

fh# data for this study ©am® from the following sources? 

1# The results of observations of itudent-teachers 1 a 

the olassroom* 

2. fhe scores ©a the selected measures of socio-eivie 

attitudes* 

J M tellf 

The population of this study consisted of student-

teachers at Worth Texas Stat® Collage who wara doing thair 

student-teaching during tha 1960*61 aohool year and who wara 

planning to make tha aooial studies thair major taaehing 

field. The number in this group was sixty-seven. 

A sample of forty-eight s tu den t-1eachers was drawn from 

thia population* The criteria for tha selection of those to 

he included were: 

1* Thirty years old and younger* 

2* White as a race. 

Instruments 

The following instruments were used in the oolleotion 

of da tat (1) McGqq1 a. Modification of the Anderson-Brewer 

jttMiil Integrative Scale, (2) Inventory gg 

lslis£fi» (3) felitleal-geonoaie Conservatism Scale, (4) 
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Irlghtatoae's Scale o£ G|,yl,g Bollafa, (5) *1 iStlil 

for the Measurement of Social Attitudes {Attitude fmwnt th» 

Church, Attitude Toward War, Attitude Toward the Germans, Atti« 

tisde Toward the Chinese, Attitude Toward Communism), 

McGee* a scale was uaed to derive the student-teacher'a 

classroom behavior in teraui of the dominatlve~lntegratlYe 

continuum* The remaining instruments were uaed aa measures 

of socio-olvic attitudes* 

Administration £f J2& Tffty o£ SaSlSt-JgiXlS Attitudes 

The aeXeeted measures of socio-elvlc attitudes were 

given to the student-teaohers before they began teaching in 

the classmen* It was felt that these attitudes could change 

in the prooess of teachings and since one of the purposes of 

this study was to find predictive measures of doBtlnatlva* 

integrative behavior, these measures should be given prior to 

teaching experiences. I© order to reduce bias, the results 

of these Measures were not analysed prior to observation of 

classroom behavior* 

Observational Procedures 

The observational procedures as adopted for this study 

were quite similar to those used by McOee* The first step, 

of course, was to obtain permission from the principal and 

the cooperating teacher* The study was explained to them as 

a "survey of student-teacher classroom behavior." 
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The observer underwent a training period in the use of 

the observation instrument* This included! (1) thorough 

study of the Record and Glossary, (2) trial observations, and 

{3) checking reliability of repeated observations* 

Every effort was taken to aiBlaise the effect of the 

observer1e presence on the usual, or accustomed classroom 

procedurea and to assure normal behavior on the part of the 

student-teacher and the pupils* This was done fey preparing 

the student*teachers before they actually began their practice-

teaehing to expect visits from observers, and by making a 

special effort to assure the student*teachers of the impersonal 

use of the data* 

McGee found in the exploratory period of his study that 

the optimal length of the observation period was forty-five 

to fifty minutes for the number of specific behaviors that 

were being evaluated by the s c a l e S i n c e this period ap-

proximated the length of the periods in secondary schools, 

each student-teacher was observed for two classroom periods. 

Treatment of Data 

1, &fter the classroom observations were completed, a 

list was made of student-teaehers whose scores indicated that 

they were among the one-third TO®t domlnative* A second list 

was made of the student-teachers whose scores indicated that 

1? ie&ee# ©£» clt., p« 100. 
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they were among the one-third moot integrative* Thua, two 

olasalfieations of student*teaohera were derived, doadnative 

stud integrative. 

2* A statistical comparison was then made between the 

dominative and integrative atudent-teaohera to determine tha 

algniflcanoe of tha difference between tha two groupa as to 

their mean scores on each of tha selected measures of s®©lo* 

el vie attitude#: (1) Inventory of Belief a, (2) Political* 

gaoBQMie Conservatism Seal®, (S) Ttairatone'a gealea for the 

Msaauraaieat of Social Attitudes (Attitude Toward the Ohureh, 

Attitude Toward War, Attitude Toward tha §ermaaa, Attitude 

Toward the Ghinese, Attitude Toward Communism), and (43 

Iri^htatoae'a Saa^ of q M i M M l « 

Bach of tha sub«problsBt* of this study waa stated aa a 

null hypothesis and the following formula waa used to teat 

the aignifioanoe of the dlffex*enee between the means 

t . Mi -

/»n2+*8=r8
S\ /*1+llg 

\ *X+*2-s 1 l*l«g 

tha aynbols * x and Kg are tha obtalnsd moani, cr^ and <r$ 

are the corresponding standard deviations, and « 1 and Mg are 

f* Lindquist, A First Course in Statistics (Mow Tork, 
4948/* p« J.58# 
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tha corresponding number of eases. The number of degrees ©f 

fraadom for tha | is f Mg - S, 

3, & comparison was made as to tha aignificance of th® 

difference between the mean seor#s of the a&l® and female 

•tudent-teaohers on the seleeted measure* using the i«m stat-

istical procedures* 

4. Xatareorralatioas ware made between th® selected 

measures to dataraiu® thalr Interrelationship, The Pearaon 

product-moment coefficient o£ ftorgtlmttoft was employed for this 

purpose# 

S» On th.® basis of the data gathered and analyzed in tha 

above manner, conclusions war© drawn as to tha sub-problems of 

this study. 



CHAfEBR II 

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL FINDINGS 

RILATKD TO THE STUDST 

The identification and solution of problems depend in a 

large measure on the work of predecessors and co-workers* Be* 

search is often built upon previous research* Bie research 

findings which war® relevant to important aspects of the prob*» 

lent and which indicated the need for this investigation were, 

therefore, carefully reviewed and analyzed* 

This analysis of research findings was invaluable to the 

researcher by giving him a battar understanding of the back-

ground of research in the area of investigation and In clari-

fying the concepts pertinent to the problem* A review of 

these findings should also be an aid t© the reader and those 

interested in the problem by providing a background for a 

better understanding of the methodology and findings of this 

investigation, 

?he research atudiea related to this Investigation were 

classified into two broad categoriest (1} those relating to 

classroom social climate and its influence on learning, and 

(2) personality correlates of sooio-civi© attitudes. 

17 
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Classroom Social Climate and Its 
Influence on Learning 

To what extent does climate Influence the kinds mad 

mount® of learning? Of what Importance It the emotional 

tone or quality of Interpersonal relationship# arising from 

group interaction in the classroom? A number of authorities 

indicated that they believed that it was one of the most im-

portant aspects of teaching# For example, Lewin saldi1 

It la well known that the amount of sijccess 
a teaeher has in the classroom depends not only 
on her skill but to a great extent on the atmos-
phere she creates* 

In the words of Leeds:2 

Of determining influence on creating social* 
emotional climate of a classroom is the teaeher* 
In a large measure the responsibility rests with 
her as to nfosther the pupils are interested and 
cooperative or in-attentive and aggressively hos-
tile, and whether the school room atmosphere is 
one of freedom and security or one of tenseness 
and fear. The problems of discipline which ham** 
per the effectiveness of so many teachers reflect, 
to a considerable extent, the social-emotional 
atmosphere of the classroom* It is evident that 
there is a ©lose association between teacher-
pupil Interaction and classroom atmosphere# 

ffithall stated!5 

•̂ Xurt Lewin, "Experiments in Social Space," Harvard 
Educational Review. IX (January, 1939), 81*52, " 

2Carroll H. Leeds, "The Construction and Differential 
Value of a Seal# for Determining Teacher-JPupil Attitudes," 
Journal of Experimental Education, XVI (1947), 149*159. 

3John 0* Withall, "The Development of a Technique for 
the Measurement of Social-Emotional Climate in the Classroom,* 
Journal s£ Experimental Education. XVII (1949), 347-361, 
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Learning (ehanges In behavior) is s»st likely 
to occur when experiences are meaningful to the 
learner, that is, perceived by the learner as per-
tinent to M s needs and purposes, and are conslst-
ent with, his personality organisation, and are 
associated wife self-directive behavior. 

Learning (changes in behavior) is moat likely 
to occur when experiences occur in a non-threatening 
situation, that is, the learner is free fro® a sense 
of personal threat, interacts with others in a whole-
some soeial milieu, and is helped to evaluate himself 
on the basis of objective criteria. 

What have been the findings of experimental research 

eoneerning class room soeial eiimate and its influence oh 

learning, and do these findings support the views expressed 

by Lewln, Leeds, and Withall? 

Wrightstone reported an early study,4 Trained observers, 

using tlsks saapling techniques, made notations by using coded 

symbols each time a pupil engaged in certain specified activi-

ties* The8a aetlvltles Included the following categories:5 

S S S M S M f such as voluntarily 
bringing clippings, exhibits, books, etc, for 
school activities* 

Cooperative activities, such as helping other. 
pupils or teaohers and offering help or Materials* 

Grltioal activities, such as criticising or 
praising the work of others. 

*• ^ M p j U l P activities. such as organising, di-
recting, or eontrolling new combinations of 
persons and things. 

Wayne Wrightstone, "Analysing and Measuring Democracy 
in the Classroom," Kation'a Schools. %I (May, ItSS), 31*33• 

§ H M * , P* 5». 
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B. . M A f M M l p i M ; as using tiai 
wisely, worldfog effectively, and clearing 
m / materials. 

In addition to the quantitative data thus obtained, the 

observers made notes of the pupils* behaTior as they partici-

pated in the differ®at activities. These notes were later 

rated by a Jury. 

fhe conclusions of the study were that tha teachers using 

newer typas of practices gave title pupils many more opportuni-

ties to participate la self-initiated, cooperative, and leader-

ship activities* Also, it was indioated that the teacher's 

personality had important influences upon the democratic at 

phere of the Glassroom* 

Irightatone imported a aore reeaat study in vhioh an ob-

servation soale was developed to measure classroom social 

climate*6 Th® assumption underlying the development of tha 

saale was that by rating certain aspects of teacher-pupil rap* 

port, an assessment could be made as to the social climate of 

a classroom. fhe observer in using th# scale, chocked or rated 

aspects of behavior which provided a description and measure 

of the social climate* 

% e scale was reported to be a satisfactory instrument in 

its use in the Hew Yerk City schools. A reliability coefficient 

Wayne Wrights tone, "Measuring the Social Climate of a 

1951)r°S4l»3lf;rtia3r ** S&ISHS6. XULV (January, 
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of *92 was obtained from the ratings of independent observers 

using the scale. Validity was assessed by determining the 

relationship between the data obtained from the scale and 

reports of an anecdotal nature* From these comparisons* it 

was found that there was a large degree of correspondence be-

tween the data obtained from the soale and the aneodotal re©* 

ords kept over a period of several months. 

In the findings of the study, Wrightstone Indicated the 

importance of the teacher1a personal attitudes in influencing 

the emotional tone# or social atmosphere of the classrooiaj^ 

The teacher can help children achieve ad-
justment in her guidance of classroom activities* 
The teacher, for example, can define the role 
structure of pupils and groups throng which each 
can sake a significant contribution and attain 
group recognition, The teacher can evaluate and 
laprove the pattern, degree, and quality of social 
interaction by defining the role structure of the 
class and cofflaunicating plans, order, and sug-
gestions# fhe emotion of a warn and sympathetic 
teacher translates itself into a friendly spon-
taneous enotion of a pupil group, Thus, pupil* 
teacher social distance will reveal the degree of 
warmth and insight. 

Two iiaportant investigations into the area of social 

cliiaate were conducted by Ronald Lippitt and his associate® 

at the University of Iowa under the direction of Kurt lie win.8 

7Ibid.. p. 561, 

®Bonald Mppitt and Ralph White, "Leadership Behavior 
and Membership Reaction in Three 'Social Clltaatea»,w in Group 
Dynamics, edited by Dorwin Cartwright and Alvln Zander litfte 
Plains,' Hew York, 19565, pp. 586-611. 
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fhe observation method was used to study the behavior of chil-

dren under "democratic," * autocratic,* and Blai a ae$-fairew 

leaders. 

The "autocratic" loader In these experiments was described 

as th® person who? (1) data mined the policies of the group, 

(2) determined the particular work tasks, (S) determined the 

eoapaniona of the pupils in the work tasks, and (4) kept the 

pupils uncertain to a large degree as to future steps in their 

work tasks. 

The "democratic" leader was described as a person whoI 

(1) encouraged and assisted in group discussion of policies, 

(2) allowed choice in alternative procedures, C5) sketched the 

general steps to group goals, (4) allowed choice to th® group 

members to work with whomever they chose, and (5) left the 

division of tasks up to the group* 

flhe "laissez-faire1* leader was described as the person 

who: (1) allowed complete freedom for group or individual de-

cision, with a minimum of leader participation, (2) took no 

part in work discussion other than supplying the materials and 

making it clear that he would supply information when asked, 

and {§) made no attempt to appraise or regulate the course of 

events* 

In the first experiment a comparison was made of two 

groups of ten-year-old boys under democratic and autocratic 
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leadership,9 One group was led in a democratic manner and 

the other group WAS led In an autocratic manner, In the sec-

ond experiment Lippitt and White studied four groups of ten-

year-old boy a.10 Saab, group was given successive experiences 

with * autoeratio,0 "democratic* • and "laissea-fstire* leaders 

during three successive six-week periods. Th© faotor of per* 

sonality in the boys was eontrolled by having each boy pass 

through each type of leadership. The faotor of the leader*® 

personality was oontrolled by having each leader assume the 

role of the "autocrat,11 the *democrat,* and the 

fair#8 at least once. 

The records whioh were kept by the observer® in both 

experiments Includedi (1) stenographic records of conver-

sation, (2) sooial Interaction between the group members and 

between the group members and the leader, (S) running aecouatf 

of incidents which sight prove to be psychologically Inter-

esting, (4) analysis of sub-groupings which resulted from 

group interaction, and (5) films of the children's behavior 

under the three kinds of leadership, 

®Honald Lippitt, n m Experimental Study of the Effect of 
Democratic and Authoritarian Group Atmospheres," Univeraitv 
*£ lam fitafiiar la QhlU MMUMM* XVI { m o ) , ' 1 

U p p l i t * n d R«lpb White, "The Sooial Climate of 
Children*® Groups," %MM Behavior and Development. edited 
^ ' * K o u n i n* Wright (Sew York, 1943), 
PP» 485-508« 
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What were the oonolusions of the two ejg>eriments as to 

the effect of tli# different kinds of social climates ©a tlie 

morale and the geneml emotional reaction of the boys? la 

general, It eaa be said that autooratle methods seemed to In* 

duee attitudes of self-concern sad eoigpetltloa ©a the part of 

the boys; whereas under democratic leadership, attitudes of 

group eoneern and cooperation were induced, There were store 

demands for attention under autocracy? whereas under d©mooracy, 

store constructive suggestions were made and praise of the other 

fellow was more frequent* Vader autoeraoy, there was more *X* 

feeling, ©ore use of the words "I,® %ef® "mine;" whereas under 

democracy, there was more frequent us# of "we," "us,® "ours#" 

A muoh greater volume of hostility was expressed under autoc-

racy than under democracy, Relatively little aggression toward 

the leaders was expressed by the democratic group. 

Also, It was indicated that there was a less stable group 

structure under autocratic leadership. The children had a 

tendency to work by themselves. Though a greater volume of 

work was done la the autocratic group, the ©oastruetiveaess 

of the work was higher in the democratic group. When the ex-

perimenters left the room in the autocratic climate, the coa-

structiveness of the work quickly fell down; whereas la the 

democratic climate, work went on with little change. 
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Levin, in reporting the experiment®, indicated that the 

film records clearly showed the change in the children when 

they were transferred from one type of atmosphere to another!^1 

The last day of democracy showed them lively 
and intensively working, an atmosphere of friendly 
cooperation and considerable conversation* It ia 
striking to see how quickly conversation died out 
during the first hour under autocracy* The fate# 
of the children became definitely less alive# ware 
apathetic# On the fifth day of autocracy, the 
films showed these trends definitely established. 
When the autocratic leader leaves the room, the 
intensive work going on in his presence quickly 
fades out, and that with the sane children who, in 
democracy* have shown independent productive work 
in full swing* 

Lewin also reported that the film records clearly showed 

the difference in behavior between ^lalsse^-falre11 leadership 

and "democratic* leadershipi12 

The last day of wlaiase««falre,w as shown by 
the film, reveals the typical characteristics of 
that atmosphere| cooperative work between a few 
children wight arise, but it usually disintegrates 
quickly into individual undertakings and ends gen-
erally in horseplay. The difference between a 
democratic atmosphere and that of laissez-faire is 
striking and speaks for the necessity of strictly 
distinguishing tooth social climates, namely, the 
one where decisions are made cooperatively and the® 
carried out individually ©r colleotlvely according 
to the nature of the project (democracy}* and the 
climate of "total freedom* (laissez-faire), where 
goals are set individually. 

UKurt Lewin* "Sxperimenta in Autocratic and Democratic 
Atmospheres," Education Digest. IV (October, 1938), 15-16. 

12Ibld.. p. 14. 
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Using the observation Method, Harold H» Anderson, Joseph 

1. Brewer, and their associates conducted a number of studies 

over the period from 1035 to 1946 which made Important contri-

butions to a better understanding of social climate and Its 

influence on learning. The general purpose of these studies 

was to determine the effect of the teacher's personality upon 

the social climate of the classroom. 

In order to obtain an objective measure of the teacher's 

elasaroom personality and concomitant; pupil behavior, Anderson 

and his associates developed twenty-six teacher-b©h&vlor and 

pupll*behavior categories*The task of the observers was to 

record the evidences of behavior which were described In the 

categories. The behavior categories were divided into two 

groupsi (1) Integrative behavior and (2) doailnatlve behavior* 

A rating type of scale was used to obtain quantitative esti-

mates of dofflinatlve and integrative behavior* 

Integrative behavior was defined as that which extended 

the children's opportunity for self-expression and which led 

to cooperation with the teacher and classmates* Bomlnative 

behavior was defined as that which tended to restrict the 

pupil1s activities and which led to aggressiveness and 

^%arold H* Anderson, "An Experimental Study of Boml-
native and Integrative Behavior," Genetic Psychology Mono-
graphs . XIX (ISS** }, : """ 
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belligerent, non-eooperafelir® ©onduet. More descriptive defi* 

nitlons by Anderson aay be found is the definition of terms 

of thia study* 

What were the results ©f the investigations of Anderson 

and hi# assoeiatest In MI early evidence was of* 

fared in support of the following generaliaations t 1 4 

1* Domination ineitas domination (reslstanoe). 

2* Domination it dynamically related to do®!* 

native behavior in a companion. 

3, An inseeure ehild aakes a eo*panion inseeure, 

4, Energy expended against a coapanion will in-
duoa energy in the companion dlreetei againat 
oneself, 

S« Doaination ia not only different f m m $ but 
where a potential avenue ©f eaeape is left ̂  
open| it ia dynanleally unrelated to inte-
grative behavior, 

§» Integrative behavior In a ehild indueea inte-
grative behavior in the oorap anion, 

7, A aeoure ehild aakea for aeourity in a eoa* 

panion. 

The findings of later experlaents showed that the ehildren's 

behavior tended to reflect the behavior of their teaehers,*6 

-^Harold H* Andersonv "An Experimental Study of Dominatlve 
and Integrative Behavior la Children of Pre-Sehool Ag®#* 
Journal o£ Soelal Psychology. fill {August, 1957), *Sft-54S. 

15Harold 1# Anderson and Joseph E* Brewer, Studies of 
ZsmStilSl* 22# HI# Applled Piy* 

ehologieal Monographs, »©a« 6, 8, and XI (Stanford, California, 
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For ©x ample , if the children were ch&ngad from doainatlve to 

integrative teachers, there was a tendency for the ehiMns ,« 

behavior to change in the same direction. ®i© evidence gath-

ered fro® these experiments also indicated that the behavior 

patterns of teachers (i*e*, dooinatlve or integrative) tended 

to persist from one year to the next. 

k doctoral study by Perkins^® gave some interesting find* 

lags# This research Investigated the effects of differences in 

eli«ate on the group learning of six in-service teacher groups 

participating in an established program of child study* Leader* 

centered groups were contracted with group-cantered groups# 

81a report showed that differences In social climate produced 

significant differences in the kind of learning that emerged 

from the groups* For instance, group-centered groups revealed 

greater objectivity and warmth in their attitudes toward chil-

dren when compared with the leader-centered groups* Signifi-

cantly more child-development concepts were expressed* There 

was more cooperation and less insecurity* Leader-centered 

groups were proportionally more ©motional, conventional, and 

cold in their attitudes toward children. 

^Hugh V* Perkins. "The Effects of Climate and Curricu-
lum on Group Learning," Journal of Educational Research. XLIV 
(1950), 269-88®, 
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Yedelaky'a study ©f elementary school children supported 

other findings that have been cited.17 She reported that 

when an autoeratlc aoeial clliaat© prevailed in the classroom 

and interaction and coBimunieation war© kept to a minimumt 

competition arose among tha studenta for status in tha eyes 

of tha teaeher. The teaeher*s attitude was alto indicated aa 

toeing vary important in creating social cliasate* fha pupils 

ware quick to recognize tha acceptance or rejection of thair -

behavior or thair general personality by tha teacher* 

Some of tha reaearoh conducted by industry seened to be 

pertinent to tha atudy of social olimate. In a study of Morale 

in Industry as reported by Hull and Kolated,is it was found 

that such aaterial benefita as pay, hours, and working con* -

dltlons war# not tha sole determining factors In employee 

tooral©. The extent to which the employee enjoyed the satis-

factions that co®e with the recognition and respect for his 

own personality was ©specially Important, Another important 

factor was that foremen, department managers, and others in tha 

leadership role, play a very important part In determining the 

degree of satisfaction that the employees find in their work# 

•^Rwth Sedalafcy, "The feaeher's Bole in the fear Group 
During Middle Childhood," Elementary School Journal* Ml (1908), 
325*334• 

^Richard Hull and Arthur Kolatad, "Horale on the Job,* 
edited by Goodwin Watson (Raw York, 1948), 
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fhe Survey Research Genter of the University of Michigan 

reported a study3-® which indicated that there seemed to fee a 

relationship between the "social oilmate* on the Job and the 

productivity of an employee. The high producing employ®#* 

reported that they felt feat they were "really part of the 

group.w The lower producing group was more likely to gay that 

they were "included in some ways, but not in others* or that 

^they did not really feel that they were members of the group*" 

Personality Correlates of Soclo-Clvlc Attitudes 

The research previously cited has indicated that the 

teacher*s personality has important effeots upon the behavior 

of pupils and the general social climate of the classroom. 

The importance of the kind of socio-civic attitudes held by 

teachers ©an be seen when it is considered that attitudes say 

be manifested in the outward behavior of the teacher• 

Attitudes have been defined as a predisposition to act or 

feel in a certain way* Campbell defined attitudes as a con-

sistency of responses to a specified set of stimuli or social 

objects.20 Sherif and Sherif defined an attitude as an 

19 
* * L* K a h n a n d Katz, "leadership Practices 
® ^•l*tlon to Productivity and Morale,* Group Dynamics. 
edited by Dorwin Oartwrlght and Alvin ZandirTlMte^lalns# 
new York* 1953), pp# 612-628, * 

20 
..... Donald ft Gampbell,

 nfhm Indirect Assessment of Social 
Attitudes," Psychological Bulletin. XLVII (1950), 31. 
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evaluative stand of the individual la relation to people, 

institution* and Issues, determining a characteristic mod® 

of response Ilk® any other motive.®^ 

An attitude, of course, is not ©vert behavior itself. 

It was believed, however, that there was some relationship 

between action and verbal attitudes# For instance* a person 

who endorses military statements would tend to act in a mili-

tary way. 

When and under what conditions does an attitude elicit 

overt behavior? Can one predict overt behavior from an atti-

tude? Queener expressed the following views22 

A social attitude is a degree of readiness 
to respond in a given manner toward some group 
or Institution* Whether or not this readiness 
will be discharged into overt action la a matter 
of certain conditions within and without the 
individual* 

Attitudes, it seems, may not always be discharged into 

overt action but are important as indicators of potential 

action. When considered in this light, their relationship 

to classroom social climate becomes apparent, 

j&smocratic vs. Antl-Democratic Attitudes 

Many Investigators have been interested in finding out the 

difference between people who manifest democratic behavior and 
ipriWHWH 

ttjfvtsafer Sherif and Garolyn Sherif, An Outline of 
Social Psychology Uew Xorfe, 1*56), p. 498, 

«r u QB*!55r* M MsJL&i Fs.ycholo.gv (Hew 
x 02Pic$ 195X) p p § 33̂ ? # 
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those who manifest anti-democratic behavior. With the rise 

of Fascism and Communism has com© an increasing threat to the 

dignity e»d importance of the individual# Societies like 

Hitler's Germany emphasized submission to authority* The de-

velopment of a democratic personality, on the other hand, is 

encouraged by equalitarian tendencies and self-sufficiency. 

Authoritarian as well as democratic societies, however, may 

have both types of personality# 

Promai23 pointed out that many persons In Germany will-

ingly gave up their freedom to a strong leader in return for 

the security promised then* What predisposes individuals to 

give up their freedom to an all powerful state? Is there a 

difference in the personality structure of these people and 

those who manifest democratic behavior? 

$tagner®4 had an hypothesis that Fascist attitudes in-

volved much more than a political ideology. An analysis was 

made of Fascist writings in search of general themes which 

seemed to characterize these political movements* Seven con* 

tent areas were isolated: (1) nationalism, (2) imperialism, 

(5) militarism, (4) raoial antagonism, (5) anti-radioalism, 

(6) middle class consciousness, and (7) a benevolent despot 

23j 

24 

*E. Fromm, Escape from: Freedom (*ew York, 1941), pp. 
3-305, 

K» Stagner, "Fascist Attitudes; An Exploratory Study,® 
Journal of Social Psychology. VII {1936), 309-319. 
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or strong man philosophy of government. As a result of M s 

study, Stagner believed that Fascist attitudes were a com-

plete integrated system involving opinion, beliefs, and gen* 

oral outlook* 

Another study of Fascist attitudes was made by Sosen. 

The following comments by an avowed Fascist are fro® hia 

studys2® 

I'll let the whole thing go by just tell-
ing you ay philosophy of life . • , if I don*t 
kill the next man, he*11 kill me# 1 night add 
that 1 trust no one, least of all my self or 
anyone Ilk© aie. Mo matter what is done for me 
or anyone else, I always look upon the act as 
the product of an ulterior Motive. Perhaps it 
Is the fact that I never do anything for anyone 
(except for ay family) unless I know before-
hand that I will be the one who really gains# 

These remarks seemed to Indicate a lack of trust in people 

and the conception of power and tou#mess as a philosophy of 

llf e . 

Dicks2® made a study of 1S8 ferman prisoner® of war. 

Sixty-five men considered high in Fascist attitudes were con* 

trasted with seventy-three nen who were considered low in 

Fascist attitudes* Significant differences were found in 

several areas. Those who ranked high in their attachment t© 

the Hasl party were characterised by a tenderness taboo, 

06E. tosen, w0e©rge Xt The Self-Analysis of an Avowed 
Fascist," journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology. XLIV 
(October, 1949), 536. 

26H. V. Dicks, "Personality Traits and national Socialist 
Ideology,*1 Human Relations. Ill (1950), 111-154. 
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sadism, homosexual itaStnelfi, projection, anxiety, low iden-

tification with the mother, and lack of rebellion against the 

father* 

Ob# of the most important and widely known investiga-

tions of the dynamics of democratic and anti-democratic be-

havior m conducted by a group ©f investigators at the 

University of California in Berkeley* Tha findings of the 

study are reported in datail in a book, *fce Authoritarian 

Personality. by Adorno, Frenkel-Brunawik, Levinaon, and 8an-

ford#87 Tha authors had an hypothaaia that political, eco-

nomic, and social oonvietions formed a broad and ooharant 

pattern and that thia pattarn waa an expres sion of deep lying 

tranda in tha personality. An important purpoaa of tha in-

vestigation® waa to determine the nature of the personality 

differences between individuala who hold anti-democrati© 

attitudes and thoae who hold deatocratio attitudes* 

A large number of men, women, and children from all walks 

of life were used as subjects* The research Methods included! 

(1) specially eonstrueted personality tests, (2) attitude 

teats, (5) intensive interviews, (4) various projective tech-

niques, {§} projective attitude tests, and (6) controlled 

experiments, 

(Sew llrk,f 1 9 5 0 } ^ 
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4s 11 result of these investigations, Morno and others 

cause out with the concept of an authoritarian personality. 

The ®xfcr®®® authoritarian, according to these authors, is one 

whoi2® 

1. Conforms unquestionably to middle class values 
and ideals* 

2, las an uncritical. Idealized attitude toward 
authority figures. 

3* Displays aggression toward out-groups. 

4. Perceives the world in which he litres to be 
a friendless hostile sort of world, where sur-
vival is achieved only by being ever on the 
alert and making sure no one Is stronger than 
he* 

§• Is predisposed to seek explanations and hence 
has faith in external, supernatural forces be-
yond his control. 

6. Has a tendency to think in rigid dichotomies. 

A comparatively recent study of authoritarianism {1953} 

was conducted by Lambert.2® Twenty discussion groups with 

three subjects in each group were organized. Ten of the group 

had principals who scored high on the P-Seale (a scale con-

structed by Mora© and others which was designed to measure 

authoritarianism) and ten had principals who were low scorers 

on the F-Scale. In each group was on® high scoring teacher 

and one low scoring teacher. 

28lbld., pp. 222-279. 

* Jbilip I»a®b©rt, "Interaction Between Authoritarian and 

Monograph^^T.VTTT u!SI}ri63"oS!"
<"1*r"'''" 
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Recordings were mad® of discussions on two general edu«-

eatlonal lssuost (1) What do you think about discipline la 

our schools? (2) Should schools have prescribed curricula? 

A content analysis was mad® ©f the statements of wauthorl» 

tarians" and "non-authori tarlans." Th® findings gav® a oom-

posit® piotur® of authoritarians and non-authoritarians 

similar to that given by Mora© and oth®rs In J^e Authoritarian 

Personality. 

Maslow's study of the authoritarian character structure 

came out also with findings sloilar to those of the Berkeley 

group8^0 

The authoritarian person lives in a world 
. . . pictured by hi» as a sort of Jungle in which 
man's hand is necessarily against every other man*a, 
in which the whole world is conceived of as dan-
gerous, threatening, or, at least challenging, and 
In which human beings are conceived of as primarily 
seiflsh and evil or stupid# One's safety lies in 
one's power to dominate* If one is not strong 
enough the only alternative is to find a strong 
protector# 

Prejudiced va* Hon-Prejudiced Attitudes 

Various studies have been made concerning prejudice and 

Its relationship to Ida® general personality structure of the 

individual. Some of these have suggested that prejudice Is 

often associated with personality traits that make the indi-

vidual distrustful or antagonistic toward any out*group. For 

®°A. H, Maalov, "Tha Authoritarian Character Structure," 
Journal of Social f.?chology. XVIII (1943), 403, 
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example, Bettelhelm and Janowit* investigated the eonn©otlon 

between certain personality traits and prejudice among war 

veterans.31 An interview instrument was daaignad to Isolate 

four types of attitude patterns which would form a continuum 

from tol m v m m to in to 1® rait®#, The findings of tha study 

showed that almost all of those who war® intolerant of Jaws 

war® also intolerant of legroes. fhe intensity of intoler-

ance* however, varied.32 Interviews with these veterans re-

vealed that, in general, anti-Semitism was associated with 

feelings of anxiety, fear and insecurity.33 

Hartley made a study of college students as to their 

attitudes of prejudice toward out-groups.®* The students 

were asked to Judge thirty-five nations and races on the 

Bogardua Social Distance §£&&, which included the following 

ratings! (1) would exclude from ay country* <8) as visitors 

to aay country, (3) to oltlsenshlp in my country, (4) to em-

ployment In m$ occupation, (5) to school m classmates, (6) 

to ay street as neighbors, (?) to my club as chums, {$) to 

close kinship by marriage* Three fictitious ethnic groups 

31Bruao Bettelhei® and Morris Janowltz, Dynamics of 
Prejudice {Hew Xork, 10SO), pp. 1-224. 

ggIbld., p. 26. 3SIbid.. pp. 74-93. 

S4M. L» Hartley| Problems In Fareludloe (Mew Xork, If461, 
pp. 1-124. 
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were included among the groups to be rateds {1} the Flraneana, 

(2) the Walloneans, (5) and the Danlerans. Si® findings of 

the study showed that students who discriminated against group# 

with whloh they were familiar also discriminated against the 

three fictitious groups# 

An Interesting investigation of anti-Semitic attitudes 

was conducted by Acfeeriaan and Jahoda#^® The ease histories of 

individuals who had received intensive payohotherapy were used, 

aa a basis of the researoh. Certain emotional traits seemed 

to characterise the patients who manifested anti-Semitic atti* 

tudes# The investigators ©ailed these traits "emotional pre-

dispositions to anti-B#fflltlsaiw3® 

Each of these individuals is plagued by 
pervasive anxiety. Deeply confused in his own 
self-image, he derives no strength from his 
personal identity with which to face a menacing 
world. His personal relationships are shallow 
and unsatisfying, lis group relations are 
characterized by an exaggerated surface ©on* 
formity, beneath whieh lurks a primitive, un* 
tamed hostility, Within his group the slightest 
Indication of non-conformity appears as a threat* 
Outside his group, differences are exaggerated# 
Lacking a basis of genuine identification, tends 
in a compensatory way to define his group status 
by reference to Qualities he does not actually 
possess# 

„ ®Sm: J; Aekenaaa and Marie Jahoda, totl^feniltlaai and 
Disorder {lew York, 1950), pp. l-iaft, 

56Ibld.| pp# 59»40» 
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Frenkel-Brunswlk reported a study which indicated that 

highly prejudiced children tend to endorse the following 

statements Is*7 

1* There Is only one right way to d© anything, 

2m If a person does not watch out somebody will 
make a sucker out of hi®. 

S# It would be better if teachers were ©ore 
strict. 

4# There will always he a war? it is part of 
human nature« 

Similar results were reported by Allport and Kramer In a 

study of adults* The findings of the study showed that the 

following statements are more likely to be endorsed by highly 

prejudiced than by tolerant adultsIs8 

!• The world is a hazardous place in which men 
are basically evil and dangerous* 

2* We do not have enough discipline in our 
American way of life, 

3* On the whole, I an more afraid of swindlers 

than I am of gangsters* 

Allport expressed the view that underlying insecurity 

seems to lie at the root of the prejudiced personal!tyj®@ 

S%lse Frenkel*Brunswik, Study of Prejudice in 
Children,* Human Relations. 1 (1948), 895*806* 

Wf Allport and B. M» Kramer, "Some loots of Preju-
dice," journal of Psychology. XXII (1946), 9-29» 

W# Allport* The ffttur® of Prejudice (0a®brld«e. 
Massachusetts, 1954), p T W I — * 
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The Individual cannot face the world un-
flinchingly and in a forthright manner* 1# 
seens fearful of himself, and M s own instincts, 
of hi# own consciousness, of change, and of M a 
social environment* Since he can liva in com* 
fort neither with himself nor with others, ha 
is foroad to organise his whole style of living, 
including his sooial attitudes to fit his 
crippled condition* It is not his specific 
soeial attitudes that ar® malformed to start 
withj it is rather his own ago that is crippled, 

Allport cited tha studies of Frank# 1-Bmnswik and Sanford,*° 

Block and Block,4-*- Rokeach.,42 R@ichard,43 Mors® and Allport,44 

and those of Adorno and others,*8 in support of tha following 

description of th® prejudiced personal!tyt^S 

greater leniency toward transgression of 
the BIO res • 

4 0 E 1 S ® Frenkel-Brunswik and R . H. Sanford, wSo»® Person* 
ABti*Se®iti*®'W iSHEBEi St Psychology, XX 

(1MB/ | Z7 

41J* Block and Jeanne Block, BAn Investigation of tha 
Relationship Between Intolerance of Ambiguity end Ethnocen-
trisai#

w Journal of Personality. XIX (1951), 305-511, 

42M» Rokeach, ̂ Marrowmindedneas and Personality.tt Journal 
of Personality. XX (1961), 254-2S1* '' ' 

4SS* Rei chard, "Rorschach Study of the Prejudiced Person-
ality,* African Journal of Orthopsychiatry. XVIII (1948), 

4%aney C* Mors® and P. H. Allport, B!h« Causation of 
Anti-Semitism* An Investigation of Seven Hypo theses.w Journal 
of Psychology. XXXI? (19S2), 197-255, 

«»T. W. Adorno and others, o£* clt*. pp# 1*990• 

*®Allport, o£, cit», Bie Mature of Prejudice, pp, £95-409, 
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lalii 
to the 

propositions "There are only two kinds of 
women, the pure and ike bad," 

3. He haa j, need fog deflnltencga; Prejudiced 
people, It seems, are more secure when they 
know ell the answers. 

4. He is Itel M mMmMmUm*, To the preju-
diced person* things just seem to happen* 

§, 

«* i|e likes authority. Prejudiced individuals 
admire men who exercise power and oontrol 
over others* 

Liberal t«. Conservative Attitudes 

During the last two or three decades, there has been 

increasing seientifie interest in the relationship between 

liberalism or conservatism and the general personality strues-

tars of the individual* Is there a differenee in personality 

structure of persons who advooate social change and those who 

cling to the well established merest Are such factors as 

authoritarianism and prejudice toward out»groups related to 

a person*s conservatism or liberalism! According to Allport 

the prejudiced person Is very likely to be conservative in 

his political viewsi "Correlations in the neighborhood of 

*50 persistently occur* 

It was a purpose of the researoher to survey the scien-

tific literature which has accumulated in the restricted area 

47tv< A.• P. 431# 
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of politico-economic liberalia» OF ©onaervatiara. Political 

liberaliam or conservatism and economic liberalism or ©on-

aervatism tend to have a mlwUmr meaning to most laveatigatora# 

Hi# typical politi©o*e®oaoaii© ©onaervative- is on® who!48 

1, Supports the A®eri®an status qm» 

2, Resists aooial change. 

3, Supporta conservative valuea, 

4, Supporta traditional economic lal®s©g~fair© 
individualism, and unregulated business 
competition. 

5* Ballet®® that busineas deaerves gra&t ao©ial 
power in relation to labor and government, 

6. Believea in a oinimuni role of government in 
economic affairs* 

7, Eicpreaaea great ©oneem for freedoa of the 
individual* particularly the individual 
business man, 

3* Expresses fear of government power# 

An early study by loor®^9 ©oneerned some of the innate 

faetora in radicalism and ©onaervatiam, lis findinga were 

that radicals excel in the ability t© break long established 

hablta as measured by the ability to do mirror drawing. Radi-

cals also passed the conservatives in their ability to think 

*®Adorao and others, ©g. ©it,, pp, 153*157, 

T# Moore, "Innate Paetora in Badicaliem and ©on* 
aervatism," Journal of Abnoratal and S©elal Faychology. XX 
(1925), 234-244. 
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In unusual terms as judged by their responses to tit® Klnt-

MsmmJt I s M MiattellM &u&« 

Another early study was reported by L» L* Thurstone* 

Thelma 0. Thurston©, however, actually conducted the research. 

Her problem was to detera&ne whether "radloalisa is a coinsaon 

faotor in people's attitudes on various disputed social 

issues*"®® fhe term wradicalism® was conceived as being syn-

onymous with "liberalism*" 

Sleven fhurstone attitude scales were given to 380 stu-

dents of several universities* Records of an intelligence 

test were also available so that, altogether, the study in-

eluded twelve variables* A factoral analysis revealed a 

conspicuous eonaon faotor of "radicalis®*" The following 

oomments are from the eonelusions of the study|W 

fhe variables whieh are heavily loaded with 
radicalism are attitudes favorable to evolutionary 
doetrines, favorable to birth oontrol, favorable 
to easy divorce, favorable to communism, and it 
is of interest to note that intelligence is posi-
tively ©orrelated with these radical or liberal 
attitudes* In the opposite direction we find con-
servatisa in attitudes favorable to the ehureh, 
favorable to prohibition, the observance of Sunday, 
and belief in a personal 0©d* 

£ m ^ L m L > , ^ X e C e , t o " o f t h 8 «lnd'" 

P* 2 2 • 
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Dexter8^ made an investigation as to some of the person-

ality traits related to conservatism and radicalism. The 

purpose of the study was to investigate in an objective way 

some of the characteristics of upper-class oollege women making 

extreme scores, either way, on a conservative-radical test* 

The Lentz £-Jl Qplnionnalre was used as the basic measure 

of conservatism and radicalism. A variety of other tests was 

given# these lnoludedt the Senmon-Helson Tests of Mental 

M & $ X » «*e Snvntory. the Morris 

jaariLfe lite* t h e M m m , f M M n m m m v p tf,m* a «•»•**! Ira-

formation test of 40© Items, and a test designed to measure 

speed of movement and decision* 

The findings indicated that radicals when compared with 

oonservatives are usually brighter, better informed, slower 

In movement and decision, are more introvert, self-suffiolent 

and dominant, and have more feelings of inferiority, 

lore recent investigations as to personality correlates 

of liberalism or conservatism have been conducted by Sinai and 

his associates.# Am investigation was reported In I94f that 

attempted to find out the relationship, if any, between politico-

economic radicalism and certain traits of personality.®8 

S« Dexter, "Personality Traits Belated to Conservatism 
and Radicalism," Character and Personality. VII (1W7), 230-857. 

53M. Sinai and P» M. Piekard, "fha Relation Between 
Politico-Economic Radicalism and Certain Traits of Personality," 

®£ Social Psychology. U X (194®), 217-227. 
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A teat of politico-economic radicalism was constructed 

and given to a group of seventy college women together with 

an intelligence teat* For an assessment of personality traits 

the Rorschach Group feat was used. Eatings of these traits 

were also made by their psychology teacher* The following 

finding® were reportedf®4 

fhe results showed significant positive 
correlations between intelligence and radi-
calism? slight positive correlations between 
radicalism and Introversion, and very slight 
positive correlations between aggression and 
radicalism, fhe two latter correlations were* 
however, significant at the S per cent level. 
Correlations between other traits and radicalism 
were negligible, 

A faetoral study of social attitudes was reported by 

Sinai In 1 9 5 0 T h e study attempted to throw some light on 

the organisation and the Interrelationship of social atti-

tudes* The problem wass (1) to asoertain the existence and 

nature of the primary social attitude so-called conservatism 

and radicalism and (2) to see what was the superstructure 

built over this baslo factor. 

A questionnaire was constructed relating to the main 

aspects of political, religious, and "social* attitudes. 

There were, altogether, about 300 people used In the experiment, 

64Ibld.. p, 226. 

Sinai, w& Pectoral Study of Social Attitudes,* 
•feTOftl Si MmMl fiyehologv. XXXI (1950), 167-182. 
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Sinai found that a general factor aaemed to be respon-

sible for the rather high intercorrelations la the items# 

Persons who possessed a large quantity of this factor tended 

to be "left" 1® their political views, more broadmitided and 

tolerant In sooial questions, and More non-conformist in 

religious matters# "The results of the analysis confirmed 

the hypothesis set out to test! i,«,, there is a basic 

factor responsible for people's tendency to break off from 

trailtiou and accept new mode® of thought. 

Sinai continued his study of liberall sai-cons ervatiSM and 

its relationship to general personality struoture and In 1958 

reported another investigation**^ The purpose of tails study 

was to find out if there was a significant difference in the 

personality eharaoteristies of those who advocated sooial 

change and those who ©ling to the well established aa&res. The 

personality characteristics considered were: intelligence, 

emotional adjustment, introversion-extroversion, ascendance* 

submlsslveneaa, emotionality, emotional control, cheerfulness, 

imagination, aggressiveness, and value traits (Sprang©!**s). 

fhe results showed positive but statistically inslgnifl* 

cant correlation between those who advocated social change and 

P- 13S. 

Sinai, "The lelation Between Sooial Attitudes and 
Charaoteristies of Personality,* Journal of Social Psycholo 
XXXVI (1952), 3*13• 
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intelligence, A positive and significant correlation was 

found between those who advocated social change and theo-

retical and aesthetic values. A negative and significant 

correlation was found between those who advocated social 

change and religions values. 

Su®sftiy 

The research findings reviewed in this study seemed to 

support the following generalizationss 

Climate aj^ H i 

1. Classroom social clira&te ha@ an important influence 

on the kind of learning that emerges from the classroom. 

2, Social climate influences productivity, morals, and 

the mental health of pupils* 

5* The teacher*a personality is a key factor in creating 

classroom social climate. 

4. Dominative teachers tend to create a climate that 

induces self-concern, anxiety, aggressiveness, and competition 

in pupils* 

5# Integrative teachers tend to create a climate that 

leads to cooperation, group concern, freedom, and security in 

pupils. 
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Fersonalltv Correlate# of Soclo-Civlc Attitudes 

1, There 1# a suggested in terrelationship between anti-

democratic attitudes, authoritarianism, prejudice toward 

out-groups, and conservatism In politlcal-eeoiiOBile affairs* 

2* Investigators have made a great deal of progress In 

Identifying the syndrome of attitudes related to authori-

tarianism* 

$* A definite relationship seems to exist between preju-

dice toward out-groups (e.g., negroes, Chinese, Mexicans) and 

authoritarianism* 

4* A relationship seems to exist between conservative 

attitudes and authoritarianism: that is, conservative indi-

viduals tend to be authoritarian and authoritarian individuals 

tend to be conservative* 

6* Conservative attitudes in political-economic affairs 

tend to be related to conservatism In other areas (e.g., 

religion)• 

The above generalisations from the findings of research 

suggested to the researcher that instruments designed to 

measure certain soclo-civlc attitudes (i.e., authoritarianism, 

prejudice toward out-groups, and liberalism-conservatism) 

might be of value In identifying particular Mads of person-

ality structure In Individuals (l*e., domlnatlve or Integrative 

classroom teachers}* 



CHAPTSR III 

COLLECTION OF DATA 

la th® task of oolleoting data, several stops were in-

volved. First, the ins truments to be used were selected. 

The purposes of the instruments and their reliability and 

validity for the purposes of this study were carefully con-

sidered# {Jiving the measures of soeio-elvi® attitudes to 

the student^teachers preparing to te&oh 'the social studies 

was the next step, A further step involved the selection 

of the student-teachers to be included in the study* Tha 

purpose of this step was to make those included a repre-

sentative sample of the total population of student-teaehers 

at $orth Texas State College preparing to teaeh the social 

studies* The last step consisted of staking observations of 

the seleoted student-teaohers in an aetual teaching situ-

ation in the various schools to which they were assigned* 

Selection of Tools for (lathering Data 

the findings of related studies suggested to the re-

searcher that certain Measures of soelo-civie attitudes (i.e., 

those designed to measure prejudice toward out-groups# authori -

t a r i a n i s m , and oonservatisa-liberalisa} Bight provide valu-

able aids to teacher education institutions in identifying 

4a 
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certain klndi of personality structure 1b prospective 

teachers, fhe measure (02* measures) might actually predict 

the teaching behavior (i.e., dominative or integrative) of 

student-teachers. 

The initial step* in the selection of tools for gathering 

data were exploratory# First, there was a seed to find an £»• 

stmment designed to swasure teacher-pupil behavior In the class-

room. For this need, the observational nethod was studied as 

an approach, fhe method seemed to have an advantage over other 

methods in that it was a dlreot nethod ©f sampling the behavior 

of the student~teachers in an actual teaching situation without 

disturbing the activities of the pupils* Another advantage 

was that the data could he treated statistically. 

It was found from a review of research and literature 

that observational rating scales for the measurement ©f 

teacher-pupil behavior in the classrooa had been developed 

by Anderson and Brewer,1 Wrightatone,2 lyans and Wandt,3 

%aroId 1# Anderson and Joseph £• Brewer, "Effects of 
feacher* a Dominative and Integrative Contacts on Children*s 

|sr»r^°u:a 
ford, California, 1§4S), pp. 81-88, 

2J, Wayne Wrlghtstone, "Measuring the Social Clla&te of 
* 2l Bducatlonal Research. XLIV (January, 
118111 841*S51« 

%avid GU Ryans and Idwin Wandt, "A Factor Analysis of 
Observed Teacher Behaviors in the Secondary Schoolst A Study 

XIIG(Wintern 1952)* ffSSf|tW'^ — Measurement. 
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and McCre©.^ fhe following conalderatlona led to the «•• 

leotlon of Me®#®*a acalei 

1. The data seemed to Indicate that It was a reliable 

and valid taeaiiura of doffilnatlve-integrative behavior. 

2, The seal# was a modification of the And»rfon*Brcwei» 

Doralnatlve Socially Iate*amtlvt Seal® which Had been a «••• 

ful iiiatruisent la the research conducted by Aiideraon and hi a 

associates, 

5* A Gloaaary was provided to guida th® observer la 

making quantitative estimates of teacher-pupil behavior, Th® 

behaviors to b® seen and judged were clearly defined. 

4# The acale was designed t© measure quantitatively 

th# claaarooa-behavior of teachers as to authorltarlan tend* 

enclea, an area of particular concarn to th® reaearoher. 

5, fhe scale was one of those moat recently developed 

(19*6), 

In the selection of tools for gathering data, there waa 

alao a need to find instruments that were dealgned to aeaaure 

prejudice toward ©ut-groopa, authoritarian! a at, and liberallaa-

conaervatiam* fhe following are norae of th© considerations 

that were Involved in aelectlom 

%enry M. IlcGee, "Measurement of Authorltarlaaian and 
Ita Relationahlp to Teacher*a Claaaroom Behavior," genetic 
Fayohology Monographs. £11 (Auguat, 1986), 80*146, 
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1* The purpose of the instrument as designed by the 

m u r A i H i } * 

2. a # evidence as to the re 11 ability and validity of 

the particular socio-clvl© attitude it was designed to 

®easure» 

5. The prestige and experience of the researcher who 

daalgnad the instrument. 

4* tti# availability of the instrument in quantities 

needed for this study. 

After considerable reading and reviewing of the litera-

ture and research studies In the area, the following instru-

ments ware selected: (1) Inventory of Beliefs. (2) Political-

Conservatism Scale, (3) Wrliihtstone«a Seal® o£ Civic 

Ss24s£s» and (4) ffhurs tone's fealty J&r the Measurement of 

Social Attitudes (Attitude Toward the Ghurehv Attitude Toward 

!ar# Attitude Toward the Germans, Attitude Toward the Chinese, 

Attitude Toward Communis®!)# 

Purposes of the Selected Instruments 

Modification of ̂ e Anderson-Brewer Domlnative* 

gfflllll Integrative Scale.—Iliis instrument was designed to 

Measure quantitatively the classroom behavior of teachers aa 

to authoritarian tendencies. In McOee1s wordsi® 

sibid«. p* 94, 
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To obtain quantitative aatioataa of olast-
room bahawior it was naeass&ry to construct ,ia«* 
struments (the Record and tha Glossary) which. 
would aatah not oaXy aarfaaa axprassions of 
authoritarian bahawior, but tha mora aowrtXy «x-
praasad avidaacas of uadarXyiag taadaaaiaa aa waXX* 

The Racord has thirtaaa categories of teacher-behavior 

and four categories of pupil behavior, Each category has the 

spaaifi© Mad of behaviors operationally defined in the 01o«-

aary. tfader aaeh category, tha observer has seven ehoiaea of 

reapoaaaa (X to 7). Tha ambers one, two, and three iadieata 

degreea of integrativa bahavior, four a nautral awaberj and 

tha aiuabers five, aix, and seven indicate degrees of doalaative 

behavior. The total acoraa ©a tha seaXe ©an, thus, rang® be-

twaaa 17 poiata (oaa point for aaoh oatagory) aad XX9 poiata 

(seven poiata for aaoh category)* A sample of tha instrument 

aay ba fouad ia Appaadlx A* 

RaXiabiXity ®f the instrument was cheeked by using tha 

rapaat raXiabiXity ooaffiaiaat of agraaaaat batwaaa two ob-

servers, aad aXao by tha observers rapaating their obser-

vations, The ©v«r»all ooaffiaiaat ©f agreesieat between tha 

two observers was .90, The rapaat raXiabiXity ooaffiaiaat 

for tha two observera was aa average of .74, 

A question ©f concern to tha ress&roher wast Could 

siadXar ra suits ba obtaiaed by other observera with aisiXar 

traiaiag aad education? leftea anawarad ia this ways® 

%bld,, p. 131. 
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Observer I and a third observer Z mad© simul-
taneous (though Independent) observations 011 10 
per cent of the final sample# a ® rank difference 
correlation of *89 between the seores obtained toy 
observer X and observer Z indicates that result* 
are comparable to those reported by other trained 
observers using the Record and Glossary. 

low was the validity of the instrument assessed? Ini-

tially, rational validity was assumed since the categories 

of specific behavior employed in the Record and defined in the 

Glossary were preswed to be psychologically related to vari-

ables tapped by the F-Seale. liater, it was shown that there 

was a fairly high positive correlation between P-Scale seores 

and the obtained behavior seores# Mc$ee* s dais of eaplrleal 

validity was, thus, supported# 

A eheok was made on the seale as to internal consistency, 

MAn item analysis showed the seale to be well above the mini* 

artist standards of acceptability."7 

A further asaess®ent of validity was oade by testing the 

relationship between the pupil-behavior seores on the scale 

and the teacher-behavior seores 011 the seale. A description 

by U&Qm follows %® 

The difference between fee mean pupil-be-
havior score in elassrooas of the sore authori-
tarian teachers and the mean pupil-behavior in 
classrooms of less authoritarian teachers was 
tested for statistical significance-# Hie obtained 

7Ibid., p. 132. 

8Ibld.. p. 134 • 
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Critical Ratio of 3.5 Is highly significant, and 
furnishes additional confirming evidence of the 
relationship between teacher-behavior and pupil-
behavior. To tha axtant that tha F-Seale scores 
of the teacher sample correlate with the corre-
sponding behavior scores#' the significance of the 
difference in pupil-behavior observed under the 
two kinds of leadership may be said to furnish 
further evidence of validity of the obtained 

. teach®r»behavlor scores# 

Inventory of Beliefs.—This instrument was developed by 

the Committee on the Cooperative Study of Evaluation in 

Oeneral Education of the American Council on Education* It 

was designed to explore the manifestations of the anti-

democratlo-demoeratio continuum in terms of the individual's 

relations to* C D ideas and Intellectual abstractions, (1) 

social groups and Identifications, (3) interpersonal relations, 

and {4) th® self.® The Committee described the test as 

follows«10 

The total responses to all of the items were 
conceived to have meaning as an index of person* 
allty. The individual scoring low on the test, 
that is, accepting a large number of statements, 
was conceived as being imswtture, rigid in outlook, 
authoritarian in his relationships with others, 
and compulsive in many of his actions. Th® person 
scoring high on the test, that is, rejecting a 
goodly number of statements was conceived as being 
adaptive, flexible, mature, and democratic in his 
relationships with other people. 

A sample of this Instrument may be found in Appendix A. 

9 
Faul L. Dressel and Lewis B. Mayhew, General'Education 

gxplor&tlona in Evaluation. Cooperative Study' of" 'SvaiuaMoii' 
In General Education, American Council on Education (Wash-
ington, D. C,, If54)i p. 216. 

lQIbld.. p. 220. 
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Xav»fttory Beliefs was subjected to considerable 

research as to Its technical effectiveness. More than thirty 

studies were made as t© Its reliability, ffa® results showed 

coefficients ranging fro® #68 to ,95 with a median coefficient 

Of .86. 

The validity of the Instrument as providing an index of 

personality was assessed two waysi11 (1) studying the various 

later*test correlations, and (2) studying the character!sties 

of persons whose scores fell at the extreme end of the range. 

Some of the average correlations that were found between 

the Inventory of Beliefs and various tests weret 4 £ J 

Psychological Bxaadnatlon. .25* Critical Thinking Ig Social 

Science# .50j Problems in Human Relations« ,38f Critical 

Thinking. Form 3, #2»j Science Reasoning and gaderstending. 

For® A, «31| Hiasanltles Participation Inventory. .10.12 

f© determine the differences between the low scorers 

and the high scorers on the instrument, two roughly parallel 

studies were made in two institutions* In one of these, a 

study was repeated which confirmed earlier findings. 

fhree independent samples were drawn fro® populations of 

from 200 to §00*. The students were equated for intelligence 

and the extreme scorers were analysed as to their character-

istics and differences. 

Ibida^ p« 228. 

18Ibld.. p. 223. 
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la school achievement and matriculation the findings 

were significant 8 3*$ 

1. More high scorers than low scorers matriculate 
in the humanities, social sciences, and English* 

2. Although differences in over-all grade averages 
were negligible, high fearers tend to make 
higher grades on comprehensive examinations 
In the social sciences and humanities* 

3* A significantly larger number of low scorers with* 
draw from school at tha end of the first year. 

Significant differences as to Interests and attitudes 

were also foundt^ 

1. High scorers prefer occupation! involving inter-
personal, expresaive, or abstract activity. Low 
scorers prefer mora impersonal, concrete, or 
status oriented vocations* 

2. Low scorers are more likely to he associated with 
orthodox or fundamentalist groups in religion 
than are high scorers. 

3. High scorers see® to prefer activities whloh re-
flect autonomous or independent behavior, abstract 
or Intellectual interests, and esthetic experiences* 
Low scorers reject such activities, their prefer- -• 
©nces reflecting orientation toward the achieve-
ment of financial status, security, compulsive 
orderliness, and submissive or dependent behavior. 

fhe authors also reported the results of a study at an in-

stitution concerning leadership. Students and faculty were 

solicited for their estimates of students possessing a large 

P*. 
l4Ibld*. p. 226. 
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degree of leadership* She "leaders" made significantly higher 

scores on the Inventory of Beliefs than the population at 

large 

Foiltleal-Beonoialo Conservatism Scale.—This instrument 

was developed by the author# of fh« Authoritarian Personality,X# 

fh® writer® believed that the "right-left" dimension politi-

cally was correlated with authoritarianism, They constructed 

an instrument on whioh a high score would represent extreme 

conservatism and a low score extreme liberalism. It was in-

tended that the high soore represent} support of the status 

quo* particularly of business; support of conservative valuesf 

desire to maintain a balanoe of power in whioh business is 

dominant, labor subordinate, and the economic functions of 

government minimizedj and resistance to social change,3-7 A 

iample of this instrument nay be found in Appendix A* 

An ov«r»all reliability coefficient of ,73 wa# found 

in th® us# of the scale with several groups, Adorno and 

others expressed the view that this coefficient, while in-

adequate for precise measurement of the individual, was 

sufficient for group comparison and correlation with other 

measures,-*-8 

IS 
MM** P"* 286, 

IS 
T# 1% Adorno and others, l!he Authoritarian Personality 

(Hew York, 1960}, 

"ifiid,, p. 167. 18Ibld. • p. 158. 
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Validity of the instrument a® m index of personality 

was assessed through various inter*test correlations and 

through ease studies. Inter*test correlations between tha 

Polltlcal-Eeoaoaile Conservatism Saala and tha An11-Semitlata 

a n d Ethnoocntrlsm scales ranged between .6 and ,6, The 

average correlation between the foiltieai«l®QUO mle Con~ 

aervatisra Seal© and tha Bthnocentrlsm seal® m m ,59»^ 

The results of validation fey ©*»® studies seemed some-

what inconclusive in tha cases reported. From an analysis 

of interviews with two mm and oomparing their scores on tha 

rolltigal-BfgnogitQ Cons trimti»» Scale. it appeared that Mi# 

difference between their stores wan not great enough to repre* 

sent the aetual distance between theai on the right versus left 

dimension of politloal*economie ideology. The interviews, 

however, indicated a pseudo*conservatism in one of the men 

and a genuine conservatism in the other. Through an analysis 

of the responses to the various items, it was found that the 

Polltlcal*Boonomlo Conservatism Scale also pointed to these 

differences. The authors felt that this was a credit to the 

Polltlcal-BoonoBtle Conservatism Scale and that it also showed 

at the same time that on# of the men was somewhat more extreme 

in the quantitative sense.**0 

IPlbld.. pp. 176-179, 

20Ibtd,. p. 185. 
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Wrlaktitoiie1* Sfialgi o£ C|vjLc SftUs£ft«*"®« 

M s instrument stated that the pappose of the seal® was to 

provide a valid and reliable u a n r t of civic attitudes, 

that is, attitudes concerning economic, social, and political 

problems* The scale purports to measure attitudes and belief® 

In the following fields* 

Part X* Racial Attitudes. 

Part II. International Attitudes. 

Part III. Rational Political Attitudes*. 

Part IV» Attitudes toward Rational Achievements 

and Ideals. 

The scale comprises a series of statements characteristie 

either of liberals ©r of conservatives* The student it asked 

to indicate his agreement or disagreement with each of the 

statements. His liberalism or conservatism is indicated by the 

number of liberal or conservative statements with toleh he 

agrees* A sample of the instrument may be found in Appendix A* 

Several methods were used to assess the validity of the 

scale, that is, the extent t© which the statements actually 

represent liberal or conservative attitudes* fhese methods 

Included! (1) validation by ourrieular analysis, (2) sta-

tistical validation* (3) validation by a Jury ©f social 

scientists, and (4) validation by agreement with editorial 

opinion in liberal magasines. 

The items of the soale were built around a list of be* 

liefs represented in textbooks in eoa®»©n use in American 
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schools* The list was prepared by Fierce^ after an exami-

nation of about 400 commonly used textbooks* In 1960, Yynoe 

A« Hlnes of tli# College of Education, University of Florida, 

brought 90933 of the items up t© date. 

Statistical validation was assessed by making an analysis 

of the discriminatory powers of the items# The Items used in 

tha seal# were selected from a larger list* Those that failed 

to discriminate between liberal® and conservatives were 

discarded* 

Validation by a jury of social scientists consisted of 

having twenty-one social eelentiata of varying degree* of 

conservatism and liberalism check the item* on the scale in 

two waya* First, they were asked to rank in order, from 

liberal to conservative, four statements relating to aaeh 

social aelenoa phenomenon treated in the scale, General 

agreement was found between the members as to the ranking of 

the Items* Saeh member of the Jury was also asked to indi-

cate whether he regarded agreement with the two highest-

ranking items as a liberal belief and whether h# regarded 

agreement with the two lowest-ranking items as a conservative 

belief. Again, almost unanimous agreement among the jury 

resulted in defining liberal and conservative statements# 

These four statements were then distributed, one conservative 

81Bessie L» Fierce. Civic Attitudes in American Text-
books (Chicago, Illinois, 1950), pp. 1-—"""" 
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and one liberal statement being assigned to each of ̂ orm A 

and Form B of the seal®, This plan was followed for each 

topic or phenomenon* 

Sditorlal opinion of known liberal magazines was used 

as a supplementary check upon th® judgment of the Jury in 

the placement of th® items. No serious disagreement was 

found between th® jury and editorial opinion* 

fhuratone's Sealea for Jbhe Measurement at Social 

Attltudea>«"»The Thuretone attitude aealea were designed to 

measure attitudes toward the churoh, warf the Germans* the 

Chinese# eoasaittnisja, et cetera, fhey have been widely used 

during the last twenty-five yeara. 

The instruments are composed of a number of statements 

ranging froa a strongly-favorable to a strongly-opposed stand 

on various social issues* lo opinion is regarded as right 

or wrong* the purpose of the scales la to describe people*? 

attitude without any implication that one attitude la more 

correct than another* A sample of the Instrument® may be 

found in Appendix A* 

Sach statement has a scale value (established in the 

construction of the instrument) ranging fro® 0*0 (representing 

one extrerae) and 11 (representing the other extras®)* fhe 

subject in responding to the scale merely indicates the state-

ments to which he agrees. 

In scoring, only the statement® with which the subjects 

agree are considered* A person's score is the median scale 
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parlson of groups is dosired, It Is necessary to determine 

th® mean attitude of each group, This la simply tb® arith-

metic m«an of all tb® scores la ®aeh group, fhe aoores also 

may fe® plotted la th® f e w of frequency distribution* and saay 

b® eo«par®d as to central tendency and dispersion by the usual 

statistical methods. 

How w®r® th® scales oonstruot®d? First, s®v®ral hundred 

stat®m®nts expressing an opinion toward some institution or 

group tb® church, tb® damans) wore gathered# Out of 

these stat®o®nts a hundred or more were selected, repr®s«ntlng 

a complete rang® of opinion fro® strongly»favorable to strongly-

opposed, fhe statements were th®n given to a large number of 

judges (e,g,, 541 In Attltud® foward tb® Church) who w®r« 

asked to sort tb® statements Into eleven piles ranging from 

strongly-favorable to strongly~opposed* Tb® sortings of tb® 

Judges w«r® n®xt tabulated aeoordlng to their ounralative fre-

quencies. Tb® seal® value of a stateaent was th® mid-point 

of their simulative fr«qu®nol®s« 

fburston® expressed the following view as to the validity 

of an attitude seal®!82 

If a seal® is to be regarded as valid, the 
seale should not be affected by the opinions of 
people who helped ©enstruet it, fhis way turn 

L* Thurston®» The Measurement of ¥alue.s < Chieago, 
Illinois, 1959}, p. @28« 
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@ut to be a i m n test In practice, tout the 
sealing method must stand such a test before it 
can be accepted at being more than a description 
of the people who constructed tha scale. 

The use of a large number of judges is sorting the state-

ments would tend to minimise the faetor of the opinion of the 

people who constructed the scale* 

Three eriteria were used by which to eeleot the state-

ments for final inclusion in the scale 

!• fhe statements in the final seal© should be 
so selected that they eonstitute as nearly 
as possible an evenly graduated series of 
seale values, 

2» By the objective criterion of ambiguity, it 
is possible to eliminate those statements 
which project too great a dispersion on the 
attitude continuum. 

5» By the objective criterion of irrelevance, it 
is possible to eliminate those statements 
which are accepted or rejected largely by 
factors other than the degree of attitude 
variable they portray, 

fhe criterion of ambiguity concerned the placement of a 

particular statement* If the judges spread their placements 

over a wide range covering practically all of the categories, 

the statement was considered ambiguous and undifferentiating, 

and was, therefore, discarded. The measure used for this 

criterion was the Q, or the range between the 85th and 75th 

percentile points on the frequency distributions. State* 

ments with large £| value a were discarded and statements with 

small Q values were retained. 

as : 

Ibid., p. 251. 
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The criterion ©f irrelevance concerned the consistency 

of responses of the subjects* For example, If an individual 

who had a s trongly-favorable attitude toward the church as 

shown by his endorsement of a large number of statements with 

low seal® values, cheeked a statement with a high seal# value 

indicating an attitude opposed to the church# the statement 

with the high seals value was considered Irrelevant and was# 

thus, discarded# 

The split-halves method was used as a check on relia-

bility, Satisfactory reliability was found on all of the 

Thurstone Scales used in this study. 

Administration of the Tests of 
Socio-Civic Attitudes 

The tests of socio-civic attitudes selected for use in 

this study were administered to all of the students at Worth 

Texas State College preparing to teaeh the social studies 

and who were doing their student*teaching during the year 

1960-61. Each semester, the student-teachers who were 

planning to do their student-teaching the last nine weeks 

were enrolled for the first nine weeks in courses of study 

especially designed for this group* Appointments were made 

with the college instructors of the classes and fee tests 

were administered to the group early in the first nine-week 

period# 
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General directions for Barking the it•at van given. 

Also, the student-teachers vtn assured thati (1) the results 

of the tests would be used in an impersonal way as researeh 

data, (2) they could toe perfectly free and honest In marking 

the items since attitudes and opinions were bound to differ, 

(3) there were no right and wrong answers, (4) all would fee 

allowed sufficient time to finish the test. 

The tests of socio-olvlc attitudes were not seored until 

all classroo® observations of the student*teachers selected 

for use in the study were eonpleted. This seemed to be a 

necessary precaution in order to reduce bias in observation. 

Selection of Student-Teachers 

In order that the student-teachers selected for use in 

the study might be a representative sample of the total popu-

lation of students preparing to teach the social studies at 

Horth Texas State College, certain criteria were used in 

their selection. For instance, it was felt that the socio-

economic background of the non-whites Might sufficiently 

differ fro» the whites to influence classroom behavior and 

aocio-civic attitudes. Also, there was only a small per-

centage of non-whites in the total population. For these 

reasons, only whites were inoluded in the sample. 

The factor of age was considered also in the effort to 

nake the sample more representative* lost students about to 

graduate from college as prospective social studies teachers 
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are between twenty and thirty years old* Student-teachers 

over thirty years of age would, thus, tend to make the sample 

unrepresentative* fhe attitudes and classroom behavior of 

teaehers over thirty years" of age night fee sufficiently dif-

ferent from thos® who were youttger to influence the findings# 

therefore, only those who were thirty years old and younger 

were ineluded in the sample. 

Another f&etor that was considered was the sex of the 

student-teaehers* Do sen and women differ sufficiently in 

their socio-civic attitudes and their classroom behavior to 

influence the outcome of the studyt After some consideration, 

it was decided to make sex a comparative factor In the analysis 

of the findings rather than as a faetor in selection. 

During the fall semester (1@@0*61J all students preparing 

to teach the sooial studies and who met the criteria as to age 

and race were selected to be included in the sample. There 

were twenty-one students in this group. However* in the spring 

semester, there were more students who qualified t© be In-

cluded than could be observed in their student*teaching* A 

table ©f random numbers was used to select twenty-seven stu-

dents from this group# A total of forty-eight students were, 

thus, included in the sample* fhese were selected from a 

total group of sixty-seven students at Worth Texas State 

College preparing to teach the sooial studies and who were 

doing their student-teaching during the 1960-61 school year. 
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Observational Procedural 

Pilot Study*--During the latter part of September, I960, 

a pilot study *a# conducted by the researcher. The purpose 

of thla study waa to provide training and skill in the use of 

the observation instrument (MoQee1a Modification of the 

Anderson-Brewer Dogiaat.lva Socially Integrative Seal.,#)» fer-

mission was obtained from three teachera ©f the researcher*s 

acquaintance to observe their classrooms. These teachers 

were given a generalized description of the study# The exact 

nature of the types of behavior being observed was, however, 

concealed. The teachers,.in turn, explained the observer*s 

presence in the classroom to the pupils# 

Each teacher1® classroom was observed for two non-con* 

ssecutlv© periods# Every effort was made to be as objective 

as possible and to look fo? evidence of behavior described 

in the Glossary under each category. %iantlfcafcive estimates 

as to the decree the teacher or pupil exhibited these char*, 

acteristics were then made on each of the seventeen categories 

of the scale. 

In order to check the reliability or consistency of re-

peated observations, the researcher did not total the separate 

scores for each oategory ©a the Record until the second 

observation was completed. Also, the Eecord &£ the first 

observation was Immediately filed so as not to influence the 

researcher In the second observation. {This general procedure 
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was alio followed in the observation of th« student-teachers)• 

A comparison was then made between the total scores on the 

first an«i second observations* fhe results ware m follow®t 

First ' Second 
Observation Observation 

Teacher X US 34 

Teacher 1 97 10® 

Teacher Z 35 90 

In thai® observations, M a s could have Influenced the 

scores somewhat, alnoa tha teachers were of tha researcher's 

acquaintance. However, In tha atudy itself, tha student* 

teachers wara of vary oasual acquaintance, United to tha 

appearance before the group whan giving the teats of socio* 

civic attitudes. In every ease, tha researcher entered the 

classroom without preconceived Ideas as to the student*teacher* a 

personality* 

Observation ©| $tudent*fcacher«.—Before observation* 

ware made of tha s tude nt*teachera, it was neeeaaary to obtain 

such inforaation as: (1) the name and location of the sehoola 

to which the student*tcaohers ware assigned for their student* 

teaching, (2) the class periods that the student-teachers 

were teaching, <3) the names of the principal and cooperating 

teacher, and (4) room numbers. Most of this information came 

through the assistance of the college coordinators working 

with the student-teachers in their student*teaching program. 
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Reports were nailed into the coordinator*s office each 

week fey the student-teachers as to the hours they would he 

teaching the following week. In this way it could be deter-

mined when the student-teacher was doing actual teaching in 

the classroom, The behaviors that were to he observed would 

not be evident unless teacher-pupil interaction was taking 

place* In some cases It was necessary to make return trips 

because changes in plans or other unforeseen circumstaneei 

prevented the student-teacher from teaching. 

Before entering the classroom for observation, permission 

was always obtained from th® principal and cooperating teacher. 

In explaining the purpose of the visit, a generalised descrip-

tion of the study was given—usually described as Ma doctoral 

study Involving teacher-pupil relationships," 

Was the observed behavior normal in character? Certain 

steps were taken early in the study that were aimed at allevi-

ating any anxiety on fee part of th# student-teacher regard-

ing the presenoe of the observer in the classroom. In giving 

the tests of socio—civic attitudes earlier in the semester, 

an opportunity was provided to secure some rapport with the 

student-teachers. Also, during this period, the student-

teachers were informed by their coordinator that the researcher 

would visit their classrooms sometime in the couree of their 

student-teaching and that the results of the study would be 

used in an impersonal way as research data. They were 
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»slured that the results of the observations would is no way 

affeot their grades in •tudent-teaching. The student-teachers 

vere again assured at the time of the elaasrooa visits that 

the results of the observations vould he used impersonally and 

would in no way affeet their grades In student~teaehing» 

The exaot nature of the types of behavior that were being 

observed was eoneealed* Only a generalised description of the 

study was given (e.g., a doetoral study involving teaeher-

pupil relationships)* It was felt that this was neeassary in 

order to preclude any adaptation of behavior on the part of 

the student-teasher or the pupils to the kinds of behavior that 

were being observed* 

The observer also made a special effort t© be as inoon-

spiouous as possible during observation* In most observations 

(depending on whether a seat was available), Hit observer sat 

at the rear of the room and entered and left the room at the 

regular elassroon periods. In general# it was felt that the 

observed behavior was nornal in oharaoter* 

laeh student*teaeher was observed two periods* During 

the observation period, quantitative estimates were made as 

to the degree the student~teaeher and the pupils exhibited 

the behavior described under each category in the Glossary* 

fhe numbers one, two, and three were used to indieate degrees 

of integrative behavior. Pour was a neutral score, and the 
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numbers five, six, and aeven were used to indicate degrees 

of dominative behavior. The total soore on the observational 

scale was a summation of tha observer ratings on each of the 

seventeen categories and, thus, represented a point on the 

doalnative-lntegratlve oontinuum, a low seore indicating inte-

grative behavior and a high seore indicating dominative be-

havior, The final behavior seore for each student-teacher as 

used in determining dominative student-teachers and integrative 

student*teachers (see definition of terms) vas an average of 

the two observation scores# 
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TREATMEHT OF DATA 

III Chapter I the hypotheala was stated that there was a© 

significant difference between atudent-teachers exhibiting 

doalnative behaYior and atudent-teache ra exhibiting integrative 

behavior as to their maan scores on tha selected measures of 

soeio-airle attitudes* (1) Inventor? of Beliefs.» (2) TolltX-

SSl-iSSSSMl Scale, (3) Sgala of 

Beiitfa, and (4) ftentsiilg Ittifi im Mm S s s m s s i l 

of Social Attitudes (Attitude T«war<f the Church, Attitude 

Toward War, Attitude Toward tha Germans, Attitude Toward tha 

Chlneae, Attltuda Toward Co«munlan}* Statistical treatment 

of data consisted of tasting the abovs hypotheala, that is* 

tasting for the significance of tha difference betwaan doal-

aatlire student-teachers and integrative student-teachers (sea 

definition of ter»s) as to thalr mean scores on each of tha 

selected measures. It was also part of this study to find 

tha significance of tha difference between tha M a n scores of 

tha mala and female student-teachers on each of tha selected 

measures* 
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To teat the null hypothesis it was necessary to treat the 

raw data for measures of central tendency and variability* 

Fisher's t was used as an appropriate teat of significance. 

Another part of the treatment of data eonaiated of deter-

mining the relationahip between the measures through inter* 

teat correlations, Hie Pearson product-iaoment coefficient of 

correlation was employed for this purpose. 

The Sample 

In order to deterrain® some of the general characteristics 

of the sample of student-teachers preparing to teach the social 

studies as revealed by their scores on the aelected measures* 

the mean and standard deviation vas computed on each of the 

selected measures* To compute the wean scores the following 

formula was used*1 

M « £X t 
» 

The standard deviation was computed by the use of the 

following formula?2 

JLX2 - M2 

* 

The symbol 1 represents the arithmetic mean, £X represents 

the sum of the raw scores, represents the sum of the squared 

F« Idttiqwiat* First Course in Statistics (»ew York, 
lt4@}# p, 52, 

2Ibld.. p. 168. 
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scores, I represent* the numb#** of eases, and a— represents 

the standard deviation. 

Table ¥ in Appendix B presents the raw scores of the 

student-teachers Included lit the sample on eaeh of the se-

lected measures* The sum of the scores (£X) and the sum of 

th® raw scores scared {££%) were derived fro© th® table by 

the use of a calculator. The mean and standard deviation 

scores on each of the measures are given at the end of the 

table* 

fhe ©harete teri a tic s of the student* te acher a as revealed 

by their mean and standard deviation scores ©n the selected 

measures will be discussed in Chapter ¥# 

Testing for the Significance of the Difference 
Between the lean Scores of Dominative 

and Integrative Student-Teachers 

In Chapter I dominative student-teachers were defined as 

the student-teachers whose scores on th# classroom behavior 

*®al® (Mc@ee«g Modification o£ Jgtg &nderaon-Brewer Dominative 

Socially Integrative Scale) fell into the one third nost donl~ 

native* likewise, integrative student-teachers were defined 

as the student-teachers whose scores on the classrooa behavior 

scale fell into the one third aost integrative. Thus, out of 

forty-eight in the sample, the sixteen student-teachers who 

made the highest scores on the classroom behavior scale were 
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classified as dominafcive, ®nd the sixteen who made the lowest 

scores were classified as integrative. 

The raw score a of doaiinatlve student-teachers on the se-

lected measures are presented in fable ?I# Appendix i« The 

student-teachers are arranged aooording to their rank-order 

scores on the classroom behavior scale {fro® the most domi-

native to the least doatihative). The raw scores of Integrative 

student-teachers are presented In Table VII, Appendix B. The 

student*teachers are arranged according to their scores on the 

classroom behavior scale (from the moat integrative to the 

least integrative)* 

The first step In testing for the significance of the 

difference between the mean soores of dominative and Integra-

tive student-teachers on eaoh of the selected measures was to 

find the mean and standard deviation of their scores. Sta-

tistical procedures consisted of finding the sun of the scores 

(CSC) and the sum of fee scores squared m eaoh of the 

measures for eaoh group. These sums were then substituted 

into the raw score formulas for computing the mean and standard 

deviation as previously given on page seventy-four of this 

study, 

A second step in testing for the significance of the 

difference between the mean seores of doainative and Integra* 

tive student-teachers on the selected measures was to find the 
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standard error of the mm* This was seeeaaary in order to 

determine the degree of sampling error# that in# the degree of 

oonfidenee that the true population mean waa between certain 

limits. The following formula was uaedr5 

_ . 5 o "(Sample) . 

« - 1 

The symbol <r-gg represents the standard error of the mean, 

o— (sample) represents the standard deviation of the sample, 

and « represents th® number of eases. The standard error of 

the mean for domlnativ© student-teachers on each of the meas-

ures may fee found at th# end of Table VI, Appendix 1* The 

standard error of the mean for integrative student*teachers on 

eaeh of the measures may be found at the end of Table VII # 

Appendix B. 

The last step in testing for the significance of the dif-

ference between the wean scores of the doa&native and integra-

tive student-teaehera consisted of finding Fisher*s t* The 

following formula was usedi^ 

t a
 M1 " 

*1.°" I8*»8° 

/Fl% 

*•£*»*«&«*# &• iMiM S2HZ2S M York, 
1942), p. liO. 

4Ibld.. p. 138. 
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The denominator of the J formula gave the standard error 

of mean difference Co—dlff,^ of the two groups. This showed 

the degree of confidence as to whether true differences exist 

between tha mean scores of tha tw© groups. 

The symbols and Eg are tha obtained means, <7-̂  and cr~g 

ara tha corresponding standard deviations, and Ij. and lg ara 

tha number of oases In each group* The number of degrees of 

freedom for the J Is * % ** 2, fha J for domlnatlve and 

Integrative student-teaehars on each of the measures may be 

found at the end of fable VII, Appendix B. 

Testing for the Significance of the Difference 
Between the Mean Scores of Mala 

and Female Student-Teaehers 

Statistical procedures in testing for the significance 

of the difference between the mean scores of male and female 

student*teachers were identical to those used in testing for 

the significance of the difference between the mean score® of 

doadnative and Integrative student*teachers* 

®bte raw scores of the males ©n each of the measures a m 

presented In Table VIII, Appendix B, The raw scores of the 

females on each of the measures are presented in Table IX, 

Appendix B. 

It should be noted that the wale student-teachers out-

number the female student-teachers at about a two-to-one ratio 

(thirty-one to seventeen), lecords at the college showed that 
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this proportion of siales to females was not uncommon, Per 

soma reason more males than females elect to teach the social 

studies. 

The mean, standard deviation, and the standard error ©f 

the mean of the scores of the males on the selected measures 

aiay be found at the end of Table VIII, Appendix B# fhe mean, 

standard deviation, and standard error of the Bean of the 

scores of the females ©n the selected measures ta&y be found 

at the end of fable IX, Appendix B# Also, at the end of Table 

IX may be found the t for the male and female student-teachers 

on each of the seleoted measures. 

Interoorrelation Between the Selected Measures 

fhe research related to the study as reviewed in Chapter 

II suggested an interrelationship between antiwdenoeratio 

attitudes, authoritarianism, prejudice toward out**groups* and 

conservatism in political-economlc affairs* Since the Instru* 

iaents used in this study were selected as measures of these 

attitudes# intercorrelations were computed between each set of 

measures. 

Another factor of concern in addition to the determi-

nation of the interrelationship between the selected measures 

was to determine whether further studies should be made with 

the selected instruments* Inter-test correlations might pro* 

vide evidence which would suggest the instruments which should 
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be retained in fu r the r studies of the re la t ionship between 

doi&native-lntegrative classroom behavior and verbal measures 

of soel©«*©ivlc a t t i t udes , 

the following formula was used in obtaining the Fearson 

produet~Biottent coef f ic ien t of correlat ion between eaeh two . 

set# of measuress® 

» % % 

SKJ * 

fhe symbol £XY represents the SUM of the product of the 

two raw scores fo r eaeh individual . The symbols and My 

represent the means of the two d i s t r ibu t ions , The symbol# 

<7~x and represent the standard deviation of the two di at-

t r ibu t ions , and the symbol 31 represents the number of scores, 

lite mean and standard def la t ion stores on the measures 

were known from previous computations* S t a t i s t i c a l procedures 

w e described on pages seventy*four and seventy-five of t h i s 

study* A calculator was used fo r a l l computations. 

Pa&raon product-moment coef f i c ien t of correlat ion 

f o r each two sets of measure# w i l l be presented In tabular 

form in Chapter V. 
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FIHDIHOS OF THE SWOT 

Chapter ¥ will be devoted to the presentation* inter-

pretation, and discussion of the findings as they relate to 

the following aspects that were of concern la this studyi 

(1) the character!s tics of the sample of student-teachers 

preparing to teaeh the soeial stadias as revealed by their 

mean and standard deviation scores on the selected measures, 

(2) significance of the difference between dorainatlve end 

integrative student-teachers as to their mean scores on each 

of the selected measures, (3) significance of the difference 

between stale and female student—teachers as to their siean 

scores on each ©f the selected measures, and |4) interoor-

relation between m e selected measures, 

General Charaeteristies of the Sample 

fable I presents the mean and standard deviation scores 

of the student-teachers included la the sample m each of the 

selected Measures# fhese scores reveal something as to the 

nature of the socio-civic attitudes of the prospective social 

studies teacher as measured by the Instruments used in this 

study* 

81 
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TABU! I 

CHARACTERISTICS OF TEE SAMPLE AS TO M B XEAW 
AND STANDARD DSVIATIO* OS 

SELECTED MEASURES 
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Mean 47,98 77,10 t.,11 @3,25 2 , 68 4*72 7,14 4,50 3.9S 

Sigma 21.47 13,09 9*69 3,39 •860 •827 ,483 ,618 .792 

MMMmUm St J&ft Anderson-Brewer Doming ve 

Integrative Seal# (Dominative-Integratlve Classroom 

Behavior)»—The author of this observation Instrument designed 

it as a quantitative measure ©f the classroom behavior of 

teachers as to authoritarian tendencies. The possible scores 

on the scale range from 17 to 119, with a high score indicating 

dominativ© behavior and a low score Indicating integrative 

behavior# 

The mean score of the student*teachers included in the 

sample on this instrument as presented in Table I was 4?,98, 

The standard deviation of their scores was 21,47, This indi-

cated that 68 per cent of the student-teachers made scores 

between the limits of 26,51 and 69,4$, 
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fhe neutral score on each of the seventeen categories of 

th« seale was four. Thus, a logical "cutting point" on the 

authoritarian-equalltarlan oontlnuum seemed to ba sixty-eight 

(4 times 17). If this "euttlng point" la used, it appears 

that the group was relatively aqualitarian or demoeratic in 

its observed classroom behavior. 

2l ?«U^ft.~Ths seores ©II this Instrument 

represent the total number of strongly-dlsagree or disagree 

items that the subject endorsed* Individuals making low 

scores, that is, accepting a large number of statsments, were 

conceived by the authors as being immature, rigid, and authori-

tarian in their interpersonal relationships• High scorers, 

that is, those who disagreed or strongly"disagreed with a 

large number of statements, were conceived as being adaptive, 

flexible, mature, and deaooratlo in their interpersonal re-

lationships. 

The data in fable I show that the mean score of the 

atudent-teaehera ©a this instrument was 77.10* The standard 

deviation seore of 13.09 Indicates that 68 per cent of the 

student*teachers made scores between @4.01 and 90,19. If 

the mid-point in the possible rang# of scores (CO ML* used 

as the "euttlng point" on the continuum, it appears that the 

group as measured by this Instrument was relatively adaptive, 

flexible, and demoeratle in interpersonal relationships. 
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PolStleq«l®on6ast<* Conservatism Sg^le.—The seores on 

Mils instrument represent degrees of liberalism or conserva* 

tisa lis polltloal«>eeonoaie affairs, A high score represents 

agreement with eonaerratlre Items and disagreement with 

liberal items, Thus, a low score represents a liberal atti» 

tude In political-economic affairs and a high seore represents 

a conservative attitude In polltical-eeonomic affairs. 

The aw an aoora of the stiadent-teaehers included la the 

sample on this Instrument as presented In fable I was 9*31« 

The standard deviation score of 2*59 lndloatea that ©i far 

eent of the student-teachers wide aeorea between 6,72 and 

11.90, 

Possible aeorea range fro« 0 to IS* If the add-point In 

the poaalble range of aeorea (8) la uaed aa the "cutting point* 

on the continuous, It appeara that the polltleal«eoonoalo atti-

tudes of the atudent-teaehera aa measured by the scale were 

alightly conservative* 

»*.«*• St OAvlo Belief a—The aeorea on this 

instrument also repreaent degrees of liberallaa or conservatism* 

A high score represents agreement with liberal Items and dis* 

agreement with ©onaervativ© Items, Thus, a hi#* score indicates 

a liberal attitude In civic affairs and a low score a ©on* 

servatlve attitude* 

The mean score of the student-teachers included In the 

sample on this instrument as presented In Table I was 63*28, 
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fhe standard deviation score of ©*$9 indicates that 68 per 

cent of the student-teachers made scores ranging from 57,86 

to 68.64, 

Possible scores rang* from 0 to 80, If the mid-point 

in the possible rang® of scores <40I is used at the "©ratting 

point /' the mean and standard deviation scores seen to indi-

©at# that the eivio attitudes of the student-teachers as 

measured toy this instrument were relatively liberal. 

A conflict can fee seen between the llb«ral~cons#rvatlve 

attitudes of the student-teachers as measured by the Political-

ftMEPlf §Ml® *n<* as measured by Wrights tone* s 

iSllt &£ Civic Beliefg. The two instruments appear to fee 

measuring different things. 

The scores on i S i M ISSL Jk£ M m a w & m & t o£ 

te.elal Attitudes represent the mean item scale value of all 

the statements that the subject endorsed. The manuals of the 

instruments provide the following descriptive phrases to be 

used In interpretation! 

*• Attitude toward the Church 

Score Interpretation 

From 0 to 1*8 
1*5 to 3,0 
$.0 t© 4,5 
4,5 to 6,5 
6,5 to 8*0 
8,0 to 9,5 
9,5 to 11,0 

• Strongly favorable to the church 
, Favorable to the church 
. Favorable with some reservations 
, Wavering in attitude 
• Slightly unfavorable 
• Antagonistic 
• Strongly antagonistic 
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2* ISISEfi 

Seore 

From 0 t® 2,9 
3,0 to 4*9 
5*0 to S*9 
$.0 to 7*9 
8*0 to 11.0 

3. Attitude toward 

Score 

Froa 0 to 2,9 

3.0 to 3*9 
4*0 to 4*9 

§*0 to 5.9 
@*0 to §*9 

7*0 to 7.9 

8.0 to 11.0 

4* MMIilf IfHfffil 

Score 

Fro® 0 to 2*9 

3*0 to 3*9 

4*0 to 4*9 

3*0 to 5*9 
6*0 to 6.9 

7,0 to 7*9 

8*0 to 11.0 

War 

Interpretation 

* Strongly opposed to war 
* Moderately opposed to war 
* Neutral 
* Moderately favorable to war 
. Strongly favorable to war 

jfc® issmm 
Interpretation 

• • m Strongly prejudiced against 
the Germans 

Prejudiced against Germane 
Slight prejudice against 
Gernans 

Neutrality 
Slight preference for the 
Germans 

Strong preference for the 
Germans 

Very atrong preference for 
the Germans 

the Chinese 

Interpretation 

• Very strong preference for 
the Chinese 

. Strong preference for the 
Chinese 

• Slight preference for the 
Chinese 

• Neutrality 
• Slight prejudice against the 

Chinese 
• . * Prejudiced against the 

Chinese 
* * * Strongly prejudiced against 

the Chinese 
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M M M t Saafesa 

Seore Interpretation 

From 0 to 3,4 . 
3.5 to 4.9 . 
§«0 to 5.9 • 
6#0 to 7.4 « 
7,5 to 11*5 . 

• Strongly opposed to communism 
• Slightly opposed to eotnuniaa 
• leutral or Indifferent 
• Mildly In favor of eommunism 
. Strongly in favor of communism 

Attitude Toward the Chureh,~-The data in Table I show 

that the mean seore of the student-teaehers included in the 

sample on this inetrument was 2,58. The ctandard deviation 

seore was .850. Thus, 68 per cent of the scores fell between 

1.7S and 3,43. Two thirds of the group expressed attitudes 

ranging from strongly favorable to favorable with some 

reservations. 

Attitude toward War.—The mean seore on this instrument 

as presented in Table 1 was 4.72. The standard deviation was 

»827# thus, indicating that 68 per oent of the scores fell be* 

tween 3*89 and §,§©. Two thirds of the group ejcpressed atti-

tudes ranging fro» moderately opposed to war to neutral. 

Attitude Toward the German a.—The mean score of the student-

teachers included in the sample as presented In Table 1 was 

7,14. This would indioate that the attitudes of the student* 

teachers toward Oermans as measured by this Instrument were 

strongly favorable. The standard deviation was .483* Two 
1 

thirds of the student-teaohers wade scores ranging from 6.66 

(slight preferenee for Germans) to 7.62 (strong prefereaee for 

®ermans). 



Attitude Toward the Chinese,—The mean more of the 

student-teachers as pre a en tad in Table I was 4.50, The stand-

ard deviation score was ,618. These scores indicated that the 

student-teachers vara slightly favorable in their attitudes 

toward the Chinese. Two thirds of the sample made scores 

ranging f*»oia 3*88 (strong preference for the Chinese) to 6*12 

(neutrality)* 

Attitude Toward Sommunism.—The mean score on this lnstru-

sent as presented in Table I was 3,95, The standard deviation 

seore was *792* These soores indicated that the group was 

slightly opposed to eoraonmisni, Two thirds of the group made 

scores ranging fro® 5.16 (stjpongly opposed to eoramunlaffl) to 

4*74 (slightly opposed to cosmnism)* 

Significance of the Difference Between the Mean 
Scores of Doffl&native and Integrative 

Student-Teachers on the 

Selected Measures 

Table II (see pages 90-91) presents the mean and standard 

deviation scores, Fisher^ t, and levels of significance to 

the difference between the taean scores of doiainatlve and inte-

grative student-teachers on each of the selected measurea. 

With 30 degrees of freedom, a t of 1.310 was required for sig-

nificance at the 20 per cent level, a t of 1.697 was required 

for significance at the 10 per cant level, i t of 2*042 was 

required for significance at the 5 per cent level, a t of 

£*4§7 was required for significance at the 2 per cent level, 
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a t of S.750 was required for significance at the 1 par oent 

level, and & J of 3*646 was required for significance at the 

• 1 par eant level**-

MimlM ^4UU§Mm 21 M s ^•mmrPxsaais. feifiilte 

Social.!? &MM (I>®«lRative-Integratlv© Class roost 

Behavior).—Prom fable 12 one may observe that the mean score 

of dominativa student~teaohers on this instrument was 73«S9. 

Integrative student* teachers had a man seore of 27*37* A 

t value of 11,150 was obtained for the mean difference* fhe 

level of slgnlfieanoa for this t was better than *001* This 

means that the obtained mean difference of 46,22 would occur 

less than 1 time in 1000 by chance* 

Inventory j£ Beliefs*—Froa Table II one my observe that 

the mean score of domlnativ© student-teachers ©a this instru-

ment was 75*31, The mean seore of integrative student-teacher® 

was 77*56* A J value of *548 was obtained* The level of sig-

nificance for this t was *59. The obtained difference between 

the means (0*35) could occur 59 times out of 100 by chance* 

foiltlcal*Bcoaoailc Conservatism Scale*»«The mean seore 

of dominative student-teachers as presented la Table II was 

10*f5* The mean score of integrative student*teachers was 

F* tindqulat, 4 F|j*it bourse J& .Statistics {lew York, 
1948)$ p. 240* 
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TABLE II 

DOJIIMATIVE A ® INTEGRATIVE STUDENT-TKACHBRS—MEAN AHD 
STANDARD DEVIATION SCORES, PISHER»S T, AND 
T X M S OF SIOMIFICAHCE OF TIE DIPFBIENCI 

BETWEEN THE MASS OP SCORES 
OS SELECTED IHSTRTJMEMTS 

Instrusent 
lean Sigma 

Dom«* Int.* Don. I«t. 

Domiuatl ve-Ihtegratlve 
Class roora Behavior 79.59 #?•»? 15.46 4*91 

Inventory of Beliefs 7§.S1 77#56 14.01 7.SS 

P E C Seal* 10.25 8.62 H. 44 9«09 

Wrightatone's Scale 
of Slide Beliefs @§,78 62.50 S»®4 5.35 

Attitude 
Scale*t 

Toward the Church 2.66 SI# 40 ,689 .ass 

Toward War 4.88 4.87 •W7 .741 

Toward the Germans 7,84 7.19 ,38© *490 

Toward the Chineee 4, §4 4 . 09 .612 .07$ 

toward Cownuilam 3.69 4.SS® •706 .716 

%©miiiatlir®f 1 « 16f Integrative, W s 16, 



TABLE II-«CORtinned 
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Standard Error 
of* the Mean 

Standard 
Error 
of tilt Piih^p*a 

t 
mm f 

Degrees 
of 

Fr##doai Do®* Int. 
Mean 

Diff®r®ae# 

Piih^p*a 
t 

mm f 

Degrees 
of 

Fr##doai 

3,991 1,113 4,145 11,150 ,001 30 

3,617 1,944 4,106 , 348 ,39 30 

.630 ,529 ,821 1,983 ,0§ 30 

1,313 .865 1,60 ,781 , 44 30 

*178 *221 • 083 ,919 ,36 30 

• 164 ,191 .252 ,039 ,97 30 
,100 ,127 ,161 ,310 ,76 30 
• 158 ,096 ,186 1,097 ,00 30 
• 182 ,18® .260 2,269 *03 30 
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8.62. A t value of 1.985 was obtained, Th® t value indi~ 

oated that the significance of tlx® diffaranea between tha 

means was at tha 9 pay east level. The obtained difference 

between tha means (1.63) oould occur f times out of 100 fey 

ehanoe* 

lriahtatone»a §msM Si ««» obaanre 

from Table II that dominative a twdent-teachers had a mean of 

63.75 ©a this inatroiaeat* Integrative student-teachers had 

a ma an of 62*60* A t value of .781 was obtalnad* Tha level 

of signlfleanae fox* thla t was .44. Differences as large as 

tha obtained difference between tha means (1.25) could occur 

44 times out of 100 by ahanoa. 

Attitude Toward tha Ch»rah.--Data in fable II ahow that 

dominative student-teachers had a mean score of 2.66 while 

integrative student*teaehera had a mean score of 2*40. A 

% value of .fit was obtained. The level of significance for 

this t was .56. Diffarancaa aa large as tha obtalnad differ-

ence between the means (.26) aoyld oaeur M times oat of 100 

by chance. 

Attitude Toward War.—From Table II it ©an be observed 

that dominative student-teachers had a mean aeora of 4*88 on 

thia instrument* Th© wean score of integrative student-

teachers was 4*87* A t, value of .OS© was obtained. Th® level 

of signifloanoa for this t was .97. Differeneea as large aa 
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the obtained difference b®tw««n the means (.01} could o®cur 

97 tl*ea out of 100 fey ©hane®. 

Attitude Toward th® g®rmana.-«»fhe mean a®or® of d©isiBattv« 

student-teachers on tbla inatrumeat (a®# Table II) waa 7.24# 

The mean score of Integrative atud®nt-t®aeh®ra was 7,19, A 

t valu® of *310 was obtained for the mm difference, The 

level of algnifieane® for thia t was *76. Diff®r®no®a ma large 

aa the obtained difference between the m m w (.OS) could occur 

76 tla«a out of 100 by chane®. 

Attitude Toward the 0falnea®.«»'»jData In fable II ahow that 

the mean aeor® of dos&natlve »tudeat-t®a©h®r# ©a this instru-

ment was 4*84# The mean aeore of integrative student-teachors 

vaa 4.29. A J value of 1.897 waa obtained. The level of aig« 

nlfieanoe for this t waa *20. Differences aa large aa the 

obtained differ#®®® between the means (»2§) could occur 20 

timea out of 100 by chance. 

Attitude Toward Cofflfflunlaa.—fhe data in fable II ahow 

that the Man acore of dominative student-teachers on thla 

instrument waa S,©9« The aiean aeor® of integrative atudent-

teachers waa 4#28» A t value of 2,269 waa obtained, fhe 

level of significance for thla t was *03. Differences aa 

large as the obtained difference between th® weans (.! 

could occur 3 time out of 100 by chance# 
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Discussion of Findings 

a ® finding# of this study as to the significance of th® 

difference between the mean scores of doalnative and late* 

gratlve student*teachers on the selected measures bar® lndl» 

®at®d that only thra® of th® measures seemed to differentiate 

between th® two group® at better than th® 20 per cent level 

of confidence» (X) Attitude foward Coiatsiunlam. (2) Political* 

IftmpM*, Conaewratlm Seal®, and (3) Altitude Toward th* 

Chinese. 

The Instrument which seemed to differentiate between th® 

two group* at th® hi#ie«t level {.OS) was Attitude Toward 

Comanmlsau Data in Table II show that the mean score of donl* 

native student-teachers on this instrument was 3,69 and the 

mean score of integrative student-teachers was 4,2®, By using 

th# method of interpretation provided by the author of this 

instrument in the manual <®e® page 8? of this study), one can 

observe that dominativ© student-teacher® were mors strongly 

opposed to communism man were the Integrative student-teachers. 

On on® of the measures, the Pollt1oal-Eeonoale Coaserva-

M M § M M * significance of the difference between the 

means of two groups was at th® 9 per cent level of confi-

dence# One can observe from Table II that the dominativ® 

student*teachers were wore conservative (a high score indi-

cates con»ervatlseif a low score liberalism) than were the 

integrative student*teachers. 
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fhe findings on the Attitude Toward J|g Chinas® seal# 

showed the significance of the difference between the means 

of the two groups to be at the 20 per cent level of confi-

dence. Data in Table II show that dominative student-teachers 

had a mean acore of 4.54, Integrative student-teachers had 

a mean score of 4.29, By using the method of interpretation 

provided by the author of the instrument (see page 8© of this 

atudy), it can be seen that dominative student-teachers made 

scores «hieh indicated that they were more prejudiced against 

the Chinese, 

Significance of the Difference Between the Mean 
Seores of Male and Female Student-

Teachers on the Selected 
Measures 

fable III (see pages 96-97) presents the mean and standard 

deviation scores, Fisherfs t, and levsls of signifleanee to 

the difference between the mean seores of male and female 

student-teachers on the selected measures. The number of de-

grees of freedom for the J> was 46« !She jfe table, however, gave 

only the minimum values of significance ratio at the various 

levels for 40 and 60 degrees of freedom* Forty degrees of 

freedom were, thus, used to read the various minimum values of 

significance ratio required for significance at the various 

levels.2 

SE# F, Mndqulst, A First Course in Statistics (Mew fork, 
1942}, p. 040 # 
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TABUS III 

mm Am FEMALE AFCRNEIF-MCHIIS—UEAH AID STAIBAB© 
MSVIATIOK SCSOHES, FISHlfi1 S t# AID X»E?ELS OF 

Si0IIFIOA»SE OF M B DTFFIBENC)E 
BEWEBM THE MEANS OF 800 IS* 

0* SEUSCTED ItSfSOTWfg 

Instrument 
Mean Sigma 

Male# Hal® Pamalo 

Clafl«K>©® Behavior 46,1§ 51,29 19,494 24.335 

l*«r®iifc©ry ©£ Beliefs 7i,40 78.41 13,830 11*437 

F 1 C Scale 9,71 §•@9 2.343 2.823 

ttrighttton®'® Seal® ©f 
Ci*i® Beliefs @5,19 s3*is 3,733 4,670 

Thurtton*»t Attitude 
Seal®«t 

Toward th® Cituroh @•§6 @*44 #§47 ,073 

fow&rd War 4,79 4.58 ,810 •§07 

Toward tb# 0®raan< 7,07 7,g§ ,s#7 ,835 

Toward tb® Chine*® 4,86 4,38 .739 «S9§ 

Toward Gemnranlsffl 5,96 3.92 .S49 *740 

*lal®f, I - M FAISAL®#, M 9 I F . 
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Standard Krror 
of the Mean 

Standard 
Error 
of the 
lean 

Difference 

Flchar'a 
J P 

Dogreeo 
of 

Freed©® 
llale Female 

Standard 
Error 
of the 
lean 

Difference 

Flchar'a 
J P 

Dogreeo 
of 

Freed©® 

3.559 6.084 6.580 .779 • 44 46 

8* §07 2,860 4.020 •480 .64 46 

*428 •70® .778 1.439 .1® 46 

1,047 <1 *1 £LGt 

X* xvo 1.6B8 .063 .98 46 

.100 «163 .184 1.198 • 8$ 46 

.148 .287 .260 .807 *4S 46 

.109 .209 .313 .845 .40 46 

• 18ft .099 .197 .914 .37 46 

a m .185 .@@9 .174 .87 46 
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For 40 degrees of freedom# a t of 1.503 was required for 

significance at the 20 par cent level of confidence, i t of 

1*684 waa repaired for significance at the 10 per ©eat level, 

a t of 2*021 was required for significance at the i per eent 

level* a J> of 2*423 was required for significance at the 2 

per ©eat level, a t ©f 2*704 waa required for significance at 

the 1 per cent level, and a t of 5*§W was required for sig-

nificance at the *1 level* 

Findings 

McGee'a Modification of the Anderson-Brewer Ponlhatlva 

Socially Integrative Scale (Boainative-Iategratlve Classroo® 

Behavior) *«M»fhe data in fable III show that the BIS an score of 

males on this Instrument was 46,16, fhe mean score of females 

waa 51*29* A t value of *779 was obtained. The level of slg» 

nifloance for this t was *44. Differences as large as the 

obtained difference between the means (5,13) could occur 44 

tines out of 100 by chance* 

Inventory of Beliefa,--From fable III one maf observe 

that the amies had a mean score of 76*42 on the instrument* 

The females had a mean score of 78*41* A t value of *480 

was obtained* The level of significance for this t was *©4* 

Differences as large as the obtained difference between the 

means (1*95) could occur 64 times out of 100 by chance* 
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PoXttleaX-EeoBomlo Conservatism Scale.~~The data in 

Table III show that the a*an score of the males was 9,71 on 

this instrument. The aean score of the females was 8.69, A 

1 value of 1*459 was obtained* The level ©f significance for 

this t was ,15* Differences as large as the obtained differ 

ence between the means (1.12) could occur 16 times out of 100 

by chance, 

Wrights tone's Scale o£ Civic Belief a — T h e data In Table 

III ahow the aean aeore of the males on this instruaent was 

63*29. The mesn aeore of the females was §5,18. A t value 

of .066 was obtained, a e level of significance for this t 

was 98* Differences as large as the obtained difference be-

tween the means (,11) could occur 95 times out of 100 by 

chance* 

4ttfl,t̂ df Toward the Church.--One can observe from Table 

III that the mean score of stales on this instrument was 2*§§» 

The mean score of the feaales was 2*44, A j» value of 1*198 

was obtained, The level of significance for this t was *25* 

Differences as large as the obtained difference between the 

Means (•22) could occur 23 tlaes cut of 100 by chance * 

Itfrfrtiide ffgy.sjfl lag.—The data in Table III show that 

the aean score of the males was 4*79* The females had a aean 

score of 4,58, 1 J value of *807 was obtained. The level of 

significance for this % was .42. Differences as large as the 
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obtained dlff®r®nc® b®tw®®n th® means (.21) ©otild ©»©i3r 4f 

times out of 100 by ohane®. 

At t l tud . Toward t j a S S S m i . — ^ * " 0 0 » ° f t h # l " 1 » ' 

as shown in Tabl® I I I was 7,07* Th® mean ®«©r® of th® feaatos 

was 7»25» A t vain® of ,845 was obtained* The level of s lg-

nifioance fo r th i s t was 40, This indicated that differences 

as largo as the obtained dlff®r®no® between th® means (.18) 

®ould occur 40 tin®a out of 100 by ohanee* 

Attltud® Toward J&f. SMBSM&*->-**• *• T f t b l® 1 1 1 * h ° v 

that the mean scores of th© males was 4,56 on th i s instrument. 

m« females had a mean I C O N of 4*38» Hi® t valu® f o r the 

mean dlff®r®n«® was ,914, Th® l®v«l of s ignif icance f o r t h i s 

t waa ,57, This indicated that dlff®r®nc®s as large as the 

obtained difference between th® Mans {*13} could occur 37 

times out of 100 by chance. 

Attitude Toward Coaumnlam.--The mean score of the male® 

oh th i s if»®truaient as shewn in Table 1X1 was 3.96. The mean 

soor® of th® feaales was 5*92. A jfc vain® of ,174 was obta ise i . 

Th® 1®t®1 of significance f o r t h i s t was «87. Differences as 

large aa th® obtained dlff®r«no® between th® means (*04} could 

oo®ur 8? times out of 100 by ehane®, 

pis^88|0ff Of Flflflliai, 

Th® findings of t h i s study ha?® Indicated that th® males 

and f®«al®s did not d l f f « r s ign i f i can t ly as to th«lr n®an 
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scolds oil tiie selected measures at a high level of confidence# 

Only two of the aeasurea, the foMM§M^§SM9MU, g®§fff»l4fg 

Sealo »ad Attitude IgsiSt J&S BBSS&» •••"•« to differentiate 

between males and females at better than the 25 par cent level 

of confidence. 

The mean scores of the sales as presented la fable III 

for the Foiltlcal-Bconoa&c Conservatism Scale was 9,71. The 

aean seorea of the fesales was ©»39* Since a high score on 

the Instrument represents conservatism, this seemed to Indleate 

that the politlcal-eoonomie attitudes of males were more eon* 

servatlve than the females* The J value of 1*439 indicated 

that the significance of the difference between the means of 

the two groups was at the IS per ©ent level# This difference 

could, thus, ooour 15 tiaea out of 100 by chance. 

The «ean store of the malea on the Attitude- Toward the 

Ohurch as presented in Table III was 8*66^ Ufa* mean score of 
I 

the females was 8,44« Since a low score otji the instrument 

indleates a more favorable attitude toward the churoh. one 
i 
! 

m y observe that the females were more favorable toward the 

church than were the aales. The t value ©fj 1.198 Indicated 
I 

that the significance of the difference between the moan scores 

of the two groups was at the 23 per cent lejrel, thus, Indleating 

that the obtained difference between the aieiuna of the males 

and females could occur 23 times out of 100 by chance* 
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Interoorrelation Between the Selected Measures 

Table IV presents the Pearson produet-taoiaent coefficient 

St (j?) between each two sots of »easures {see page 

105) • She interoowelatlon between th# measures involved, 

altogether* the calculation ©f thirty-six correlation coeffi-

cients* The data froa these w®re analyzed and discussed in 

tarns of their implications for th# following questions that 

ware of concerns (1) What evidence was shown as to an inter* 

relationship between the selected measures? (2) What evldenoe 

was shown as to the partloular instruments which should be 

retained la further studies in this area? 

Before aeeeptlng the obtained £*a as evidence of real 

relationship, it was necessary to show that th® j? -rallies 

could not reasonably be accounted for by ohance fluctuations 

In sampling, that la, that the obtained r*s represent chance 

deviation from the true r*s. 

For the forty-eight student-teachers in the sample, an r 

value of ,51 was required for signlfloanee at the ,1 per oent 

level, an r value of ,37 was required for signlfloanee at the 

1 per cent level, an r value of .34 was required for slgnifi-

canet at the 2 per oent level, an r value of .88 was required 

for significance at the 5 per cent level*3 

...J*8* F* A Ii£«| Course M Statistics (Sew York, 
lbKSs), pp# XP4**1S>©« 
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TABLE XV 

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BEYVKBK MCI W O 
SITS OF Tim SELECTED iMBfmmsm 
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# 
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if 
li 

e 
JC3 4» 

e 
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«4 O 

a 
m 

•g *2 

J o 

Dotainative-
I n t e g r a t i v o 
Behavior • , 05 .21 .16 .03 • *S8 .17 *0i • . 2 6 

Inventory of 
Belief® - . 0 3 *48 - . 3 7 —»36 —.01 • . 3 3 .42 

P I C So a l e .21 • •39 - . 1 8 .03 .21 .00 .07 -.3© 

Wr igh t s tone ' s 
Seal© of 
Civic B e l i e f s • 16 .48 • . 1 8 —.2̂ 1 _ T<7 ** -il .30 • . 6 7 *•86 

Thura tone ' s 
A t t i t u d e 
Sca l e s i 

Toward the 
Chureh • 03 - . 3 7 .06 - .2® • . 0 4 • . 3 3 *53 *18 

Toward War •»88 • »36 . 2 1 - . 1 7 <•.04 .13 .17 - . 2 2 

Toward the 
Germans .17 - . 0 1 .00 .30 — .33 . 13 * .60 .03 

Toward the 
Chines# ,0® - . s s .07 • • § 7 .35 .17 • •30 *•27 

Toward Gora-
muniBm -.2® *42 • . 3 5 - . 2 5 .16 • «22 . 0 3 - . 2 7 
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Discussion of the correlation® between each set of 

Miittris will be Halted to those whioh were significant at 

better than the § per cent level of confidence* The eorre« 

latlon between each set of measures will he discussed in the 

order of the magnitude of their r values and level of 

significance* 

Examination of fable I? shows that there were i sets of 

measures that were significant at th# *1 per cent level 

(greater than a plus or minus *51}, The positive or negative 

correlation between each set of measures was dependent upon 

the direction of scoring, that is, the meaning of a high or 

low score* For instance, on one of the measures a high score 

indicated conservatism; on another of the measures a high 

score Indicated liberalism* 

An r value of -.67 was- obtained between Writafatstone*s 

I,til,ft ££ MA& S i M M l *»d Atfrltt?ds Toward J&e ChJLpefe* The 

negative relationship indicated that the high scorers on one 

instrument tended to sake low scores on the other* A high 

score on WriJ&*tstone|s Scale of Civic leliefs indicates 

liberalism in civic attitudes, a low score conservatism* A 

low score on the Attitude Toward the Chinese scale indicates 

a favorable attitude toward Chinese; a high score indicates 

prejudice toward Chinese* thus, the j* value of -.67 seemed 

to indicate that the liberal individuals as measured by 
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mmmmii M&M si S M I i a P J H w ® ®or® f••©**bi« m 

their attitudes toward the Chinese than the conservative 

individuals. Contrariwise* those whose scores Indicated 

prejudice toward the Chinese tended to be conservative In 

civic attitudes, 

. An j value of ~.60 was obtained between Attitude Toward 

l&t f M W A f I s m s Jfeft laSSSt* °» Attitude 

Toward the Qersmns scale, a high score indicates preference 

for derm&ns; a low score indicates prejudice against Germans. 

°» toe Attitude T@*ard t&e Chineaa soal*, a high soore Indi-

cates prejudice against Chinese; a low soore indicates pref-

erence for the Chinese* fhe negative r value Indicated that 

the high scorers on one instrument tended to make low scores 

on the other* Thus, Individuals salting scores Indicating a 

preference for Germans tended to make scores indicating a 

preference for Chinese* Contrariwise, individuals making 

scores indicating that they were more prejudiced against the 

Gerisans tended to make scores indicating that they were BIO re 

prejudiced against Chinese. 

An r value of -.58 was obtained between McQce'a Modifi-

cation M J&® Pomlnatlve Socially Integrative 

S&tia *n<* Attitude Toward War. The high scorers on the class-

roost behavior scale were the individuals who were store author!* 

tarlan in their observed classroom behavlorj the low scorers 
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were more equalitarlan. The high scorers on the Attitude 

Toward Wag scale were the individuals whose scores indicated 

that they were more favorable to war, the low seorers less 

favorable to war# The r value of »*58, thus, seemed to lndl« 

cate that individuals who made high scores on the classroom 

behavior seal® tended to make low scores en the Attitude 

feward War soale; that is, doalnatlve individuals tended to 

be more opposed to war than integrative individuals. Or, to 

state the relationship in a different manner, individuals 

whose scores lndioated that they were opposed to war tended 

to be dooinatlve in their observed ©lassroom behavior* 

An x value of -.55 was obtained between Inventory of 

»«*iefs and Attitude Toward the Chinese. Low seorers on.the 

St Beliefs were conceived by the authors of the 

Instrument to be rigid, stereotyped In thinking processes, 

and authoritarian in their relationships with others; high 

seorers were conceived to be more independent, adaptive, and 

democrat!© in interpersonal relationships* A high score on 

Attitude Toward t&£ Chinese scale Indicates prejudice 

against the Chinese, a low score preference for m e Chinese, 

Thus, the r value of -,§§ seemed to indicate that the low 

seorers on the Inventory of Beliefs tended to make high scores 

o n Toward t^g Chineses that Is, individuals whose 
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aeoras amm& to indicate that they war® mow rigid, stereo-

typed, and authoritarian tended to make scores whioh indieatad 

that thay war® ®ore prejudiced against tha Chinese. Contrari-

wis®, individuals whose scores Indicated that thay were wore 

adaptive, flexible, and deaocratlc tended to make scores which 

indicated that thay were less prejudiced against tha Chinese* 

An r value of .55 wag obtainad between Attltude Toward 

M & itoSB w d Mtltuda Toward the Chinese whioh seeaed to 

indicate that high scorer® on on© instrument tended to make 

high aaoras on tha other. A high score on Attitude Toward 

Shureh indicatea attitudaa antagonistic or unfavorable 

toward the church, a low aoora a favorable attitude. A low 

aeor® on Attitude Toward tha Chinese indioates favorable atti-

tudes toward Chinaae, a high score prejudice against Ohlness* 

Thus, individuals whose scores indioatad that thay ware fa* 

vorable in their attitude toward the Chinese tended also to 

be favorable in their attitudaa toward tha church. Contrari* 

wise, individuals lass favorable in their attitudes toward tha 

Chinese tended to be less favorable in their attitudes toward 

th© church. 

The data in Table IV show that the obtained r values be-

tween four sets of measures were significant at th® 1 per cant 

level (at or greater than a plua or Minus ,37), 
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An x valw® of , 48 was o b t a i n e d between the l a v e p t e r y o£ 

l a l t a f f t and Wrlistitftogia1'.*- Of .dlyifl t h i s seemed 

to i n d i e a t e t h a t I n d i v i d u a l s staking s c o r e s on the Inven to ry 

pi B e l i e f s whloh i n d i c a t e d t h a t they wara a»re a d a p t i v e , 

f l e x i b l e , and democrat io i n i n t e r p e r s o n a l r e l a t i o n s h i p s tended 

t o make s co re s on Wrights tone*a S t a l e ©£ Civ ic l a l i a f a which 

i n d l e a t a d t h a t they ware more l i b e r a l . C o n t r a r i w i s e , i n d i -

v i d u a l s who made s c o r e s on frlisfatitoi><». ,f f f a l f B U S i f t H f l i 

i n d i c a t i n g t h a t they were a o r e c o n s e r v a t i v e tandad t o aake 

aeorea on the Inven to ry of B e l i e f s I n d l o a t l n g t h a t thay wara 

ao re r i g i d , s t e r e o t y p e d , and a u t h o r i t a r i a n . 

An r va lue of *43 was o b t a i n e d between A t t i t u d e Toward 

• a * Inven to ry «y* B e l i e f s * On tto* A t t i t u d e toward 

!, a h igh s c o r e l n d l o a t a a a t t i t u d e s f a v o r a b l e to eoa*» 

muni am j a low a ©ore i n d i c a t e s a t t i t u d e s opposed to n&wmmlnm* 

Thus» tha r va lue of ,42 seemed to I n d l e a t e t h a t Individual® 

whose s c o r e s I n d i c a t e d t h a t they were a o r e a d a p t i v e , f l e x i b l e , 

and d a a o e r a t l e tended t© be ao re f a v o r a b l e {or l a t a opposed) 

t o ooaaunlsa« C o n t r a r i w i s e , t h o s e whose sooras l n d l e a t a d t h a t 

they were a o r e r i g i d , s t e r e o t y p e d I n t h i n k i n g , and a u t h o r l * 

t a r i a a m&Am sooras which l n d l e a t a d t h a t thay ware more opposed 

to coamunlsis* 

An j* va lue of - . 5 9 was ob t a ined between the Inven tory f tf 

P a l l a f a and the f o l i t l o a l - i S c o n o a l c Conse rva t l ea S c a l e . A high 
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score on the Polltleal-lconoiaic Conservatism 3cale Indicates 

a conservative attitude In political-econonic affairs, a low 

score a liberal attitude* The jj value of <*>99, thus* seemed 

to Indicate that individual# whose snore on the Inventory £f 

Beliefs indicated that they were more rigid* stereotyped la 

thinking, and authoritarian (the low scorers) tended to sake 

scores on the Polltical-loonomle Conservetiam Scale which 

indicated that they were more conservative in their political* 

economic attitudes* Contrariwise, individuals who made scores 

on the Inventory of Beliefs which indicated that they were nore 

adaptive, flexible, and democratic (the high scorers) tended 

to make scores which indicated that they were store liberal* 

An r value of -.37 was obtained between Inventory of 

IftUfftf, «»<* MIIMfl ISSlEft M m £ & £ & • X 

to indicate that Individuals whose scores on the Inventory 

of Beliefs indicated that they were wore adaptive, flexible, 

and democratic (the high scorers) tended to make scores on 

the Attitude Toward the Church which indicated that they 

were more favorable in their attitudes toward the church* 

Contrariwise, individuals whose scores on the Inventory of 

Beliefs indicated that they were more rigid, iamature, and 

authoritarian tended to express attitudes less favorable 

toward the church. 
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Th® data in Tabl® IV show that th®p® were two sets of 

measures with p values whioh were significant at the 2 pep 

c®nt lov®l (at OP greater than a plus op Minus .34), 

Between Attitude Towapd Wap and lavedtor? of Ballets an 

£ value of -.56 was obtained. In this ease* th® high scorers 

on th® Inventory of Beliefs. th® flexible, adapt! v®» and 

democratic, tended to make low scores on th® Attitude Toward 

Hap seal® which indicated that they were more opposed in 

thelp attitudes towapd wap* Bios® whoa® scopes indicated 

that they were mope pigid, Imtaature, and authoritarian tended 

to make scopes which indicated that they wep# more favorable 

to wap. 

An £ value of »#5i was obtained between the Political-

Economle goasepvatlga Scale and Attitude Towapd 

Individuals who aad® high scopes on the Political* 

Conservatism 0cale which indicated that they wep® mope 

©oasepvative (the high SCOPSPS) tended to be mope opposed 

to communisa, Contrariwise, individuals whose scopes indi-

cated that they wep® asope libepal tended to be less opposed 

to communis®# 

Data in Table IV show that thep® wep® foup sets of 

aeasupes which were significant at th® 5 pop cent level (at 

OP gpeatep than a plus OP atlnus «28)» 
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Between Attitude Toward the Church and Attitude Toward 

the Germans MI J* value of -.53 was obtained* Individual* 

whose scores indicated that they wer© more favorable toward 

the churoh (the low scorers) tended to make high scores which 

Indicated that they war® mora favorable In thalr attitudes 

toward Germans, Contrariwise, those who made scores indl* 

©ating that they were less favorable toward the church (the 

high scorers) tended to make scores which indicated that they 

were more prejudiced against Germans. 

Between Wrightstone's Scale of Civic Beliefs and Attitude 

Toward the Germans. an r value of «50 was obtained, A hlg& 

score on Wrlghtstone«s Scale of Civic Beliefs indicates 

liberalism in civic attitudes, a low score conservatism. A 

high score on Attitude Toward the Germans Indicates a favorable 

attitude toward Genaans, a low score prejudice toward Germans. 

Thus, Individuals whose scores Indicated that they were more 

liberal tended to be more favorable in their attitudes toward 

the Germans, 

An r value of *#29 was obtained between Wrlghtstone's 

SS&te 21 Civic |fll,4si;,si and Attitude toward t|ie Church, Since 

a low score indicates a favorable attitude toward the ehureh, 

the obtained £ seemed to indicate that those who were more 

liberal In olvlc attitudes were more favorable toward the 

church* 
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What evidence was shows as to an interrelationship be-

tween the selected measures? The £ which war® sig-

nificant at better than th® 5 per cent level have seemed to 

indicate that! 

1, Individuals making saores on the alassroom behavior 

soale (McGeeii 2t JH& S2MS£MZ£* 

Socially Integrative Scale) which indicated that they ware 

more authoritarian in observed classroom behavior (the high 

scorers) tended to make saores whieh Indicated that they were 

more opposed to war (-»88) than ware the Individuals who made 

saores indieating that they ware more democratic in their 

observed classroom behavior, 

2, Individuals making scores on the Inventory of Beliefs 

indicating that they were more rigid, immature, and authori-

tarian in Interpersonal relationships (the low scorers) tended 

to make saores on other instruments which Indicated that they 

ware mora favorable to war (-.36), more prejudiced toward the 

Chinese (-.56), more conservative in political-economic affairs 

yo3.itleal-gqQHo.ialo Oonssrvatlsai Scale), mora con-

servative In clvi© attitudes C*48# Wrljzhtstone»s Scale £f Civic 

Beliefs), and more opposed to communism (.48) than were the 

individuals making scores whieh indicated that they were mora 

adaptive, flexible, and democratic in Interpersonal relation-

ahlps» 
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5. Individual# making scores ©a the 

CSoaseryatlgBi Scale. which indicated that they war# aore con-

servative la politloal-eeonomic affairs (the high floorers) 

tended to mate® scores on other instruments which indicated 

that they were more rigid, immature, and authoritarian (».Si# 

St Belief a)* and war® more opposed to communism 

(-•36) than those who made scores indicating that they were 

more liberal* 

• 4, Individuals making scores on Wrifghtstone* s Scale g£ 

Belief^ which Indicated that they were more conservative 

as to their civic attitudes (the low soorers) tended to make 

seores on other instruments fbieh indicated that they were 

more rigid, immature, and authoritarian in interpersonal re-

lationship# (,48# Inventory of Beliefs)* slightly less fa-

vorable toward the church (-.29), more prejudiced against 

(Sermana (*30), and more prejudiced against the Chinese (-.67) 

than were those who were more liberal in oivie attitudes, 

5* Individuals who were more favorable toward the church 

(low seorers on Attitude Toward the Church) tended to make 

scores on other instruments whioh indicated that they were 

wore adaptive and democrat!© (-,37, Inventory of Beliefs), 

more liberal in civic attitudes {••29, Wrights tenet a Scale 

of Civic Beliefs)» wore favorable In their attitudes toward 
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Germans (*•35), and more favorable In their attitudes toward 

Chinese (.55) than those who raade seores vhieh indicated that 

they vere leas favorable in their attitudes toward the church. 

6, Individuals who were more favorable to war (the high 

scorers on Attitude Toward War) tended t© mike seores on 

other instruments whieh indicated that they were more demo-

cratic la their observed classroom behavior (-.58) and more 

rigid, stereotyped, and authoritarian in Interpersonal re-

lationships (-.36, Inventory of Beliefs) than were those who 

aid# seores whieh Indiested that they were leas favorable In 

their attitudes toward war. 

7» Individuals who were more favorable in their atti-

tudes toward the Oermans (the high soorers on Attitude Toward 

& £ Ssesaai) to make seores on other Instruments whieh 

indicated that they were slightly more liberal In civic atti-

tud.a (.SO, Wrlgfat»ton«'a Seal. 2 £ CItIo B.ll.f.), sore f«-

vorable In their attitudes toward the church (***55), and were 

less prejudiced against or more favorable to the Chinese 

than were those who made scores Indicating that they were less 

favorable or more prejudiced in their attitudes toward the 

Semens. 

8. Individuals who made seores indicating that they 

were more prejudiced or less favorable in their attitudes 

toward the Chinese (the high scorers on Attitude Toward the 
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Chinese) tended to make scores on other Instrument* which 

indicated that they were. more rigid and authoritariaa {*•55, 

lavatory of Be lief a) , more conservative is civic attitudes 

< —®7* Mffclf Si £ I S S favorable 

ia their attitudes toward tin® church (.55), more prejudiced 

against tha (lemmas (-.60), aad slightly more opposed to 

eomuuiiB {••07} than those who made scores indioating that 

they wart mo re favorable ia their attitudes toward tli® 

Chinese, 

9. Individuals who made scores isdioatiag that they 

were more opposed to communism (tha low scorers oa Attitude 

toward Communism) tended to wake scores on other instruments 

which indicated that they were MO re rigid aad authoritarian 

(•*8, Inventory of Beliefs) aad more conservative la their . 

attitudes toward political-economic affaire (*.35, Political-

Conservatism Scale? than those who made scores which 

Indicated that thay were less opposed to communism* 

the above data seemed to indicate that there was an 

interrelationship between several of the selected measures. 

However, a careful analysis of the £ values presented in 

fable IV shows that there were some gaps in this interrela-

tionship, For instaaoe, a relatively high £ value was obtained 

between attitude toward the Chinese and Attitude Toward the 

Germans (-»S0}| aad a relatively high r value was obtained 

between Attl^dfr Toward JSg Chinese and Inventory Beliefs 
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(.56), but a negligible jj value was obtained between Inventory 

St fifMMi a n d Z2ESS& J&f SUBM*! (-.OIK 

In most cases, the r values shoved a relationship between 

rigidity, stereotypy la thinking, authoritarianism* conserva-

tisa, and attitudes toward out-groups that was in the direction 

indicated by the related research underlying the formation of 

the problem. However, the r values between the Attitude Toward 

the Churoh stale and the other measures of soclo-elvlc atti-

tudes were not in the dlreotion which seemed to be indicated 

by this research, the research seemed to lndloate that the 

conformists In religious matters would be those who were more 

favorable toward the church, and, therefore, would be mere 

conservative, more rigid, stereotyped in thinking, and authori-

tarian in interpersonal relationships, and more prejudiced 

toward out-groups* The obtained £ values seemed to indicate 

that they were more adaptive, flexible, and democratic in 

interpersonal relationships (-.37, Inventory of Beliefs). 

mere liberal in civic attitudes Wrlghtstone*a Scale 

dlylo Beliefs), and less prejudiced toward out»groupa 

<••**» Xsii& M a i m m m •«, Attitude toward the 

i&lasi£>t 

Intereorrelationa between three measures gave r values 

which were significant at better than the 1 per cent levels 

(1) lovwitopy £f (2) Wrlght.ton.'. Seal. Clylo 
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Beliefs« and (3) Attitude Toward the Stoll, The Attitude 

Toward the Church scale when correlated with these three 

measures gave r values which were significant at better than 

the & per cent level, This interrelationship suggested that 

these measure* might fee the most useful for further studies 

in this area* 

Summary 

The mean and standard deviation scores ©n the selected 

measures have seemed to indicate that the student*teachers 

included in the sample werei (1) relatively democratic in 

their observed classroom behavlorf (2) relatively adaptive* 

flexible, mature, and democratic in Interpersonal relation* 

ships| (3) slightly conservative in their attitudes toward 

polltieal-eoonosdc affairs) (4) relatively liberal in their 

civic attitudes! {§} favorable in their attitudes toward the 

church; (0) moderately opposed to war; (7) strongly favorable 

in their attitudes toward the Germansf C@) slightly favorable 

in their attitudes toward the Chinese} and (9) slightly ©p» 

posed to communism* 

The findings of this study indicated that only three of 

the measures of socio-civio attitudes seemed to differentiate 

between domlnatlve and integrative student*teachers at better 

than the 20 per cent level of confidence: (1) Attitude Toward 

3 per cent level, (2) Political-Economic 
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Conaervatlaa Saala at the t par cent level, and <3) Attltudi 

Toward the O h i n w at the 20 per ©©at leval. 

The findings of this study indicated that only two ©f tha 

eeleoted measures seamed to differentiate between the malas 

and females at better than the 25 par cent layel of confidence! 

(1) folltlcal-Beonoalo Conservatism 8oala at tha 16 pap cant 

level and (2) Attitude Toward tha Chorah at tha 23 par eant 

level. 

Interoorrelation batwaen tha aalaatad Beaauree gave | 

values whleh wara significant at or battar than tha 1 par eant 

level for tha instruments which wara designed to measuret CD 

rigidity, stereotypy In thinking, and authoritarianism In 

Interpersonal relationships (Inventory of Beliefs), (2) con-

servatism in civic attitudes (Wrishtatone*a Saala of Si vie 

Beliefs). and (3) prejudice toward out~groupe (Attitude Toward 

tha Chiaaaa)f Intercorrelations batwean theee aeaeurea and 

Attitude toward tha Church gave r valtief whleh wara signifi-

cant at battar than tha i par aant level. 

The obtained aorralatlon coefficients seemed to indlaata 

that individuals who made scores Indicating that thay wara 

more adaptive, flexible, and democratic in interpersonal re-

lationships tended to ba mora liberal in civic attitudes, leas 

prejudiced against tha Chinese, and more favorable in their 

attitudes toward tha efaureh. 
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It could alao to© atatad that individuals who had seoras 

indicating that they were more rigid, staraotyped la thinking, 

and authoritarian la iatarparsonal relationships taadad to 

aaka scores on other lnstruoMnta which Indlaatad that thay 

vara Mora ooaaarratlTa la elvle attitqdas, wore pra judlaad 

against tha Chlnasa, aad lass favorable la thalr attitudes 

toward the church. 



CHAPTER VI 

SUttttAKT, COKOLTJSION8, AND lEC0Wffl»AfIO»S 

The purpose of the present investigation waa to sake an 

analysis of the relationship between doralnative-lntegratlve 

classroom behavior and tha mean scores on aelected meaaurea 

of aoeio-alvio attitudea of atudent-teaehera preparing to 

taaoh tha aoolal studies and who were doing their atudent-

taaahlng during tha 1960-61 cohool year* 

This study tested tha hypotheaia that there was no aig-

nlfloant difference between atudent*teaohers exhibiting 

dominative behavior and student-teachers exhibiting Integrative 

behavior as t© their mean aooraa on tha following measures of 

aooio-civic attitudeat (1) Inventory of Beliefs. (2) Political* 

Conservatism Scale, (5) Wrjfthtatonc*a Seal# of Civic 

Beliefs, and (4) 1 S S M lS£ JH§ Measurement of 

Social Attitudes (Attitude Toward tha Church, Attltuda Toward 

War, Attitude Toward tha Garnana, Attltuda Toward tha Chinese, 

Attitude Toward Communism). Othar aspects of concern in this 

study wara to find If tha oales and females dlffarad algnlfl* 

eantly aa to thair mean saoras ©n tha selected measureo and to 

find what relationship seemed to exist between tha measures* 

IfiO 



Hi® S tudent-teachers involved la the investigation w®r« 

•n roll ad in ooursea of study especially d®sign®d for this 

group during th® first Bin® weeks of ®a«sh semester, During 

th® lasts nine weeks of each semester, the student-teachers 

w«r® doing th®lr stud®nt-t®aohing in various sehools through-

out th® lorth Texas area. 

The total number of stud®nt-t®aoh®rs preparing to t#aeh 

th® social studies and who w®r® doing their student-teaching 

during th® 1960-61 school year was sixty-seven. Proa this 

group, a sample of forty-eight was s®l®et«d, Th® criteria 

for saleation wares (1) thirty years old and younger and 

(8) whit© as a rae®, During the fall semester (1960*61) all 

student-teachers who met th® above «rit®ria were inoludad In 

the sample, fhere wer® twenty-one in this group. During th# 

spring semester (1961), there war® mar® stud®nt-t®ach®ra who 

met the ©rlt«r!a to be lnolud®d than eould be observed, A 

table of random numbers was used to select twenty-seven froia 

this group, 

lh® proc®dur®s for th® eollsetion of data involved th® 

administration of th® measures of soolo-olvio attitudes to 

th® atud®nt*t«aeh®rs .early in th® first nine*waek period of 

eaeh semester while they wer® ©n th® college campus, During 

th® last nine weeks of each semester, the stude a t-1®aefaers 

w®r® observed by th® r®s®aroh«r in the ©lassroom where they 

were doing their student-t«a®hlng. 
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Observational procedures Involved the use of a seal# 

(McGee'a Modification of the Anderson-Brewer Doglnatlv 

Socially Integrative Scale) which was designed to I8«sup« 

doalnative and integrative classroom behavior (see definition 

of terms). Isch student-teacher was observed for two class 

periods while he waa doing actual classroom teaching* that is, 

while there was student-teacher and pupil interaction taking 

place* If there was any kind of activity which interfered 

with or prevented the observation, ©f the kind ©f teacher?" 

pupil behaviors being measured by the scale (e.g.# giving 

testa* showing fli»a)» return trips were necessary# 

Statistical treatment of data involved testing the hy» 

pothesis that there was no significant difference between 

doa&native and integrative student-teachers as to their mean 

scores on each of the selected measures of soclo-civlc atti-

tudes. It was also a part of this study to find the signifi-

cance of the difference between the mem scores of the jaale 

and female student-teachers-on the selected measures. Fisher*s 

J; was used to teat for the significance of the difference be* 

tween the mean scores. 

Another part of the treatment of data consisted of deter-

mining the relationship between the selected measures through 

Inter-teat correlations# The Pearson product-atoaent coef-

ficient of correlation was employed for this purpose. 
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Conclusions 

The data of this study Indicated certain conclusions 

relative to the stated hypothesis of this study. From an 

analysis and interpretation of these data the following 

findings are presenteds 

1. Only three of the selected measures of soclo-clvio 

attitudes, Attltude Toward Communism. Political Economic Con-

servatism Scale. and Attitude Toward the Chinese. seemed t® 

differentiate between dominative and Integrative student* 

teachers at better than the 20 per cent level of confidence, 

2. A difference which was significant at the 3 per cent 

level of confidence was obtained between the mean scores of 

dominative and integrative student-teachers on Attitude Toward 

Communism. Dominative student-teachers made scores which 

indicated that they were more opposed to communism. 

3. A difference which was significant at the 9 per cent 

level of confidence was obtained between the mean scores of 

dominative and integrative student-teachers on the Foiltical-

Economic Conservatism Scale. Dominative student-teachers 

made scores which Indicated that they were more conservative 

in their attitudes toward political-economic affairs. 

4. A difference which was significant at the SO per cent 

level of confidence was obtained between the mean scores of 

dominative and integrative student-teachers on Attitude Toward 

the Chinese. Dominative student-teachers made scores which 
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indicated that they were more prejudiced in their attitudes 

toward M&® Chinese. 

@* Only two of the selected saeaauFas seemed to differ-

entiate between the sale and female student- teachers at bat tax* 

than the 25 par cent level of confidence, the Political* 

Economic goaiervatism Scale and IfflSSS J M I M a l * 

6, A difference which was significant at the 15 par oant 

level of confidence was obtained between the mean scores of 

tha males and fsanlei ©a tha Folltloal-leonomle CpQscryatftjtBi 

Scales fhe male student-teachers made scores which indicated 

that they wara more conservative in political-economic atti-

tudes than war© tha females* 

?* A difference which was significant at the 23 par cent 

level of confidence was obtained between the mean scores of 

the wale and female student*teaehers on Attltude toward tha 

Church. The female student*teachers made scores which indi-

cated that they were wore favorable in their attitudes toward 

the church than were the sales* 

8, Intercorrelations which were significant at or better 

than the 1 per cent level of confidence were obtained between 

the instruments which were designed to measure* (1) rigidity, 

stereotypy in thinking, and authoritarianism in interpersonal 

relationships (Inflatory &£ Bj^ef j>) > (2) conservatism in civic 

attitudes (ji^tftc^ols Sga^j of Clvio Beliefs), and (3) 
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prejudice toward out-groups (A|t^4t T S M M J&» SMiS&S^* 

Individuals who mad® a©ores 

indicated that they vara more rigid, stereotyped in thinking* 

and authoritarian in interpersonal relationships tended to 

make a ©ore a on the other instruments vhieh indicated that thay 

vara nora conservative in thair civic attitudes and more preju-

diced against the Chinese* 

i» Interoorrelations vhiah vara significant at battar 

than tha 5 par eant level fgreater than a plus or sinus *38) 

vara obtained between the instrument* vhioh vara designed to 

measure; (1) rigidity, stereotypy in thinking, and author! •* 

tarianism in interpersonal relationships (Inventory of Beliefs)> 

<2) conservatism in civic affairs (Wrlghtstone* s Scale of CI via 

Beliefs)» (5) prejudice toward out-groups (Attitude Tovard the 

Chinese). and (4) conservatism in religious attitudes (Attitude 

Toward the Church). The obtained'correlation coefficients 

lndleated that individuals who expressed scores indicating 

that they were more adaptive, flexible, and democratic in 

interpersonal relationships Op&gh scores ©n the Inventory of 

Beliefa) tended to make scores on the other instruments which 

indicated that they were more liberal in civic attitudes, less 

prejudiced against the Chinese, and more favorable in their 

attitudes toward the church. 

10, Correlation between the classroom behavior scale 

(*22aili Sl J&t toi.r»OD-Br.w«r aaU»tt?« Sw»1«11T 
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Integrative Scale) and the measures of s©elo»®i*lo attitudes 

obtained only one r value which was significant at or better 

than the 5 per cent level (at or greater than a plus ©r «im»« 

#g8)» The x in ®»s® * a s the ©lasgroota behavior 

stale and Attitude faward War {-.§8}, Individuals who made 

eeoree indicating that they were wore authoritative in their 

observed classroom behavior tended to make scores which indi-

cated that they were more opposed to war* 

11, Correlation between Attitude Toward the Chinese and 

Attitude Toward the Germans obtained an r value whleh was 

significant at better than the .1 per eent level <••60). In-

dividuals who made scores indicating that they were favorable 

in their attitudes toward the Chinese tended to make scores 

indicating that they were also favorable In their attitudes 

toward the 0#roans, 

Beeoaaaendatlona 

There is ample opportunity for further research into the 

relationship between doainatlve-lntegratlve classroom behavior 

and verbal measures of soeio-elvie attitudes. In designing an 

investigation similar to the present one, the following recosK 

©endations are made: 

1, A verbal Instrument aspecially designed to measure 

rigidity night be useful in identifying the syndrome of atti-

tudes related to domlnatlve-lntegratlve classroom behavior. 
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2» Research should be made Into the effect of hota## 

social, and cultural background factors upon the attitudes 

and classroom behavior of student-teachers, 

3. A study should be made as to the nature of the con-

ditions under which student*teachers work. 

4. The further investigation as to the use of verbal 

measures of soeio»oivic attitudes to idantlfj tha underlying 

personality structure In student«*teachere will provide valuable 

assistance to teacher-education Institutions which will enable 

them in turn to provide better guidance to th@ atudent-toachers 

in their educational prograa, Also, it should give assistance 

to the teacher-education institutions in whatever screening 

is necessary. 



APPBMDIX A 

TESTS 

1* MiMIaa'g Modification of the Anders oa^Brewflz* 
Domlnative SoclallT»Iiiteg3*ati're Scale 

S t e i a s s s M y s l s z &S2ES 

Glogaaryt Claaaroom Bahavior 

2. Invest®gy of Bel iefs (For* I ) 

3. Foilt ical-leonoade CongervatiBm Scale 

4 . ^y l e . fWeffff (Form B) 

*• l a g MSL Measurement of Soelal 

Atti tude fSSftF* 

Attitude Way 

Attitude Toward the aextsans 

Attitude Toward t&e 0M»eae 

Attitude Toward Comaranisffi 
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Sehool_ 

§rade 

Aloof 

Unresponsive 

Dominative 

Irresponsible 

Harsh 

Immature 

Inflexible 

Insensitive 

Harrow 

Partial 

Pessimistic 

Stereotyped 

Suspicious 

Unresponsive 

Dependent 

Obstructive 

Uncertain 

Haaie 

rnimm ifMiMi l i m l 

^Sub jeet_ 

fe&eher Behavior 

7654521 

7664321 

,7654323^ 

J6S4321. 

7664981 

7664321 

7664521 

7664521 

7664521 

7664621 

7664521 

7664521. 

7664521 

Pupil Behavior 

7664521 

_7664521 

7684521 

7664521 

fotal 

Sex Date 

Observer 

Approachable 

Responsive 

Integrative 

Responsible 

Kindly 

Mature 

Adaptable 

Sensitive 

Broad 

Fair 

©ptiadatic 

Liberal 

Trusting 

Responsive 

Initiating 

Responsible 

Goafident 

* 

K 

8 

K 

K. 
*-

Sm 

K 

K 

*-

N, 
«, 

1 

"^leprodweed from Henry M# Mo Gee t
 nTh@ Measurement of 

Authoritarianian and its Relation to Classroom Behavior,* 
liatMa Pfjohological Monographs. LII (1955), 89-146, by per-
Hiilon of the author and publishers. 
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SMsisa$ £tei.ms,i f f l M t e 

Teacher Behavior 

(Presumably High Variants) 

Itel 

1. Teacher shoved gensrallty of 
group rejection; superiority 
of teacher 

8. Teacher was stiff and fornal 
in relations rtth a child; 
w*f removed fro® group par-
ticipation except when demon-
strating, 

Teaoher was condescending. 

4« Teaoher was tactlessj re-
ferred to a pupil as "tills 
•hiId" or "that child," 

Unresponsive 

A, Aggressive 

1» Teaoher was hyper-aetire 
Ignoring pupil purposes* 

2» Teacher took the lead dis-
regarding pupil needs. 

3. Teacher was "on the prowl" 
looking for violators, 

B. Submissive 

1# Teaoher was listless, lacked 
enthusiasm; was unable to 
relate to pupils, 

2, Teaoher was hored by pupils; 
was passive In responsej sup-
piled Information only when 
asked* 

3* Teaoher was preoccupied; at* 
tentlon seemed to wander. 

(Presumably low Variants} 

Approachable 

1* Teaoher evidenced equally 
tarIan treatment of the 
•lass, 

2. Teaoher was a«oeptlng and 
war® In contacts with 
pupils, 

Teaoher spoke to a chili as 
an equal. 

Teaoher was taetful In re-
lations with pupils. 

Responsive 

8. 

4, 

Teacher was ready to 
respondf reacted with 
sympathy. 

Teacher was Interested In 
what was going on In class; 
teacher was enthusiastic. 

Teacher sensed needs of 
pupils and took steps to 
satisfy them. 

Teacher was constructively 
busy; was active In pro-
moting pupil purposes. 

S, Teacher gave of herself, 
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i. 

8, 

Teacher told pupils each 
step to take so that future 
steps were uncertain to a 
large degree. 

Teacher dictated the par-
ticular work tasks and work 
companions of ®mh weaber. 

4. 

Teacher was intolerant of 
ideas or suggestions made by 
pupil*, 8* 

Teacher insisted on strict 
order at all times} com-
manded pupils; gave an order 
to be obeyed at once. 4# 

Irresponsible 

A* Aggressive 

It Teaeher took an Ball o f 
sothing" approach to ra-
•po risibility. 

Teacher was an inhibiting 
or repreaalve force on 
pupils. 

3. 

1. 

1. 

lataiirative 

!• Teaeher encouraged group 
ilieunioB and decisions} 
teacher exchanged Ideas 
with p^llsj asked opinions 
of pupils# 

Taachar laft divisions of 
taaka to the group and al-
lowed members to work with 
companions of their own choice* 

Teacher sketched general 
steps to group goals} choice 
was allowed in alternative 
procedure* 

Teacher guided pupils and 
«ade suggestions without 
being mandatory* 

Responsible 

Teaoher took her share of 
responsibility} fulfilled 
her authoritative role. 

2< 

2* 

*1# 

Teacher allowed pupils to 
®©ve about the rooia only with 8« 

permission. 

Submissive 4. 

Teacher shunned responsl* 
bilityj was reluctant to 
make a decision} "passed 
the buck*" 
Teacher let a difficult situ-
ation get out of control. 

Teaeher ignored social issues 
in studies of social problesis 
among pupils. 

Teachar eritleised in a 
constructive way} accepted 
critlels® but was undls-
turbed by it# 

Teaoher handled a diffi-
cult situation effectively, 

Teacher recognized social 
issues in studies and social 
problems amoisg the pupils* 
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SMlfe B a t e 

Teacher was "personal* in i, 
praise and criticis® of th® 
work of each member? teacher 
ridiculed a pupil; depreci-
ated « pupil*® effort®, 2, 

2, Teacher waa hypercritiealj 
faultfinding* teacher was . 
abu»iv®. 

•T®ach®r was "objective1* and 
fact~aiiiid®dj was considerate 
of pupils# 

Teacher was benevolent and 
friendlyj t®aeh®r found good 
thing® to call attention to 
in a pupil. 

8, Teacher used threats? lost 
teaperj vaa cro®s| permitted 4 
pupila to laugh at mistakes 
of others* 

4, T®ach®r wa® ®®v«r®; grabbed# 
•hook or otherwise "nan-
handled'1 a child. 

Xanaature 

&* Aggressive 

1* Teacher tended to condemn, 
r®J®ot and punl®h violator® 
of conventional valuea. 

2, T®acher "took out" her own 
aggressions on the pupils, 

3, Teacher was emotionally un-
atable; was demanding! was 
humorless, 

B* Submissive 

1, Teacher ®how«d a general 
disposition to glorify, to 
be subservient to and remain 
uncritical of her superior#* 

8» Teacher was unrealistio, was 
naive* 

3. T®aeh®r indicated envyj 
showed self-pity| was co®~ 
plaining. 

3, Teacher was self-controlled, 

If teacher expressed aggres-
•ion, it was adld and'ade-
quate to the situation. 

Mature 

1, Teacher was able to criticise 
existing authority figures in 
a constructive way, 

2» T®ach®r was realistic in ap-
proach! showed good common 
sense, 

3, Teacher was emotionally 
stable; was natural in man-
ner! was modest, 

4# Teacher possessed a good sense 
of huoor. 
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Isffleastblt 

1# Teaoher was rigid in con-
forming to routing failed 
to aodify explanations of 
activities to meet new 
situations. 

2,. Teacher real*ted change from 
the accustomed way of dolog 
things* 

Adaptable 

1* Teaoher was flexible In 
aeeting unusual situations 
conpeteatly* 

2* Teacher was able to support 
change when new needs arose# 

8* Teaoher individual!»ed in-
struction* 

4. Teaoher waa patient with 
interruption* and used dl» 

pupils| demanded or compelled greaaions to further clarify 
uniformity. ideas* 

Teaoher aade no .attempt to 
meet Individual need® of 

4. Teaoher was Inpatient with 
interruptions of digressions 
. from the usual classroom 
situation* 

IiiMf W i t 

1* Teaoher was Impatient with 
and opposed to the subjeo* 
tive and tender minded; 
Ignored nonvolunteers* 

2, Teaoher showed little eon** 
oern with what pupils think 
and feel; recognised only 
academic achievement, 

5* Teaoher showed no affection 
for pupils* 

4* Teacher was not sympathetic 
with a pupil's failure at 
a task* 

5* Teacher looked upon a pupil 
as If he were a physical ob-
ject to be coldly manipulated* 
while physical objects ware 
treated with loving care* 

Sensitive 

1* Teacher stowed awareness 
of a pupil's emotional 
problems and needs; drew 
out nonvolunteers, 

2* Teacher was alert to differ-
ences in individual thoughts 
and feelings* 

5* Teacher showed affection for 
a pupil without being unduly 
demonstrative or <#®athy,,« 

4* Teaoher placed pupil1s needs 
first. 
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Harrow 

1* Teacher showed tradltlonal 
adhere no© to conventional 
values. 

2. Tcaoher showed little 
breadth of acceptance of 
pupil*a dress, speech or 
manners, etc* 

teM 

1* Teacher showed- appreciation 
of other way** 

2. Teacher evidenced a broad 
base of acceptance of pupils' 
dress* speech, or maimer#, 
etc* 

3* Teacher evidenced an uncriti-
cal approach to subject matter 
or to problems* 

Teacher gave complete, accu-* 
rate, and *atisfying answer# 
to pupils. 

4* Teacher's answer* to pupil1s 
question* are Incomplete, 
lnaoeurate or unsatisfactory* 

1* Teacher rejected or slighted 
a pupil. 

8, Teacher showed bias or preju-
dice (favorable or unfavor-
able) toward some ethnic or 
religious group* 

4* Teacher.approached subject 
matter of problems criti-
cally, 

Fair 

1 Teacher treated all pupils 
in an equitable and impartial 
manner} used a realistic 
standard. 

3. Teacher gave pupil special 
advantage} gave most atten-
tion to one or a few pupils* 

4* Teacher criticised or cor-
rected certain pupils excess-
Ivelyi teacher alienated a 
pupil by unfair crltlcisa* 

I'fftfSflg.Mf 

1, Teacher appeared to see and 
call attention to and empha-
sised mistakes and errors, 

8* Teacher was resigned? was 
cynical* 

2, Teacher demonstrated freedom 
fro* prejudice toward any 
. social, ethnic, or religious 
group* 

3* Teacher distributed attention 
among many pupil*. 

4* Teacher could be critical 
without alienating pupil* 

Optimistic 

1* Teacher appeared to see and 
call attention to and empha-
sised good work* 

g. Teacher appeared to see and 
call attention to the poten-
tially good* 
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iMftlAlMf (Continued) 

5„ Teacher was depreasedi 
seemed to be unhappy; was 
lrrltablej frowned most of 
the time. 

4. Teacher appeared to see and 
call attention to the poten-
tially bad; teacher was 
skeptical# 

Stereotyped 

1, Teacher used facts in a 
falacious order or syateaj 
used facts out of context. 

Optlnlatlc (Continued) 

5* Teaoher apoka of the future 
optlsdstically. 

4* Teaoher was oheerful and 
good naturedj joked with 
pupils occasionally* 

Liberal 

1# Teacher was scientlfi@ In 
using faetsf approached 
problems with an 11 explora-
tory1* attitude. 

t. Teacher mechanically tended 
t© subsume m a g s under rigid 2. Teacher allowed evidence of 
categories (often highly imagination and independence 
moralistic); teacher evi- ©f thought) teacher showed 
denced hierarchical thinking. initiative In taking new 

« - approach. 
£• Teacher regarded eaeh group 

as a hoaK>geneoua entity} no 5. Teacher regarded groups as 
mention was made of exceptions, being composed of Individuals 

with whom she was dealing. 
4. Teacher was obtuse, over 

generalized, lacked imagi-
nation in developing ideas. 

Suspicious 

1# Teacher refused to trust a 
pupil*s motives* 

Sf Teacher entertained doubts 
or showed lack ©f confidence 
In pupils. 

2>„ Teacher suspected pupils 
of hatching up plots behind 
her back. 

4. Teacher intimated guilt of a 
pupil without proof. 

4. Teacher called attention to 
exception. 

iMllSE 

1. Teacher showed confidence 
or faith in pupil's integrity* 

2* Teacher showed n© doubt ©r 
reservation of a pupil's 
integrity. 

3. Teacher was permissive, al-
lowed pupils to go out, etc., 
without showing anxiety, fear, 
or misgiving. 

4. Teacher assumed a pupil to 
be innocent until proven 
guilty. 
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Pupil Behavior 

(Presumably High Variants) 

gnreapoRglve 

A» Aggressive 

1* Pupils were hyper-active; 
were restless; engaged In 
wbu#y work*11 

(Presumably low Variant*) 

Responsive 

1# Pupils were alert; were en-
thusiastlo; pupils responded 
eagerly. 

2* Pupils were over-anxious for gf Pupils were interested in 
teacher approval} ignored 
their peer®# 

3* Pupils were self-eentared; 
were unwilling to share* 

B* Submissive 

1* Pupils were apathetic; 
listless or spiritless; 
participated half-heartedly; 
assumed a "don't ears* 
attitude* 

2# Pupils were indifferent to 
teacher; pupils conformed 
dully* 

what was going on; pupils 
appeared immersed in their 
work* 

3, Pupils were constructively 
busyj pupils worked eoncen-
tratedly* 

4* Pupil behavior was appropriate 
to the occasion* 

1* Pupils relied on teaoher for 
expllolt directions con-
stantly referred to teacher* 

f. Pupils were reluetant to 
take the lead| followed In 
a routine way. 

3* Pupils were unable to carry 
on when teacher left the 
row#j work deteriorated, in 
the absence of teaoher. 

4# Pupils showed little ability 
to work things out for them-
selves; were unable to pro-
eeed when initiative was 
oailed for. 

1* Pupils volunteered ideas, 
atade plans and offered sug-
gestions* 

2. Pupils took the lead will-
ingly j pupils went about 
duties purposefully* 

3# Pupils evidenced ability to 
work when teaeher left the 
room; evidenced ability to 
solve their own problems* 

4# Pupils gave evidence of origl« 
nal thinking and creativity; 
pupils exhibited mental curi-
osity* 
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Obstructive 

&* Aggressive 

1* Pupil* were rude to the 
teacher and to each other; 
were deliberately noisy and 
disturbing* 

2» Pupils were highly eompeti-
tive} interrupted one another} 
demanded attention* 

3. Pupils were aggressive or 
hostile; were quarrelsome, 

4# Pupils were intolerant, en-
gaging in "namecailing," 
®«©apegoating#* or "tattling* 

1. Submissive 

1* Pupils refused to partici-
pate} pupil• were obstinate* 

2, Pupils engaged in rebellious ' 
aets while easting sidelong 
glanees at teacher* 

3# Pupila were Irritable or 
sullenj pupils were unfriendly. 

Uncertain 

1* Pupils were submissive, de-
ferred to judgment of the 
teaeher*-

1. Pupils were eourteous to 
teacher and to each other} 
were self-eontrolled and 
orderly without .speelflo 
directions from the teaoher. 

%% Pupils were patient and eon-
siderate of others| waited 
their turns* 

5, Pupils were receptive} 
pupils oooperated in elass 
activities* 

4* Pupils were helpful, friendly, 
and good humored* 

St Pupils stowed respect and 
toleranee for one another} 
pupila were faiminded* 

Confident 

1* Pupils were spontaneous in 
work initiation} entered 
freely into activities* 

8« Pupils were unsure of them-
selves} covered up by a show 
of "bravado* ©r swaggering? 
appeared embarrassed or self-
conscious* 

8* Pupils were afraid to try} 
were timid or shy; less-able 
pupils were not responding* 

4* Pupils showed tenseness and 
exhibited nervous habits (nail 
biting, penoll ©hewing, etc*) 

2# Pupils were undisturbed by 
mistakes} aeeepted criticism 
without embarrassment} were 
natural in manner* 

3* Pupils were willing to try 
new problems} spoke with 
assuranee* 

4* Pupils appeared to be relaxed 
and free from tenseness} 
pupils moved about the room 
freely. 
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Inventory of BeUefa* 

'iMB 1 

Cooperative Study of Evaluation in Seaeral Education 
©f the 

American Council on Education 

111 is inventory consists of 120 statements which rang* 
over a wide variety of topics* As you read each statement 
you are asked to in&ieat® quickly your agreement or disagree* 
ment with it la tarns of the toy given below. People have 
different reactions to these statements* This is not a test 
in which there are "right" and "wrong" answers* that is 
wanted here Is your own quick personal reaction* You should 
be able to finish taking the inventory in 50 minutes or less* 

In responding to these statements you will notice that 
there is no way provided for indicating a neutral position* 
It is desired that you indicate a tendency toward either 
agreement or disagreement even though you may prefer t© 
remain undeelded* It la important that you respond to every 
one of the ISO statements* 

Before beginning work please record at the top of your 
answer sheet (1) your name, (2) date, (5) the name of your 
school, (4) your sex, (5) your academic class i*e*, (Presh-
man, Sophomore, etc*}, and (6) the name of this inventory* 

The key you are to use In responding to these statements 
is reproduced at the top of each page, (lot© that you will 
never use the fifth response space on your answer sheet*) 

Copyri^it, 1981, by the American Council on Sducation 

"Reproduced with the written permission of Paul X,* 
Dressel* 
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Keys 1. I strongly agree or aooept the statement. 
2# I tend to agree or accept the statement# 
5* I tend to disagree or reject the statement. 
4# 1 strongly disagree or reject the stateiaent# 

1* If you want a thing done right, you have to do it yourself* 

2* There are tiau»s when a father, as head of the family, must 
tell the other faaily members what they can and cannot do# 

3* Lowering tariffs to adait «ore foreign goods into this 
country lowers our standard of living# 

4# Literature should not question the basic moral concepts 
of society* 

8. Seviewers and critics of art, music and literature decide 
what they like and then fore© their tastes on the public* 

@# Why study the past, when there are so many problems of 
the present to be solved. 

7# Business men and manufacturers are more important to 
soeiety than artists or musicians. 

®* There is little ehanoe for a person to advance in busl-
ness or industry unless he knows the right people* 

9# Man has an inherent guide to right and wrong»~his conscience# 

10# The main thing about good aaisic is lovely melody# 

11# It is only natural and right for each person to think that 
his family is better than any other# 

12# All objective data gathered by unbiased persons indicate 
that the world and universe are without order# 

13# Any nan can find a Job if he really wants to work# 

14# We are finding out today that liberals really are soft** 
headed, gullible, and potentially dangerous# 

15# A man can learn as well by striking out ©n his own as he 
can by following the advice of others. 
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lf« Tha predietlons of eeoiteailsta about the fa tarn of business 
i n no better than guesses* 

17, Being a sueeessful wife and mother Is more a matter of 
instinct than of training. 

18, & person often to get raad is order to pmb others Into 
action. 

19, There la only ona real standard in judging art works-
each to hia own taste* 

20, Business enterprise, free fro» government interference, 
has given us our high atandard of living* 

31, lobody ean make a million doliara without hurting othar 
people. 

22* Anything we do for a good cause is Justified* 

S3* fubllo raaiatanoa to Modern art proves that there is 
soaething wrong with it. 

24* Sending lattara and telegrams to congressmen ia mostly a 
waste of tine* 

2§* Many social problems would fee solved if w® did not have 
so many immoral and inferior people* 

26, Art whloh doea not tell a human story la eapty* 

27* You can't do buaineas on friendships profits are profit*} 
and good intentions are not evidence in a law court* 

28* A person has troubles of his own? he ean*t afford to 
worry about other people# 

ft* looks and movies should start dealing with entertaining 
or uplifting theses instead of the present unpleasant, 
laworal, or tragi® ones* 

SO* Children should be made to obey since you have to oontrol 
the* firmly during their formative years* 

51* The Binds of many youth are being poisoned by bad books, 

32* Speak softly, but carry a big stick* 
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33* Ministers In churches should not preach about ©oonoaile 
and political problems» 

34# Bach ®an Is ©n lilt own in lif® and wust determine hi® own 
destiny, 

m * Hew machines should be taxed to support the workers they 
displace. 

5@* The successful merchant oan't allow s®»tlia®®t to affect 
his business decisions, 

57, Ministers who preaoh socialistic Ideas are a disgrace to 
the ehsroh, 

SS# tabor unions don't appreciate all the advantages which 
business and Industries hare given then. 

9i, It's only natural that a person should take advantage of 
every opportunity to promote his own welfare, 

40, We should impose a strong censorship on the norailty of 
books and movies, 

41# The poor will always be with us. 

40-* A person who is Incapable of real anger wast also b# 
laeking In moral conviction, 

43. If we allow wore immigrants into this country, we will 
lower our standard of culture, 

44, People who live in the slum® have no sense of respecta-
bility, 

4Sf W© acfuir® the highest form of freedom when our wl»h®fl 
conform to the will of society* 

46. Modern paintings look like something dreamed up in a 
horrible nightmare, 

47* Voting determines whether ©r not a country is democratic. 

48. The government is acre Interested in winning elections 
than in th@ welfare of the people. 

4d. Feeble-minded people should be sterilised, 
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50. In our society, a person1* first duty is to protect fro® 
harm himself and those dear to him* 

51. flioeo who ©an, do; those who ®an*t* teach. 

$2. Tfet« beat government Is one which governs least, 

83. History shows that every great nation was destroyed whan 
Its people became soft and Its morals lax. 

M « Philosophers on tha whole aot as if they were superior 
to ordinary people. 

66* A woman who is a wife and mother should aot try to work 
outside the hone. 

Si. We would he better off if people would talk less and 
work more, 

§?• In some elections there is not muoh point in voting be-
cause the outcome is fairly certain* 

§S* m e old ©asters were the only artists who rcallv knew how 
to draw and paint. 

©9. Host intellectuals would fee lost if they had to make a 
living in the real!stie world of business. 

60• cannot lead a truly happy life without strong moral 
and religious convictions. 

61* If we didn* t have strict iauaigratlon laws, our country 
would be flooded with foreigners. 

60* When things seem black, a person should not ©oaralaltn 
for It may b# @od*s will. 

§JS# Miracles have always taken place whenever the need for 
w#® a m b##n great 

64* fafringing upon religion when it attempts to 
delve into the origin of life itself. 

6 5 # £t!Lt0 W t o r M * **•&** o** people will 
irinrMilsftg* of ma* 
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66* A lot of teachers, these days, have radical ideas which 
need to be carefully watched. 

if, »@w that America is the leading country la the world. 
Its*a only natural that other countries should try to be 
like us. 

@8# Most Jfegroes would become overbearing and disagreeable 
if not kept In their place. 

69, Foreign film emphasise sex more than Amerloan filii do* 

70* 0«r rising divorce rate is a sign that we should return 
to the values which our grandparents held. 

71, Army training will be good for most modem youth because 
of the strict discipline they will get* 

72* When operas are sung in this country they ought to be 
translated into English* 

78* People who say they're religious but don*t go to church 
are Just hypocritas* 

74* Pride la craftsmanship and in doing an honest day*s work 
Is a rare thing these days* 

?S# What the country naeda, more than laws or politics, is a 
few fearless and devoted leaders in whom the people can 
have faith* 

76* a # TJnitei States may not have had much experience in 
international dealings but it is the only nation to which 
the world can turn for leadership* 

77# In practical situations, theory is of very little help* 

78* Ho task is too great or too difficult when we know that 
0od is on our aid#* 

70* A sexual pervert is an Insult to humanity and should be 
punished severely* 

SG* A lot of science is |ust using big words to describe 
things which many people already know through common 
sense* 
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81. Manual labor and unskilled Joba aeea to fit the legro 
mentality and ability better than a»re skilled or 
responsible work. 

32# A person gets what's coming to M a in this life if h® 
doesn't believe in Qod. 

83. Publie officials aay try to ba honeat but they ara eaught 
in a w®b of Influence which tenda to corrupt thea. 

S4* Scienoe makes progress only whan it attempts to aolve 
urgent practical probleas# 

8§, Moat thinga in life ar® governed by foroaa over which we 
have no control. 

8®. Young paopla today are in general wore immoral and irra-
aponaibla than young paopla of previoua generations. 

87* Americans may tand to be materialistic, but at least they 
aren't ayniaal and decadent like most Europeans. 

88. The many different kinds of children in school these days 
foroe taaahars to sake a let of rules and regulations so 
that things will run smoothly* 

89. Jews will marry out of their own religious group whenever 
they have the chance. 

90. The worst danger to real Americanism daring the last $0 
years has eome from foreign ideas and agitators, 

91. Europeans orltielxe the United Statea for its materialism 
but sueh criticism is only to eover up their realisation 
that American culture is far superior t® their own. 

92. The scientlat that really oounta la the one who turns 
theories into praotioal use. 

95, lo one ean really feel safe when scientista eontlnue to 
explore whatever they wiah without aay aoeial or moral 
restraint. 

§4, Hudiat eolonies are a threat to the Moral life of a nation# 

95* One trouble with Jewish businessmen is that they atiek to-
gether and prevent other people fro® having a fair chance 
in competition. 
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t§» If® world organisation should have the right to tell 
Americans what they can or cannot do. 

97# Th«r« 1» « souree of knowledge that is not dependent upon 
observation, 

98, Despite the ante rial advantage® of today, faadly life now 
is not as wfc®leso«a a® it used to be* 

@9* The tJaited States doesn»t have to depend on the rest of 
the world in order to be strong and self-sufficient* 

100, Foreigners usually have peculiar and annoying habits* 

101f Parents know as vuoh about how to teach children as public 
school teachers* 

102* The best assurance of peace is for the United States to 
have the strongest army, nary, sir force, and the most 
atom bomba. 

103* Some day machinery will do nearly all of aan'e work, and 
we can live in leisure. 

104* There are too many people in this world who do nothing 
but think about the opposite sex, 

105« Modern people are superficial and tend to lack the finer 
qualities of manhood and womanhood. 

106* Members of religious sects who refuse to salute the flag 
should be punished for their lack of patriotism, 

107# Political parties are run by insiders who are not con-
cerned with the public welfare. 

108. As young people grow up they ought to get over their 
radical ideas* 

109. Megroes have their rights, but it is best to keep them in 
their own districts and schools and to prevent too onch 
contact with whites* 

110. The twentieth century has not had leaders with the vision 
and capacity of the founders of this country* 
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111, There are ft lot of things la tills world that will never be 
explained by science. 

IIS* Sexual relations between brother and sister are contrary 
to natural law, 

113« There mmj be a few exceptions, but in general Jaws are 
pretty much alike. 

114* The world will gat so bad that son# of these tliaea God 
will destroy it. 

115. Children should learn to respect and obey their teaehers• 

116* Other countries don't appreciate as with as they should 
all the help that America has given them, 

117, We would be better off if there were fewer psychoanalysts 
probing and delving into the human mind, 

118, American free enterprise la the greatest bulwark of 
demoeraey, 

119, If a person is honest, works hard, and trusts in Gtod, he 
will reap material as well as spiritual rewards, 

120, One will learn aw re In the school of hard knocks than he 
ever can from a textbook. 
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Mama . Ag« Pate . 1 oora.. 

X. A ahlld should la am aarly in 11 fa tha vtltit of * 
dollar and tha Iqportanaa of aa&ltlos* •fflelMwy, 
and datermination. i « A D 

6. Dapraaslona ara Ilka oaaaalonal haadaahaa and 
• toiaaoh achesj It*ft natural for tvra tha haalthl* 
aat aoalaty to have tha« onaa in a whlla, . . . . A 0 

3* Iwry adult should find tlaa or aonay for iom 
worthy aarvlaa organisation {oharity, aadlaal aid, 
ate.) aa tha baat way of aiding hla fallow «an. . A 0 

4. Tha bualnaasaan, tha aanufaaturar* tha praetlaal 
aaa~«thass are of amah graatar value to aoalaty 
than tha lntelleotual, tha artist, tha theorist. , A D 

»• Th« baat way to aolve aoalal probleas Is to atlak 
•lose to tha middle of the road, to «ov« alowly and 
to avoid extresws. . . A D 

©• A polltlaal aandldate, to ba worth voting for, suit 
flrat and foreaost hava a good aharaater, ona ttuit 
will fight inefflalenoy, graft, and vlea. , , , » A D 

?• Young people aoswtiaas gat raballloua ideas, but aa 
they grow up they ought to gat ovar tha* and aattla 
down. , . . A D 

8* It la tha rasponalblUty of the antlra aoalaty. 
through Ita governswnt, to guarantee averyona ade-
quate housing, ineome, and leiaura. a 0 

#* The only way to provlda adequate aadlaal aara for 
Mia antlra population la through soaa program of 
aoalallaad aedlelne, # ^ p 

10* It la aaaantlal aftar a war to Maintain or lnaraaaa 
tha In®©®# taxes on aorporatlona and waalthy lndl-
vlduala, . . . A D 

* _* Adorao, f, W», and others, *he fi^thorl-
! M p . itoEgpMSil *•» York, Harper and Brothere, p» ISC with 
perodaslon of tha pubUshar. F * 
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11, In general, full economic security is harmful; 
most men wo«ldn*t work If they didn't need the 
money for eating and living. A D 

12. It is a fundamental American tradition that the 
individual must remain free of government inter-
ference, free to make money and spend it as lie 
likes« A X> 

IS* Labor unions should become stronger by being 
politically active and by publishing labor news-
papers to be read by the general public# , , , . A © 

14# Whether one likes them or not, one has to admire 
men like P, Morgan, who overcame all compe-
tition on the road to success. . , , a D 

16# The government must play an even greater part in 
the economic and business life of the nation* # « A D 

1§, Character, honesty, and ability will tell in the 
long runf most people get pretty much what they 

A D 

Score 
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ghtatonc*g Seals of Clvlo Beliefs'** 

feati Fpggi B 

By J. Wayne Wrlghtstone 
Mr®#tor of Educational He search, 

Board of Education of the City of few York 

Bead this page# Do what It telle you to do. 

Do not open till® booklet, or tum It over, until you are 
told to do so# Fill la these blanks* giving your name, age, 
course of study, etc, Print or writ® plainly. 

lane Age laat birthday yeara. Grade. 
CIt? Sehool Teach©r 
Course of''&tiu<iir ' ' ' Pate 

Directions fhe statements on the following pages were taken 
froBibooks and Magazines, fhese statements express the eivle 
beliefs of certain writers. What are your civic beliefaf Do 
you agree or disagree with the statements? Be perfectly free 
in stating what you honestly believe. Different persons are 
bound to have different opinions* 

At the rigfet of each statement you will find two spaces, 
one marked A and the other marked D» If you disagree with a 
statement more fully than you agree, draw a circle around D# 
If you have a good reason for feeling very uncertain about a 
statement, you may in extreme cases of doubt plaoe a question 
mark in the margin to the right of the D, You should try, 
however, to mark all statements either A or D, even if you 
feel that you are guesting* Bernember to mark practically all 
statements A or D. Do not ©ailt any statements. 

Here are two sample statements which are given to illus-
trate the directionss 

Sample a. All American citizens are ignorant and uncivi-
lised, . * A D 

Sample b, Stie average American citizen la patriotic, . . A D 

Tou will be given enough time to finish, but work as 
rapidly as possible. Do not study statements too long. Mark 
the® rapidly, making sure you do not miss any statements. Do 
not ask questions after the test begins* 

Reproduced with the written permission of the author. 
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Part I 

1. White peraona are auperior to Xegroea. . . . . . . A D 

2. Educated American Indians are as intelligent as 
most other groupa. A " 

3. China has often contributed to the culture of the 
world. A 0 

4. The Japan®a® are as honest aa other nations of 
groupa. . . . * • A D 

5. Tii© whit® raoe is no better or worse than other 
races, . . A 13 

6. England has produced the heat eulture In Europe. . A 0 

7. The French, on the whole, are mr& intelligent than 
other Europeans. . . A D 

a . The ©erman people, on the whole, are industrioua and 
thrifty A D 

9. Ruaaia'a planning program idea might well he uaed by 
other natlont. . . . . . . . . . . . A B 

10# Mexico ha® significant native art, compared with 
that of the United States. . . . . . . . . . . . . A D 

11, American Indiana have rarely enriched our arta and 
acieneea. A D 

12* fhe United States should prohibit Chines© inmi-
gration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . A D 

13. The Japanese aa a national group have little abil-
ity. A D 

14. England had ao«e justification for fighting the 
Revolutionary War. . . . . . . . . . . . A D 

15. France has been n© more friendly than England to 
the United States* . . . A D 

16. Germany was more brutal than the other nations in 
World War II. A D 

17. Ruaaia and her Bolsheviata still plan to overthrow 
our government. A I> 
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18, Til# Mexicans ar® a lasy, raballiou® people, , . • A D 

19, Civilisation and learning owe averything to the 
white man, . A D 

20, Negroes are making fin# contributions to America® 
culture. . . . . . A D 

Part II 

21, In her troubles Cuba needs the guiding hand of tha 
Unitad States. A D 

22, Tha Unitad Stataa was alow to grant indapandonea to 
tha Philippines. . A D 

2S» Othar nations approved our getting Panama fro® 
Colombia. A D 

@4, Soldlara of tha Onitad Stataa ahould ba kapt out of 
South American countrls®. . . . A D 

85. fha United Stataa is now entangled in European 
polities and affalra. A D 

26, Moat of our immigrants ara undasirablaa from ©ttjar 
nations. 4 D 

27, If w® abolished tariffs, ©«r industries would §©on 
fail, A D 

88* fh# tJnitad Stataa shfculd oontrol th® Philippine 
Islands. . , . . . A 0 

29* All nations should work to abolish war and arma-
ments. # t 4 p 

SO, Democracy, unlike dictatorship, has oartaln limi-
tations for dealing quickly with amarganelaa, , ». A D 

31, It would ba wlsa for tha nations to revise war debts.A D 

32, 0«ba might have progressed# m ah® now has, without 
our aid. 4 D 

3S# Wa have a moral right to keep Suropaan nations out 
of South American disputes. A D 
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34« ft® United States if a neoesaary guide and pro* A D 
teetor of smaller countries. . . . . . . . . . . . 

38* The United Stat®® should pursue & liberal policy 
toward 1 migration. A D 

36* Other countries have as ®ueh right as we to levy 
high tariffs, * » • • « * . , » , « • A D 

37* In this country we seldom have need of large aroies 
and navies* A D 

US* The Unites States should never have entered the 
United Rations. . . . . . . . . . . * A D 

39. Germany should be forced to pay all her World War 
debts to others. . . . . • A D 

40. The Soviet government la Russia is growing weaker. A D 

Part III 

41. If crltlolsn is deserved, we should criticise publlo 
official®, even the highest. , A D 

42* ate Constitution of -fee United States is a document 
with Boise faults* A D 

43* Some industries can be better run under public than 
under private ownership* . . . * . A D 

44* A ©itlaen should vote for all the candidates on hi® 
party ticket* . . . 4 j> 

48* The policies of our country cannot be wrong. . . , a D 

46* Only a traitor refuses to fight for his country* . a D 

47. United States citizens have been jailed because of 
their political beliefs. * j> 

48. Most persons in public office are conscientious 
workers. A D 

49. It is the duty of a citisen to vote on public 
issues and policies. A D 

80. The nation with the fewest laws is the best one. . A D 
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51, Taxation la a fora of '"soaking* the rloh to give 
to the poor. • A D 

52, Business and Industry Inoreaaingly need soma govern-
ment regulation. A D 

§S. Every ©iti&en, including citizen* unesaployed or 
without property, should have the right to vote. . A D 

54. Loyal citizens ahould oppose ©very movement to 
change the Constitution. A 0 

55* Decisions of the United States Supreme Court are 
unprejudiced and should not ha questioned. . . . . A D 

86, To support uncritically "my country right or wrong* 
la poor citizenship. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A D 

67. Private ownership and produotlon of electrical 
power la uaually ohaapaat and baat. A D 

58. Taxea, on the whola, are honestly expanded by m a 
govemisent. A D 

S®» Most laws should ba continuously revised to meet 
new needs. A D 

60. Woaan do not know polities? hence they ahould not 
exercise widely their voting power. . . . . . . . A D 

Part XV 

61, Women workers are generally less efflaient than 
»ea workers. ^ D 

On the whole, entry of women into Industry is 
beneficial, or good. . . . . . . A © 

W . Other methods than prohibition should be used to 
solve the liquor problem. A D 

@4m To try to stamp out labor unions would be a very 
unwise policy. A j> 

65* Moat criminals tend to be feeble-minded and 
ignorant. . . . , A D 
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@§# fh® government should ha?® the right to eensor 
speeches and printed natter, . . # • • . A D 

§7. »© other nation ®njoys th® usual prosperity of th® 
United States# A D 

68. v® should provid® b®tt®r prisons and b«tt«r treat-
ment for ®riainals. . . . . . . . . . . t . . . « A D 

69. Harried persons unsuited to each. other should he 
allowed a divoree, . . . . . . . . •• A D 

70. Th® tJf®it®d States entered th® World War seeking 
nothing for itself. A D 

71. American art wad literature ar® superior to those 
of other countriea. A D 

72. Most of th® present marriag® problems ar@ eaused 
by ©aay divorce. « • A D 

73. Other nations should revise their sehoola and copy 
our sehool ideas* . . . . . A D 

74* Soldiers ©f other nations ar® generally as brave 

as soldiers of our eountry. . • • • A D 

78. Only radicals and socialists Join labor unions. * A D 

76, Sehools of other nations eoaipare favorably with 
ours A D 

77. Other nations ar® probably as prosperous and wis® 
as the United States. • A D 

7®. W® should a®® to it that freedom of speeeh and of 
th® press is maintained. # A p 

79. fh® unemployed# when given a Job, ar® generally 
sincere and ©onsoientious workers. . . . . . . . . 4 j> 

80. Workers should take oar® of themselves during 
unemployment and ©Id age, , A B 



By L» L» Thuratone 

Scores: 

1, Attitude Toward tilt Church • • • 

2. Attitude Toward War « 

8, Attitude Toward the Oerswna. . # 

4* Attitude Toward the China*e. • . 

5. Attitude toward Commit an* * * « 

Read this page. Do what it tella you to do. 

Ana 3c» (circle one) M F Grade, 

Ct fry Sehoo 1 . Taaeher _ 

Course of Study Data — 

Dlraetlonat Thia is a study of attitudes, Ob the following 
pages you will find a nuafeer of atatenents expressing different 
attitudes toward the church, war, Chinese, ate* Circle D if you 
disagree with a particular statement. Cirala A if you agree 
with the statement. 

Try to indiaate either agraeaent or disagraeaent for each 
stateaent* If you siaply eannot daaida about a statement you 
stay aark it with a question aark* 

This is not an examination* There are no right and wrong 
answers to these statements* This is simply a study of people's 
attitudes in different areas* Different people are bound to 
have different attitudes so be perfectly free in indicating 
your honeat opinion* 

Tou will be given enough time to flniah, but work rapidly 
as possible* Do not study the statewents too long. Hark 
fhest rapidly, aaking sure you do not alas any statements# Do 
not ask questions after the test begins* 

Reproduced with the written permission of Mrs. Thelaa #* 
Thuratone* 
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Attitude Toward the B E E S 

1. I think the ehureh Is a divine institution, and it 
commands my loyalty. t . A 15 

2. I a® neither for nop against tha ehureh, tout 1 4© 
not believe that church-going will do any on# any 
harm. A 

3. I feel the good dona by the church ia not worth 
tha money and energy spent on it. • A D 

4. X regard the ehureh as a monument t© human 
ignorance. . , A D 

5. I believe the church is losing ground as education 
advances, . A D 

6. I feel the ohureh is trying to adjust itself to a 
seientifio world and deserves support. • A D 

7. The teaching of the church is altogether too super-
ficial to be of interest to me* . . . A D 

8. I feel the church is the greatest agency for the 
uplift of the world# A D 

®. 1 think the ehureh has a most important influence 
in the development of moral habits and attitudes. A D 

10. t believe that the ohureh is necessary, but like 
all other human institutions it has its faults. . A D 

11. I regard the ehureh as a harmful institution, 
breeding narrowmindednass, fanaticism, and in-
tolerance, A D 

12. fhe ohureh is too conservative for me, and so I 
stay away . A B 

13 « I believe in the ideals of my ehureh, but I am 
tired of its denominational! sin* . . . . . . . . . A D 

14. I believe that the ohureh furnishes the stimulus 
for the best leadership of our country, A J> 

15. I«s» not much against the church, but when 1 cannot 
agree with its leaders I stay away. . A D 
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16. 1 regard the ehureh as hopelessly allied with 
reactionary forma* « . . . . . . A B 

17• I believe that the church practices the Golden 
Rule fairly wall and has a consequent good in* 
fluenee. , . . . . . . . A D 

13# I am interested only to tha extent of attending 
church occasionally. . . . . . A D 

1®• I faal tha ehureh is ridiculous, for it cannot 
give example a of what it preaches. , , A B 

SO* Sometimes I faal the ohureh is worth while, and 
sometimes I doubt it, a B 

81* Mf church la th® primary guiding influence is m 
. . • A B 

22. I like the spiritual uplift I get from tha church, 
but I do not agree with its theology. • • • • • . A O 

23. My attitude toward the ohureh is one of neglect 
due to lack of interest. A X> 

24. I believe the ohuroh is bound hand and foot with 
monied Interests and does not practice its ideal®. A D 

85« I am sympathetic toward th® church, but I am not 
active in its work, . . . A B 

2$„ I regard the ehureh as a parasite on society. . , A B 

87. I know too little about any ehureh to express an 
opinion* • A D 

88. 1 regard th® ehureh aa tha most important insti-
tution in the world outside of the home. . . . . . a D 

8®# 1 *• alightly prejudiced against the ehureh and 
attend only on special occasions* A D 

3 0 • * d o n o t think a man ©an fee honest in his thinking 

and indorse what the ohuroh teaches. . . . . . . f A » 
31. There is such wrong in my church, but I feel it is 

so important that it is ay duty to help improve it. A D 
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32, I feel that th® church promotes a fin© broth®rly 
relationship between people and cations. . , . . . A D 

33, I think the ohureh is unreservedly stupid and 
futile. . A D 

54. I f®el that church attendance is a good 1ndex of 
the nation's morality, A D 

55, I feel th# church is patty, easily disturbed by 
matters of little importance. A P 

36, la the church 1 find ay to«st companions and express 
m$ bast salf, A B 

37, I believe the church is non-scientific, depending 
for its infInane® upon fear of Sod and hall, » * , A B 

38* I an loyal to the church, but I believe ita in-
fluence is on th® decline, , A D 

30, It seems absurd to me for a thinking man to b© 
interested in the ohureh. . . a D 

40. My attitude toward the church is best described as 
indifference, , . , A B 

41. I believe that anyone who will work In a modem 
church will appreciate its indispensable value. , A X> 

40. The church deals in platitude® and is afraid to 
follow the logic of truth. x JJ 

43, My attitude toward the church is passive, with a 

slight tendency to disfavor it. . . 4 j> 

44, I have a casual Interest in the ehuroh, « , , . , A D 

45* I have nothing but contempt for the ohureh, , . , A D 

Attitude Toward War (For® A) 

1, binder some conditions, war is necessary to main-
tain justice, , , , , x D 

&» The benefits of war rarely pay for its losses even 
for the victor, A D 
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5* War brings out the beat qualities in man* * * * • A D 

4. Thar* la so conceivable Justification for war# • # A D 

6. War has so»e benefits? but it*a a big price to pay 
for the®. . . . . . A 

6* War is often the only ®eaas of preserving national 

honor# . . . . . . . • . . A D 

7. War is a ghastly mass. • A V 

@. I n e w think about war and it doesn't interest ma, A D 

9, War is a futile struggle rasuiting in self-
destruction. . . . . . . . . . • » A D 

10. Tha dasirabla results of war have not received the 
attention they deserve, A 0 

11* Pacifists have the right attitude but soma paci-
fists go too far. . • • • A D 

12, The evils ©f war are greater than any possible 
benefits, . . . . A D 

IS* Although war is terrible it has some value, * • • A P 

14. International disputes should be settled without 
war. A D 

1ft • War is glorious* A D 

16. Defensive war is Justified but other wars are not. A D 

17. War breeds disrespeot for huaan life, A D 

18. fhere ean be no progress without war, • • • • » • • A D 

19. It is good judgment to sacrifice certain rights 
in order to prevent war. A D 

20. War is the only way to right tremendous wrongs, » A D 
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l2E££g M & fttKMffll (Fem A) 

1« I*d Ilk® to know more German people. A D 

2, The German people are stingy. . • • A B 

3. Some of our beat American citizens are of German 
deseest. A D 

4* The Germane are nice people. . A D 

S* X*» prejudiced against people of German deseent. * A D 

6. We oannot help feeling true affection for the Ger-
man people. . . . . . A D 

7. Bit Germans are all right bat a few of them gave 
the rest a had name. A d 

8. The Germans deserve no consideration from the real 

of the world* . . A D 

9. The German® are brutal. a D 

10# Germans are typieally hospitable. A D 

11. I&e Germans are the most desirable class of lnti.-
grants* . A D 

12. I hate all the Germans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . a d 

13. I admire the German people unreservedly. . . . . . A 0 

14# I suppose Germans are all right but I've never 
liked them. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A D 

15. I'd rather have my sister marry a German than any 
other foreigner. . . . . . . . . . . a D 

1#. German people are no better and no worse than any 
other people. . . • A D 

17. m e people of Germany are gluttonous, milltarlstie. 
and overbearing. . . . . . . . 4 $ 

18. I've never differentiated Germans from any other 
nationality , a j> 

19. 2 doa,t trust the Germans. a D 
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20, The German people are the find it in the world, « • A D 

21. X don't ear® for Germans, , , „ . . A 0 

PMIift, Im&si Ms §MLm.m 

1. I have no partloular love nor hat# for the Chinese, A D 

2, 1 dislike the Chinese more ©very time 1 see one* , A D 

3* The Chinese are pretty deeent. A D 

4. Some Chinese traits are admirable but on the whole 

I don*t like then* A D 

5. The Chinese are superior to all other r&oes, . , • A D 

6* The Chinese as part of the yellow raee are inferior 

to the white raoe. , , A D 

7* X like the Chinese* , A D 

8. The more I know about the Chinese the better I 
like them* A D 

9, The Chinese are aptly described by the term 

•yellow devils,* , A D 

10, The high ©lass Chinese are superior to us. « * , . A JD 

11* The Chinese are different but not inferior, • • A B 
IS, I hate the Chinese , . . A D 
15. Chinese parents are unusually devoted to their 

ohlldren* A D 

14, Although I respeet some of their qualities, I 
eould never ©onslder a Chinese as ®y friend, . , . A D 

15, I would rather live in China than any place In the 
world. A D 

1®, There are no refined or ©ultured Chinese, . • , , A S 

17, The Chinese are no better and no worse than any 
other people, , a D 
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18. 1 think Chinese should be kept out of th® United 
Stat®s. , A D 

If# I ©onsider it a privilege to aaaoelat# with 

Chinese people, , , • A D 

20, Th® Chin®se *r« Inferior In «very way, A D 

21, 1 don't see tow anyone ©ould eirer Ilk# fee Chiniid# A 15 

22, Chilian® have a high sense of honor, * . • • • • « A D 

23# 1 hare no desire to know any Chinese. A D 

24, Chines® people have a refinement and a depth of 
feeling you don1t find any where else, A D 

25* There is nothing about the Chinese that I like or 
, admire, • A D 

26, I'd like to know more Chinese people, A D 

Attitude Toward Communism (form A) 

1* Both Mi® evils and the benefits of ©o»unl«» are 
greatly exaggerated, . A 0 

2, It Is only the ignorant and Incompetent that want 
coHHHuniam, • A D 

5# The whole world most b© converted to eowunlsa# , A D 

4, Workers ®a» hardly he blamed for advocating oom-
nunisa, A D 

5. Communism is a aiuoh more radical change than we 
should undertake, • • » . . , , A D 

Poll®® are justified in shooting down the 
oomaunists, , , A D 

7. Give Russia another twenty years or so and you'll 
see that ooMaunls® «an be made to work, , , , , , A D 

8, If Russia today is a sample of how ©oaasranlst® works, 
we don* t want it, A D 
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Communism should be established by fore® If 
neeess&ry* . . . * « • . . • . « • • * * A D 

10# Th© communist may be rough but he has th® right 
idea. A D 

11. I am not worrying, for I don't think there's th® 
slightest chance that communism will be adopted 
here* A D 

12* Th© communists are th® most destructive element in 
our civilisation* * A D 

15* Communism is the solution to our present economic 

problems* A D 

14* We should be open-minded about communism, « « * * A D 

IS* The ideals of communism ar# worth working for* , * A D 

16* I am not sure that ooraunism solves the problems 

of capital and labor* , , . A 3 

17. The whole communistic scheme is unsound. * * * * * A D 

IS* Communists should set up a dictatorship of the 
' workers in th# United States* A D 

19* 1# should not reject eomsouiism until it has been 
given a longer trial, A D 

20, If a man has the vision and the ability to acquire 
property, he ought to be allowed to enjoy it 
himself* A D 
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f J B K ? 

THB SCOHIS AID THE SCOHIS SQUARED 0 » THB SSLECFLD 
MMUWM FOR THE STUDEHT-TMOHIRS INCUJDED 

I I SHE SAMPUI 

Studsnti* 
Teacher 

No, 

S o a l n a t l v a * 
I n t e g r a t i v e 
Befeavlor 

Inventory 
of 

8 e l l # f § 

1Mk JM| 

r M O 
Seale 

ffrlghtatoaa's 
Soale of 

0 1 v i e B a l l a f t 

H • 43 X X X8 X X2 % j j - 2 

a 49*5 2 , 4 5 0 . 2 5 61 3 ,721 13 169 53 2*809 

2 3 4 . 5 1 , 1 9 0 , 2 5 73 5 , 8 8 9 9 81 §0 3 , 6 0 0 

a 20*0 400.00 89 7 , 2 2 5 8 64 55 3 , 0 2 5 

4 51,0 2 , 6 0 1 , 0 0 7# 5,77® 8 ©4 53 3,969 

i 25,0 6 2 5 . 0 0 59 3,481 8 @4 @4 4 ,096 

i 46»5 2,162,25 76 5,776 8 @4 66 4 , 3 5 6 

7 74.0 5 ,476,00 95 9,025 5 25 71 5,041 

s 2 6 . 5 702 ,25 75 5,625 10 100 62 3,844 

9 81,9 6 ,642.25 57 3 ,249 6 36 65 4,225 

10 80 » 5 6 , 4 8 0 . 2 5 SB 8,454 11 121 69 4,761 

11 2 2 , 5 506 .25 33 6 , 8 8 9 7 49 64 4,096 

12 §9.5 3 ,540,25 95 9,025 9 81 6@ 4,356 

IS 51,0 2 ,601,00 62 3,844 12 144 56 3,136 

14 3 5 , & 1,060.2© 7$ 5,776 11 121 72 5 , 1 8 4 

IB 39,5 1 , 5 6 0 , 2 5 84 7,056 13 169 73 5,329 

16 4 5 . 0 2 , 0 2 5 , 0 0 f t 9,801 9 81 68 4 , 6 2 4 

17 88 . 0 7,744#00 90 8,100 11 121 69 4 ,761 

18 59 ,0 3,481,00 86 7,396 10 100 66 4,36# 
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Thurstone 'a A t t i t u d e Scales 

Toward th« Toward Toward the Toward the Toward 
Church War Germans Chineas Communism 

X •2 
mm- X r2 X , XS X X® X X 8 

3.62 13*1044 4.48 00.0704 6*01 26.1001 6.18 38,1924 2.58 6.6026 

2*01 4 .0401 4.26 18.0626 7*66 57.1636 4,19 17.6661 3 .86 14.8226 

4,74 22.4676 4,46 19.8916 6 .62 30.4704 8*33 28.4089 4 .18 17.4724 

1.69 2 .8281 4*36 18.9225 7 . 2 1 61.9841 4 .34 18*8366 4 .18 17,4724 

4.09 16*7281 4*73 22.3729 7.23 62.2729 4.19 17*6661 4*76 22.6628 

1*79 3 .2041 3.44 5.9636 7.46 66.6026 3 .68 13.6424 3 .47 12.0409 

2# 54 @*4516 4,17 17.3889 7.18 61.6624 3 .93 16.4449 3 . 88 16.0644 

2*80 5.2900 4 .47 19.9809 7.78 60.6234 3 ,93 18.4449 4.42 19.6364 

3*00 9.0000 5*28 27.8784 7.30 83.2900 6 . 88 34.6744 3.28 10.7884 

£ .74 7.5076 4 .50 00.2600 7.66 67.1636 3 .93 16.4449 4 . 8 1 23.1361 

2*19 4 .7961 4.13 17.0569 7 . 0 1 49.1401 4 .88 20*9764 3.44 11,8336 

3*77 14*2129 4.50 20.2500 7.00 49.0000 4.19 17,8661 4.20 17,6400 

2 ,67 7.1289 3.64 12.6316 6 . 0 1 36.1201 6 . 1 1 26.1121 3 .63 18.1769 

1*80 3.8400 6.00 25.0000 7.66 67.1636 4.73 22.3729 3.08 9.4864 

3 . 5 1 12.3201 3.80 14.4400 7.00 49.0000 4 .34 18.8366 6.08 26.8064 

1*94 3*7636 3 .76 14.0626 7.07 49.9849 4 .20 17.6400 3.24 10,4976 

2*78 7.7284 4.49 20*1601 7.18 61.6624 4 . 4 1 19.4481 3.24 10.4976 

2*23 6*1984 6.98 36.7604 7.33 63.7289 3 .68 13.6424 3 .80 14.4400 
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TABLE ? — I t S M S i M " ' 

S t u d e n t -
T a a e h a r 

Mo* 

B o a i i j a a i i t a -
X a t a g r a t i v ® 

B e h a v i o r 

I n v e n t o r y 
o f 

B t l l a f # 
F I C 
S c a l e 

Wright s t o n e * a 
S e a l ® o f 

C i v i c B e l i e f s 

X X 2 X X® X X 2 X X 2 

1 9 4 2 . 5 1 , 8 0 6 * 8 6 97 9 , 4 0 9 6 3 6 6 6 4 , 3 5 6 

SO 2 2 * 5 5 0 6 . 2 5 7 8 # , 0 8 4 8 6 4 6 0 3 , 6 0 0 

2 1 $ 4 * 0 i ,x@©*00 8 9 7 , 9 2 1 9 8 1 6 8 4 , 6 2 4 

2 2 7 5 , o 5 # 6 2 5 * 0 0 @0 3 | 6 0 0 1 4 1 9 6 6 6 3 , 1 3 6 

2 3 4 8 * 0 2 t 3 0 4 . 0 0 7 7 5 , 9 2 9 10 1 0 0 6 3 4 , 6 2 4 

2 4 2 4 . 5 @00 .25 7 3 5 , 3 2 9 1 3 1 6 9 7 0 - 4 , 9 0 0 

S 3 4 8 . 5 2 , 3 5 2 * 2 5 8 8 7 , 7 4 4 5 2 5 6 8 4 , 6 2 4 

m 4 0 , 0 1 , 6 0 0 . 0 0 6 5 4 , 2 2 5 1 1 1 2 1 5 9 3 , 4 8 1 

2 7 4 0 * 6 1 , 8 0 6 . 2 5 4 7 2 , 2 0 9 9 8 1 5 5 3 , 0 2 5 

2 8 1 0 5 . © 1 1 * 0 2 5 * 0 0 @2 6 , 7 2 4 1 3 1 6 9 6 3 3 , 9 6 9 

2 9 3 o , s 9 3 0 , 2 5 7 6 5 , 7 7 6 9 8 1 6 3 3 , 9 6 9 

5 0 5 4 # § 2 * 9 7 0 * 2 5 § 5 4 * 2 2 1 1 2 144 6 6 4 , 3 5 6 

S I 2 8 , 0 5 2 9 * 0 0 7 4 5 , 4 7 6 1 1 1 2 1 6 4 4 , 0 9 6 

3 2 3 1 , 0 9©1»00 8 7 7 * 5 6 9 s 6 4 6 0 3 , 6 0 0 

3 3 4 0 , 5 2^ 8 0 6 # 8 5 ' 8 4 7 , 0 5 6 8 6 4 6 5 4 , 2 2 5 

3 4 9 5 . 0 9 , 0 2 5 , 0 0 8 8 7 , 7 4 4 1 2 1 4 4 7 0 4 , 9 0 0 

3 5 4 2 . 0 1 , 7 6 4 * 0 0 1 0 8 1 1 , 6 6 4 5 2 5 6 4 4 , 0 9 6 

36 2 4 * 0 5 7 6 . 0 0 8 2 6 , 7 2 4 t.* 3 6 6 3 3 , 9 6 9 
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Ttarston^a Attltuda S#al«a 

Toward tha Toward Toward tha Toward tha Toward 
C' tore h War Ctarnana Chiaaaa Gommniam 

X X® X X2 X j 8 X j2 If 
A 

X® 

3*73 13.9129 3 ,81 14*5161 6*98 48*7204 4*52 20.4304 4*03 16*2409 

1*52 2.3104 6 .48 41*9904 7*23 52.2729 4*11 16*8921 4.27 18*2329 

1.95 3.8028 5*43 29*4849 7*38 54*4644 3*93 15.4449 5*38 28*9444 

3 ,74 13.9876 4 .47 19*9809 7*30 53.2900 4*91 24*1081 4*42 19*5364 

2* 02 4*0804 5 .12 26*2144 7*01 49*1401 3*93 15*4449 3*08 9*4864 

2*14 4.3796 5 .21 38*5641 7*10 50*4100 4*19 17*5561 4*57 20*8849 

3*56 12*6736 3*67 13.4689 6*78 45,9684 3*93 15*4449 5*18 26,8324 

2 ,24 8.0176 § ,11 26.1124 6*58 43.2964 4*41 19*4481 3*90 15*2100 

4*39 19.2721 6*45 41*6025 7*23 52*2729 6*62 43,8244 3*83 14*6689 

2« IS 4.7624 4 .78 22*3484 7*71 §9*4441 4*65 21*6225 4* 18 17*4724 

1.84 3.3856 4 .12 16,9744 6 .78 45,9684 4*46 19*8916 5* 18 26,8324 

2 ,51 5.3361 5*56 30,9136 7 .21 51*9841 4*19 17*5561 2*67 7*1289 

2 .43 5.9049 5*48 30*0304 7*90 63*6804 4*20 17*6400 4*01 16*0801 

1*93 3.7249 3 ,98 15* 8404 6*99 48*8601 4*58 20*9764 3 ,04 9*2416 
2.18 4.7524 5.25 27,6676 6*78 45,9684 5*30 28*0900 4*38 19*1844 
1.69 2,8561 4 .96 24.6016 7*50 56,2500 3*45 11,9025 2*55 6,5025 
1 .73 2.9929 5*25 27*5625 7.20 51*8400 4*46 19.8916 4*28 18*3184 
2 .39 5.7121 5*00 25.0000 7 .21 51*9841 4 ,57 20,8849 4 ,01 16*0801 
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TABUS V*-Gontlnue4 

S t u d e n t -
Teacber 

Ho. 

D©®lBaMT®-
X a t e g m t i v * 
Behavle* 

Inven to ry 
of 

B e l i e f s 
w f r s w 

Seal© 

Wright 
Sea] 

OlTle 

}st©ue*s 
I® of 
B e l i e f s 

X jr2 X X2 X %2 X X@ 

37 78*5 6 ,162 ,25 §7 3,249 9 81 §4 4 ,096 

m 29 .5 870,25 68 4,684 1® 144 62 3,844 

39 29 .5 870*25 75 5 ,625 Vf 49 61 3 ,721 ' 

40 38*0 1*444,00 77 5,939 9 81 49 8 , 4 0 1 

41 38*5 1 ,482 ,25 88 7,744 5 85 71 5 ,041 

42 38*0 1*444,00 52 2,704 15 825 56 3,136 

43 61*0 3,781*00 ©8 4,624 10 100 65 4 ,885 

44 30 ,5 030*25 78 6,084 8 64 §o 3 ,600 

45 $@,5 3,540*05 76 5,77© 18 144 58 8 ,704 

4© '@4*5 4#1©0,25 74 5,476 11 121 61 3 ,781 

4? 30 ,5 930*25 86 7,396 5 85 $4 4 ,096 

48 91*0 8,281*00 58 3 ,364 7 49 61 3 ,781 

£ x f t 

M 
O— 

8, 
158, 

,303*0 
,626,50 

47,98 
@1*47 

3 , 
893, 

701 
561 

77,10 
13*09 

447 
4 ,483 

9 , 3 1 
2*59 

3 ,036 
193,484 

68*85 
5 ,39 
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T h u r t t o n a U A t t l t u d # S e a l t s 

Toward, t h e 
Church 

Toward 
War 

Toward the 
§«rma»s 

Toward the 
Chines© 

Toward 
Coawrnlsra 

X X 2 X X« X X2 X X2 X *2 

1*84 3.3856 5*22 27*2484 7*70 59*2900 4*55 18*7489 2*72 7*5984 

1*84 5*5856 5*29 27*9841 7*45 55*2049 5*65 15*1769 5*47 12*0409 

1*75 5*0625 5*45 29*7025 6*98 48*7204 4*57 19*0969 5*71 15*7641 

3 ,87 14*9769 4*58 20*9764 7*25 52*2729 5 .05 25*6055 5 .20 10*2400 

1 ,75 25,0625 2*44 5*9556 7.00 49*0000 5*95 15* 4449 5*65 51*9225 

3 .25 10*5625 4*39 25*9121 7 .68 58*9824 4*98 24*8004 2*85 8*0089 

2 .52 5*5624 5 .55 50*8025 7*57 54*5169 4*40 19*8916 4 * 56 19*0096 

2 .14 4*5796 4*55 18*9225 7*10 50*4100 4*20 17*6400 4*57 19*0969 

1 .62 2*6244 4*60 21*1500 7*10 50*4100 4*77 22*7529 2*88 8.2944 

4 .07 16.5649 4 .87 25*7169 7*14 50*9795 5 .18 26*8524 4*45 19*8025 

3 . 1 8 10.1124 4*05 16*4025 7*71 59*4441 4*19 17*5561 5*82 55*8724 

2 .9$ 0.7025 5*55 52*0555 7*25 52*7076 5* 50 50.2500 4 .00 16*0000 

123.91 
954.1659 

2 .58 
.850 

225*41 
1,102.2238 

4 .72 
*827 

542 .61 
2,458*2419 

7*14 
.485 

215.85 
990*5285 

4*50 
*618 

189*50 
779*0656 

5*95 
*792 
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TBS SCORES AND THE SCORES SQUARED OF fHl DOMIMATIYE 
SfUDElT-fEAGHERS 01 THE SBLBCTED MEASURES 

Doaiiaatlve- Inventory Wrlgfetiton®*# 
Student* Integrative of P I 0 Scale of 
Te&tfaep 
Xo» 

Behrrior Beliefs Stale Civic Beliefs 

I • li •fURt* X v2 
' X X 2 X X® 

28 105,0 11,025,00 82 6,724 13 169 63 3#969 

34 05.0 9,025,00 88 7,744 12 144 70 4,900 

48 91,0 8,281,00 38 3,364 7 49 61 3,721 

1? @3*0 7,744,00 90 8,100 11 121 69 4,761 

9 81.6 6,642.25 m 3,249 6 36 63 4,225 

10 80*5 6,480,25 92 '8,464 11 121 69 4,761 

37 78,3 $,162,25 57 3,249 9 81 64 4,096 

22 75,0 5,625.00 60 3,600 14 196 56 3,136 

7 74,0 5,476,00 m 9,025 5 25 71 5,041 

46 - @4,5 4,160,25 74 5,476 11 121 61 3,721 

43 §1,0 3,721,00 68 4,624 10 100 65 4,225 

12 ( S A f£ 

Ow * p 
3,540,25 95 9,025 9 81 66 4,356 

45 59,5 3,640,25 76 5,776 12 144 52 2,704 

18 59.0 3,481,00 86 7,396 10 100 66 4,356 

30 84,8 2,070,23 m 4,225 12 144 66 4,356 

IS 51,0 2,601.00 62 3,844 12 144 56 3,136 

1 ,177,5 1, 205 164 1,020 
£X* @0 ,474,73 §3, 885 1,776 65.464 
II 73,30 75,31 10,25 63,75 

or- 15,46 14,01 2,44 3,24 
3,991 3,617 ,630 ' 1,353 
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Thurston6*a Attitude Scales 

fowl 
01 
ard the 
lurch 

Toward 
War 

Toward the 
Sanaa&s 

Toward the 
Chln«ce 

Toward 
Communism 

X X2 1 X2 X Xg X X2 X X* 

2 , 18 4,7524 4 . 7 8 22,8484 7 , 7 1 59 ,4441 4 . 6 5 21,6225 4 . 1 8 17.4724 

1 .69 2 . 8 5 6 1 4 . 9 6 24.6016 7 ,50 56.2500 3 . 4 5 11,9025 2,55 6.5025 

2 . 9 5 8 ,7025 5 .66 32,0356 7 , 2 6 52.7076 5 , 5 0 30.2500 4 .00 16.0000 

2 . 7 8 7 .7284 4 . 4 9 20 ,1601 7 .18 51.5524 4 , 4 1 19 .4481 3 , 2 4 10.4976 

3 . 0 0 9 .0000 5 . 2 8 27,8784 7 ,30 53.2900 5 . 8 8 34.5744 3 , 2 8 10.7584 

2 .74 7 .5076 4 ,50 20.2500 7 . 5 6 57.1536 3 . 9 3 15.4449 4.81 23,1361 

1.84 3 ,3856 5 , 2 2 27.2484 7 ,70 59,2900 4 . 3 3 10,7489 2 , 7 2 7 .3984 

3 . 7 4 13,9876 4 . 4 7 19,9809 7 ,30 53,2900 4 , 9 1 24,1081 4 .42 19.5364 

2 .54 6 .4516 4 . 1 7 17,3889 7 , 1 8 51.5524 3 , 9 3 15,4449 3 . 8 8 15.0544 

4 . 0 7 16,5649 4 . 8 7 23.7169 7 ,14 50.9796 5 . 1 8 26,8324 4 , 4 5 19,8025 

2 .32 5 .3824 5 . 5 5 30.8025 7 ,37 54.3169 4 . 4 6 19.8916 4 . 3 6 19,0096 

3 , 7 7 14,2129 4 , 50 20,2500 7 ,00 49,0000 4 . 1 9 17 .5561 4 ,20 17,6400 

1 ,02 2 ,6244 4 .60 21,1600 7,10 50.4100 4 . 7 7 22,7529 2 , 8 8 8.2944 

2 , 2 8 5 ,1984 5 .98 35.7604 7 , 3 3 53.7289 3 . 6 8 13,5424 3,80 14,4400 

2 . 3 1 5 ,3361 5 ,56 30.9136 7 , 2 1 51 .9841 4 . 1 9 17,5561 2.67 7,1289 

2 . 6 7 7,1289 3 . 5 4 12,5316 6 . 0 1 36 .1201 5 . 1 1 26 ,1121 3.63 13,1769 

42 ,50 
120.8198 

2 , 6 6 
v 689 
.178 ; 

78 .13 
387.5273 

4 . 8 8 
,637 
. 164 

115 ,85 
841,0697 

7 ,24 
.386 
.100 

72 .57 
335,7879 

4 .54 
,612 
,158 

5? 
221 

Z 

>.07 
>.8485 
>.69 
,706 
. 182 
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t ab le V I I 

THE SCORES AID THB SCORES SQUARED Of THE ISTKQRATIVE 
STlEJKW-mCHESS 0* T ig S I K C f f i l W A s S s 

Xmreatov? 
o f 

B®li«£a 

Domiaafclv® 
Int«g3*AtlT<l 
Behavior 

rtghtaton®*® 
f 1 € Seal® @f 
Seal® Civi® i ® l i ® £ i 

Student 
Teacher 

*8 
<**> 

400,00 

506»25 

506.25 

529.00 

©76,00 

600.25 

625.00 

702.25 

870.26 

870.25 

930.25 

930.25 

950.25 

961#0O 

1*156.00 

1 .190 ,25 

7,2125 3 ,025 

6,88® 4.096 

6.084 3,600 

5,476 4.096 

6,724 5 ,969 

5 ,329 4.900 

59 4,096 

3,844 

4,624 5,844 
39 5,625 5,721 

5.776 

6,084 

3 ,600 

7.921 4,624 

5*320 5,600 
438.0 1,241 

97,157 
77.56 
7.53 
1. 944 

.548 

1,000 
62,680 

62.50 
3.35 

act 
.000 

.781 

27,37 
4.31 
1.113 

11.150 



TABU! VII-»-Contlnuad 

174 

Thttr»ton«fe Attltuda Sealas 

Toward tha Toward Toward fcha Toward tha Toward 
Chwreh War Gormans Chines© Communism 

1 X? X X® X X® X X2 T' X 2 

4*74 22.4676 4*4® 19*8916 5*58 50*4704 ft mm 28*4089 4*18 17*4784 

2*19 4*7961 4*13 17*0559 7*01 49*1401 4*58 20*9764 5*44 11*8556 

1*58 8*9104 5*48 41*9904 7*85 58,8729 4*11 16*8981 4*27 18*2529 

@,43 5*9049 5*48 50*0504 7*98 65*6804 4*20 17*6400 4*01 16*0801 

2*59 5 .7121 5*00 25*0000 7*21 51*9841 4*57 20.8849 4*01 16*0801 

2*14 4*5796 6*21 58*5641 7*10, 50*4100 4*19 17*5561 4*57 20*8849 

4 . 0 0 16 .7281 4*75 88*5789 7*25 52*2729 4*1® 17*5561 4*75 88*6685 

2 .30 5*2000 4 . 4 7 19*9809 7 .78 60*5284 5*95 15*4449 4*42 19*5564 

1*84 5*5856 5*8® 87*9841 r « 55*2049 5*65 15*1769 5*47 12*0409 

1.75 3.0625 5 .45 89*7025 6*98 48*7204 4*57 19*0969 5*71 15*7641 

§ .18 10*1124 4*05 16*4085 7.71 59*4441 4*19 17.5561 5*82 55*8724 

1*84 5*5856 4*12 16*9744 6*78 45*9684 4*46 19*8916 5*18 26*8524 

2*14 4*5706 4*55 18*9885 7.10 50*4100 4*20 17.6400 4*57 19*0969 

1*95 5 ,7249 5*98 15*8404 6*99 48*8601 4*58 20*9764 5*04 9*2416 

1.95 5*8025 5*45 89*4849 7*58 54*4644 5*95 15*4449 5*58 28•9444 

2 * 0 1 4*0401 4*85 18*0685 7*56 57*1656 4*19 17*5561 5*85 14*3225 

38* 44 77*88 114*99 68*65 6F 1.47 
loss '* 8820 588*8510 850,9851 296*6985 501*2981 

2 • 40 4 >•87 7*19 4*29 4 . 2 8 
.855 • 741 *490 *575 *716 . 2 2 1 *191 .127 *096 .186 
*§19 *059 *510 1.297 2*269 



m 

T&BtM 1112 

THE SCORES AID fBS SCORES SQUARED OF fHK MAIM 
STUDEHT-T1ACHBBS OH TBE SELECTED MEASURES 

Student-
f««t#hej? 

Mo 4 

DomiikAtlY«<* 
Xnt*g*i.tlT« 
Behavior 

Xaventoxv 
of 

Beliefs 
P B C 
Se&le 

»rightaton©fa 
.Se&le of 

Civic Beliefs 

ST » 31 X X 2 X j2 X X2 1 ' X s 

1 49.5 2 , 4 5 0 , 2 5 @1 3 , 7 2 1 1 3 lit m 2 , 8 0 9 

2 23.0 529.00 74 5 , 4 7 6 1 1 121 64 4,096 

3 20,0 400*00 8 5 7*888 3 64 55 3,025 

4 61,0 2,601,00 76 5 , 7 7 6 a 64 § 3 3 , 9 6 9 

5 2 5 . O 625,00 59 3 , 4 8 1 8 64 64 4 , 0 9 6 

8 2 6 , 5 702*25 75 5 , 6 2 5 10 100 62 3,844 

§ 8 1 . 5 6,642.25 57 3 , 2 4 9 6 36 65 4 , 2 2 $ 

10 ®0#5 6,480.25 92 8 , 4 6 4 1 1 121 69 4 , 7 6 1 

12 5 9 . 5 3 , 5 4 0 . 2 5 95 t , 0 2 S 9 8 1 66 4 , 3 5 6 . 

13 51*0 2 , 6 0 1 , 0 0 6 2 3 , 3 4 4 12 144 56 3 , 1 3 6 

14 3 5 . 5 1,260,25 76 5 , 7 7 6 11 121 72 5,184 

I S 3 9 . 5 1,560*25 @4 7 , 0 5 6 13 169 73 5,329 

16 45,0 2,025,00 99 0 , 8 0 1 9 8 1 68 4 , 6 2 4 ' 

18 59*0 3,481.00 86 7 , 3 9 6 10 100 66 ' < 4,356 

2 1 3 4 , 0 1,156,00 89 7,921 9 81 68 4 # 624 

22 75.0 5,625,00 60 3 , 6 0 0 14 196 56 3,136 

24 24.5 600,25 7 3 5,329 1 3 169 70 4 , 9 0 0 

26 4 0 , 0 1 , 6 0 0 , 0 0 6 8 4 , 2 2 5 11 1 2 1 59 3 | 4 8 1 



TABLE VIII--Continged 

in 

Thuratone*» Attitude Seal#® 

Toward the Toward Toward the Toward the Toward 
Church War Hermans Chines© Communism 

X ^2 X X2 X X® X X 2 X t 2 
A 

3.62 IS.1044 4.43 20,0704 5 , 0 1 25,1001 6,1© 33,1924 2,55 6,5025 

2.43 3.9040 6.43 30,0304 7,98 63,6804 4,20 17,6400 4 , 0 1 16,0801 

4.74 22.4676 4.46 19,8916 5.52 30,4704 5,33 28.4089 4 ,18 17,4724 

1.69 2.5281 4.35 18,9225 7 .21 51,9841 4,34 18,8356 4,18 17,4724 

4,09 16.7201 4.73 22,3729 7,23 52,2729 4,19 17,5561 4,75 22,5625 

2 .SO 8.2900 4,47 19,9809 7,70 60,5284 3,95 15,4449 4 , 42 19,5364 

5.00 9*0000 3,23 27,8784 7.30 53,2900 §,@a 34,5744 3,20 10,7584 

2 .74 7#§076 4 , 50 20.2500 7.56 67,1536 3,93 15,4449 4 , 8 1 23,1361 

8.77 14*2129 4,30 20,2500 7.00 49,0000 4,19 17.5561 4,20 17,6400 

2.67 7,1289 3 , 54 12,5316 6 .01 38.1201 5 ,11 26,1121 3.63 13,1769 

1.80 3*2400 8 ,00 25,0000 7.56 57,1536 4,73 22,3729 3,08 9,4864 

3 ,51 12.3201 3.80 14,4400 7.00 49,0000 4,34 18*@356 5,08 25,8064 

1.94 ' 3.7656 3,75 14.0625 7,07 49,9849 4,20 17,6400 3,24 10,4976 

2.23 §.1984 5,08 35.7604 7,33 53,7289 3,68 13,5424 3,80 14,4400 

1.95 3.8025 6,43 29.4849 7,38 54.4644 3,93 15,4449 5,38 28,9444 

3.74 13,9876 4,47 19.9809 7,30 53,2900 4 , 9 1 24,1081 4,42 19,5364 

2,14 4.6796 6 , 2 1 38,5641 7,10 50,4100 4,19 17,5561 4,57 20,8849 

2.24 5,0176 5 ,11 26*1124 6.58 43.2964 4 , 4 1 19,4481 3,90 15,2100 
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TABLE YIII~.Contlntt«d 

Student 
Teaehei? 

Donln«tlre-
in t«grmtiT# 
Behavior 

X 2 

Inventory 
of 

Belief a 

Xs 

? I 0 
Soil# 

X 2 

Wright*tone19 
Seale of 

Civie Belief* 

X r2 

27 

29 

30 

52 

33 

34 

m 
36 

37 

30# 

40 

41 

46 

'X 
• X® 
X 

42.5 

30,5 

54.5 

31*0 

43.6 

93. 0 

40.0 

24.0 

78. 3 

29 .3 

38.0 

38*3 

§4.3 

1»®0@»23 

§30.23 

2,070.23 

931.00 

1|806.23 

9 , 0 2 5 . 0 0 

1*734,00 

373.00 

6,162.23 

@70.23 

1,444.00 

1,482.25 

4,160*25 

1,431.0 
77,837.00 

43.16 
19.494 
3.359 

47 

76 

63 

87 

84 

@3 

108 

as 

37 

@8 

77 

88 

74 

2,209 

3,776 

4,223 

7,369 

7,036 

7,744 

11,664 

6,724 

3,249 

4,624 

3,929 

7,744 

3,47© 

9 

9 

12 

8 

8 

12 

3 

6 

9 

12 

9 

3 

11 

81 

81 

144 

64 

@4 

144 

23 

36 

@1 

144 

81 

23 

121 

2,369 
186,©79 

76.42 
13.83 
2.327 

301 
,093 

9 .71 
2.5431 

. 428 

33 

65 

i® 

6© 

63 

70 

64 

63 

64 

62 

49 

71 

61 

3,023 

3,969 

4,336 

3,600 

4,223 

4,90© 

4,096 

3,969 

4,096 

3,344 

2 ,401 

3 ,041 

3,721 

1,962 
123,194 

63.29 
3.733 
1.047 



m 

TABLE VIII—-Continued 

Thuretone1 s Attitude Se&les 

Toward t h e Toward Toward the Toward the Toward 
Chureh War Germans Chineee Communism 

X X2 X y2 X X8 
dPfe* 

v2 
Ji. 

If 
Sk X« 

4 ,39 19•2721 6 . 4 5 41.5025 7 . 2 3 68,8729 6,62 43.8244 3.83 14,6689 

1 .84 3 .3856 4 . 1 2 16.9744 6 . 7 8 45.9684 4*46 19.8916 5.18 26,8324 

2 , 3 1 5 , 3 3 6 1 5 . 5 6 30,9136 7,21 51 .9841 4 . 1 9 17 .5561 2.67 7,1289 

1 . 9 3 5 .7249 3.98 15*8404 6 .99 48 .8601 4 . 6 8 20,9764 3 ,04 9 ,2416 

2.1s 4.7524 5 .26 27.667© 6 . 7 8 45.9684 5 .30 28,0900 4.36 19.1844 

1 .60 2 .8561 4 . 9 6 24.6016 7 .50 56.2500 3 . 4 5 11.9025 2,56 6 .5025 

1.75 2 .9929 5 . 2 5 27.5625 7 .20 51.8400 4.4® 19.8916 4 . 2 3 18.3184 

2 . 3 9 5.7121 5.00 25.0000 7.21 51 .9841 4 . 5 7 20,8849 4 , 0 1 16.0801 

1*84 3.3856 s.tr 27.2484 7.70 59.2900 4 . 3 3 18,7489 2.72 7,3984 

1.84 3.3856 5.29 27.9841 7 . 4 3 53.2049 3 , 6 3 13.1769 3.47 12,0409 

$#87 14.9769 4 . 5 8 20.9764 7.23 52.2729 5 ,06 25,6036 3.20 10,2400 

1 .75 3 .0625 2.44 5.9536 7 .00 49.0000 3 . 9 3 15.4449 5 . 6 5 31,9225 

4 . 0 7 16.5649 4 . 8 7 23.7169 7.14 50.9796 5.18 26,8324 4 . 4 5 19,8025 

@2*38 148.52 219.32 141.43 12S 2.91 
228.6247 791,6269 1.668,8096 661.5377 508.5053 

2 . 3 6 4 .79 7.07 4 . 5 6 3.96 
#547 .810 .597 .739 •849 
• 100 *148 .109 .135 .155 
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TABLE IX 

TBI SCO M S AMD TIE SOOHES SQUARED OF THE FEMALE 
STUDEHT• TEACHERS 01 THE SELECTED IKASOTSS 

Student* 
Teacher 

Ho. 

» s 17 

Dominatlv®* 

Behavior 

Inventory 
©f 

Beliefs 

X* 

P E G 
Scale 

*8 
A 

rightstone's 
Seals of 

Oiirle Beliefa 

X* 

2 

© 

7 

11 

If 

19 

20 

23 

25 

23 

39 

42 

43 

44 

m 

47 

48 

3 4 . 5 

4 6 . 5 

74 ,0 

22*5 

88.0 

4 2 . 5 

22*5 

48.# 0 

4 8 . 5 

105. 0 

29.5 

3S.0 

61*0 

3 0 . 5 

5 9 . 5 

SO.5 

91.0 

1,190.25 

2,162*26 

8,476.00 

@06.2$ 

7 ,744 .00 

1 ,806 .25 

§06.25 

2 , 3 0 4 . 0 0 

2 , 3 5 2 . 2 5 

11 ,025 .00 

870..25 

1 ,444 .00 

3,721.00 

930.25 

5 , 5 4 0 , 2 5 

930 .25 

8 , 2 3 1 . 0 0 

73 

76 

@5 

33 

90 

97 

78 

77 

88 

@2 

75 

32 

m 

78 

76 

86 

58 

5 ,329 

5 ,776 

9,026 

6 ,889 

0,100 

9,409 

6 ,084 

5 ,929 

7 ,744 

6 ,724 

5 ,625 

2 ,704 

4 ,624 

6 ,084 

5 ,776 

7 ,396 

3 ,364 

9 

3 

5 

7 

11 

6 

8 

10 
ft 

13 

7 

15 

10 

@ 

12 

5 

7 

01 

64 

25 

49 

121 

3© 

64 

100 

25 

169 

49 

225 

100 

64 

144 

25 

49 

§0 

66 

71 

64 

©9 

66 

60 

68 

68 

63 

61 

86 

65 

60 

52 

64 

61 

3,600 

4§356 

5,041 

4 ,096 

4,761 

4,356 

31600 

4 ,624 

4 ,624 

3 ,969 

3 , 7 2 1 

3 ,136 

4 ,228 

3 ,600 

2 ,704 

4#096 

3,721 

M 
cr~ 
crM 
t 

872 .0 
54 ,789 .50 

51 .29 
24 .335 

6.084 
.779 

1,332 
106,582 

78.41 
11.437 
2*860 

.480 

146 

8 . 5 9 
2 . 3 2 3 

.706 
1.439 

1,074 
68,230 

63.1® 
4.670 
1.168 
.0 66 



TAB LB IX«—Contlnuad 

ISO 

ftair®t©na*s A t t i t u d e S e a l a s 

Toward the 
Church 

X2 

Toward 
War 

X X® 

Toward tha 
Germans 

Toward tha 
Chinasa 

X X® 

Toward 
Comfatiuiiai 

X r2 

2.01 

1,79 

2*34 

8* I t 

2*78 

3.7® 

1.52 

2.02 

3,36 

2 .18 

1.7© 

3 .25 

2 ,32 

2 .14 

1.62 

5 .18 

2 .95 

4 .0401 

3 .2041 

'@.4516 

4 .7961 

7.7284 

13.9129 

2,3104 

4.0804 

12.0736 

4.7524 

3.0025 

10.5625 

5#3824 

4*3796 

2.6244 

10.1124 

8.7023 

4*28 

2 .44 

4 .17 

4 . 1 3 

4 .49 

3 . 8 1 

6 .48 

6.12 

3 .67 

4 . 7 8 

6*43 

4 .89 

3 ,53 

4 . 3 3 

4 ,60 

4.OS 

3 .66 

18.0623 

3.9336 

17.3889 

17.0369 

20.1601 

14,3161 

41*9904 

26.2144 

13.4689 

22.8484 

29.7023 

23.9121 

30.8023 

18,9223 

21,1600 

16,4023 

32.0336 

7 .36 

7 .43 

7 .18 

7 , 0 1 

7 .18 

6 . 9 8 

7 .23 

7 .01 

6 . 7 8 

7 . 7 1 

6 . 9 8 

7 .68 

7 .37 

7 .10 

7 .10 

7 . 7 1 

7 .26 

37*1336 

33.3023 

31.3324 

49.1401 

31.3324 

48.7204 

32,2729 

49.1401 

43.9684 

39.4441 

48,7204 

38,9824 

34.3169 

30.4100 

•50,4100 

39.4441 

32.7076 

4 .19 

3 .68 

3 . 9 3 

4*38 

4 , 4 1 

4 .32 

4 . 1 1 

3*93 

3 .93 

4 ,65 

4 .37 

4 . 9 8 

4 , 4 6 

4 .20 

4*77 

4 ,19 

3*30 

17*3361 

13.3424 

13,4449 

20,9764 

19*4481 

20*4304 

16*8921 

13,4449 

13*4449 

21*6223 

19*0969 

24*8004 

19,8916 

17.6400 

22,7329 

17*3361 

30*2300 

3-* 83 

3 .47 

3*88 

3*44 

3*24 

4*03 

4 .27 

3*08 

3*18 

4*18 

3 , 7 1 

2*83 

4*36 

4 .37 

2*88 

3*82 

4 .00 

14*8223 

12*040® 

13*0344 

11*8336 

10*4976 

16,2409 

18*2329 

9*4864 

26*8324 

17.4724 

13.7641 

8*0089 

19*0096 

19*0969 

8*2944 

33*8724 

16,0000 
41*33 

108*9763 
2 ,44 

.673 

.169 
1* 198 

77*89 
370*3979 

4*38 
,907 
*227 
*807 

123.29 
903.4383 

7*23 
.833 
*209 
*843 

74.40 
328*7906 

4*38 
.393 
,099 
.914 

66*39 
270*3603 

3*92 
*740 
*183 
.174 
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